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Welcome to our 2019 Trade 
Catalogue

Established in 1991

Welcome to our 2019 Trade Catalogue

This year we have raised the bar in creating the largest collection of innovative and quality Crime 
Preventions products available in the UK. JNE Security are the only true “one stop shop” for community 
safety products providing the latest designs and gadgets which stand us above the competition in 
offering best value for choice, quality, availability and price.

JNE Security Ltd – Keeping Quality as our most important focus

JNE have always been a clear market leader in quality. We were the first UK company to have Secured 
by Design approval for our Minder Personal Alarms and we have built up the Minder brand to be 
possibly Europe’s leading name for Personal Alarms and Community Safety Products.

Throughout our catalogue you will see quality products which conform to a variety of important 
standards. RoHS, CE Approved, Secured by Design, Sold Secure, EN, BS and also a number of products 
which have been selected for National Frameworks and Tenders.

Domestic Violence,  Anti Fraud/Scamming and Mini Police

We have made a special effort in bringing new products to areas of increased public importance. In early 
2018 many of our innovations were selected  for a National Tender aimed at Domestic Violence and 
since this we have worked in partnership with the Police to bring some forward thinking solutions to 
tackle Domestic Abuse. A number of our Domestic Violence products are unique to us.

Our Anti Fraud products were brought to country’s attention when our Card Minder RFID sleeves were  
featured on BBC TVs Rip Off Britian. This year our range has grown to address all forms of Fraud and 
Scams.

Finally, liaising with school children and educating the next generation has become a successful 
nationwide project in the form of Mini Police. Our Road Safety section has the UK’s best selection of 
giveaways for kids of all ages. From Hi-Vis Vests to cool reflective stickers, school friendly Personal 
Alarms to our new Hi-Vis Tags in a variety of attractive designs. 

Follow us on Twitter

FOLLOW us on Twitter @jne_security to see the latest products, product videos, special offers, 
giveaways and promotions. Twitter is the best way to keep fully updated on our product innovation.
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Ken Povey

Emma Povey

Nick Hughes

Ken Povey - Managing Director

Ken is responsible for the overall decisions at JNE and  has a vast experience in the 
security industry. He was responsible for the introduction of the first Electronic Personal 
Alarm into the UK market over 28 years ago .

E-mail: kpovey@jnesecurity.co.uk

Nick Hughes - Marketing Director

Nick joined JNE in 1993 and is responsible for innovation, introducing new product ideas 
and promoting the Company’s products. If you have any requirements for samples for 
evaluation or require the latest special offers contact Nick via phone or E-mail.

E-mail: nick@jnesecurity.co.uk

Emma Povey - Accounts Manager

Emma has a successful background in Financial Services. She joined the company in 2003 
and is responsible for the Account Management at JNE. If you have any queries regarding 
your account status, payments or invoices, please give Emma a call or E-mail.

E-mail: accounts@jnesecurity.co.uk

In House Design/Branding Team

We can now produce any artwork, customized design, logo, leaflet or Crime Prevention 
Pack to fit your campaign.  If you have any particular project and want to get a quote or a 
proof of artwork  please e-mail our In House Design/Branding Team.

E-mail: branding@jnesecurity.co.uk 

MEET THE MANAGEMENT TEAM AT JNE SECURITY
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New Product Highlights 2019
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Domestic Violence / Domestic Abuse

Minder Domestic Violence PIR Panic Alarm

In consultation with the Police we have developed the perfect Domestic
Violence Alarm which is totally wireless and set up in seconds to provide a 
peace of mind solution for any high risk individuals or to give out as part of a 
Domestic Abuse prevention scheme.

The Minder Domestic Violence Alarm is a fully functioning remote controlled 
PIR Alarm for use in the home with a 130dB siren and a Remote Key Fob, 
however, it also comes supplied with a waterproof Wrist Watch SOS Panic 
Button so it can be worn at all times.
PIR Alarm (Batteries not included)
Remote & SOS Button (Batteries included)

Minder Domestic Violence PIR Panic Alarm with 
Window Sensor Alarm

The Minder Domestic Violence Alarm can also be expanded to 
include extra Window Sensors. As part of this kit, it is supplied with 1 x SOS 

Panic Button and 1 x Door/Window Sensor
PIR Alarm (Batteries not included)

Remote, SOS Button & Window Sensor (Batteries included)

£13.95  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: DVALARM19 
10 units + 

£16.95  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: DVALARM19WIND 
10 units + 

Our products have been at the forefront of tackling Domestic Violence in the UK.
Over the past few years we have worked with several Victim Support/Domestic Abuse agencies in developing a range of 
products specifically targeted at helping victims of Domestic Violence. In 2017 several of our products were 
specifically selected for a Police Contract aimed at providing peace of mind for victims. Included in  this was our Dual 
Activated Minder Door Handle Alarm which has been widely praised due to its reliability and functionality.

This year we have raised the bar further by introducing some more innovative products to tackle Domestic Abuse and 

provide further support for victims. 
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Domestic Violence / Domestic Abuse

£11.95  Per Unit
+ VAT

Secured By Design Door Jammer 

The Door Jammer is a unique, new and innovative portable door security device 
and is a simple way to prevent unwanted intrusions into any room and provide 
peace of mind. It is portable, discreet yet highly effective. It can be fitted to most 
doors in seconds to ‘jam’ the door shut and make the occupant(s) feel totally 
secure and private.

Owing to an ingenious system of hinges and angles, the horizontal force being 
exerted on the door from the outside is converted into a vertical force to anchor 
the Door Jammer firmly into the ground. This not only prevents the door from 
moving horizontally, it also forces the door upwardly, increasing the Door 
Jammer’s grip and reducing the chances of its foot slipping on the floor.

Robust and universal, the adjustable foot situated at the end of the hinged leg 
allows the Door Jammer to be installed on any type of floor (flat or inclined). 
The footpad, situated below the adjustable foot allows the Door Jammer to be 
installed on any type of surface: hardwood floor, carpet, tiles, linoleum, etc.

£16.95 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: DJ015 
10 units + 

REF: DB013 
12 units + 

Minder Door Brace

The MINDER dual function Door Brace is the perfect product for rapid deployment.  
The product will fit most hinged and sliding doors/windows to help prevent forced 
entry.
KEY FEATURES:
• Strong adjustable 20 gauge steel tube (will withstand 150kg of force).
• Door Brace will work on both hinged and sliding doors/windows.
• Works on carpet, wood and tile flooring.
• New and improved pivoting ball joint.
• Installs easily under door knob or handle (new improved yoke).
• Ideal product if you feel vulnerable for use in the home,  office or student   
 accommodation when used on entrance or internal doors.

• Maximum length 1300mm, minimum length 700mm.
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Domestic Violence / Domestic Abuse

Door Wedge Alarm

This unique product has been featured on TV and offers “Peace of 
Mind Protection”.

Simply by positioning the unit at the base of any door, the DS175 will 
prevent forced entry. As an added benefit if a forced entry attempt is 
made a 120dB siren will sound. The DS175 comes supplied with a 9V 
battery and is suitable for all types of doors.

Also includes the unique feature of a vibration sensor for double 
protection.

£3.25  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: DS175 
48 units +

Locking Letter Plate Restrictor

This is the ideal product to prevent arson attacks and 
combat anti-social behaviour. 

Simply affix the product next to your existing letterbox 
and set in position to secure the letterbox in a closed 
position.
 
Available in white or chrome. £9.50  REF: LLP014

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Howsar Portable Door Lock

An ideal temporary lock giving peace of mind for victims of Domestic 
Violence/Abuse
• Use to lock occupied rooms quickly and easily. Fits in seconds.
• Temporary, easy to use lock, portable and lightweight.

• No permanent fitting to door or frame, no metal parts. £4.25  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: HOWSAR15
10 units + 

The Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock is a fantastic device to give peace of mind 
for victims of domestic violence, students and anyone using temporary 
accommodation or travelling abroad.

The Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock is the best designed Door Lock 
available and is sold Worldwide. Constructed with a steel core and stainless steel 
functioning parts, the user can be safe in the knowledge of the products robust quality.
The Portable Door Lock is easily deployed whereby the end metal piece fits into the 
strike plate, when closing the door the red part of the lock secures simply in place to 
lock the door and prevent unwanted entry.

• Small - Strong - Secure Portable Door Lock
• Provides peace of mind to students, Victims of Domestic Violence and 
 travellers
• Simple to use, easy to install and remove
• Incredibly strong, core components stainless steel
• The ideal Hotel Travel Lock - Stay safe in your room. 

Supplied with a handy carry pouch.

Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock

£4.95  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: MPDL-19
10 units + 
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Domestic Violence Texting Mini Alarm

Our new Domestic Violence Texting Mini Alarm is a fantastic tool to 
deploy and redeploy for Victims of Domestic Abuse. 

The alarm system comprises of a remote control and 1 GSM PIR 
Mini Alarm which has the ability to dial up to 3 numbers and send 
text messages.
 
The Mini PIR would sit in a safe room or spare room, etc, 
(preferably in a room which is rarely used).  The alarm is then set on 
silent mode. If the victim ever feels vulnerable or needs to escape a 
threatening situation they would go to the safe room activating the 
PIR and thus contacting the designated numbers.

This is far more covert than a panic system which often involves 
the victim carrying panic buttons, etc. Also as the unit is battery 
operated, it can be deployed instantly and even used as a simple 
alarm system when the occupant is out. A fantastic peace of mind 
product which we have already supplied to many schemes.

• Size 115mm(H) x 70mm(W) x 30mm(D).
• Additional remotes available.
• Sim card required.
• Requires batteries. £34.95  Per Unit

+ VAT
REF: MA901 
5 units + 

Domestic Violence Zebra Keyring

We have introduced a low cost innovative keyring to hand 
out to victims of domestic violence. The keyring gives the 
impression of an ‘arty’ design combining a zebra with a 
barcode. 

However the barcode number is actually the phone 
number of the 24-hour National Domestic Violence 
freephone helpline. £0.75  REF: DVK12

100 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Domestic Violence / Domestic Abuse

Dual Activation Door Handle Alarm

The Dual Activated Door Alarm was selected for a Police contract targeted 
at Domestic Violence. The Dual Activated Door Alarm comes supplied with a 
rubber secure ring which keeps it in place on any door knob or handle. 

The new Dual Protection Door Handle Alarm is activated by either vibration or 
touch sensitivity. In addition, this unit has the option of alarm or chime mode that 
can be used to warn off intruders and to acknowledge entry.

An obvious upgrade on other models available.

(Batteries included)

£3.25  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: DPHA16 
20 units + 
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Domestic Violence / Domestic Abuse

Minder 1200 Lumens Solar Powered Light

Security Lighting is an important part of safeguarding victims of Domestic Violence.
Our new 1200 Lumens Solar Powered Light was sourced in co-operation with our partners 
involved in target hardening. It is an energy efficient, cost effective solution giving maximum 
light output.

The SOL182-18 is a 3 x head PIR sensor Solar Light with 182 super white COB LED lights 
providing 1200 lumens of light.  For best results we recommend that the solar panel is 
mounted in a South Facing position. The unit is supplied with a separate solar panel and 4 
metres of cable, giving total flexibility for installation.

KEY FEATURES

• ABS plastic construction.
• Separate solar panel with 4 metres of cable.
• Eco friendly and energy efficient.
• 182 super white LED lights.
• 1200 lumens of light.
• Adjustable light sensor to choose level of darkness that must be reached before the  
 light activates.
• Time adjustment setting control-choice.
• PIR sensitivity adjustment control-choice.

1200 LUMENS

Apperta Wi-Fi Door Station with Door Chime         

The new Apperta Wi-Fi Door Station (batteries included) is the ideal rapid 
deployment system for victims of Domestic Violence. It comes complete with a 
wire free door chime and is viewed via a smart phone app.

Battery Powered Wi-Fi Door Station with Record Facility.

• Alerts user to visitors via smart-phone APP
• Up to 6 months battery life, based on 3 activations per day
• Complete with wire-free door chime
• High Definition colour image
• Infra-red LEDs for low light use

• Weatherproof rating: IP55 £139.95 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: APP-WIFI-19
1 unit + 

Rapid Deployment Wireless Camera Kit

We are delighted to introduce a fantastic new Rapid Deployment 
Wireless CCTV System which comes with an LCD monitor and 2 
outdoor night vision cameras.

This Wireless System is easy to install and is perfect to deploy at a 
property which is experiencing  domestic violence.
The system supports up to a 32GB SD Card for up to 76 hours 
continuous recording.

•	 Easy to install (simply plug and play)
•	 Includes a 7” LCD Monitor 640x480
•	 See Page 78 for full details £195.00  REF:  7035N4

1 unit + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£27.95  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: SOL182-18
4 units + 
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Digital Door Viewer

We are pleased to introduce our new improved Digital 
Door Viewer which is the ideal product for Domestic 
Violence. When motion is detected the unit will 
automatically record on to the 4Gb SD Card. Recorded 
clips are time and date stamped for evidential purposes. 
The in-built screen provides peace of mind for the victim. 
This product has night vision and includes a rechargeable 
battery and power supply.

• Video recording and photo taking (night vision)
• Motion detection
• Size 136mmx75mmx18mm
• Camera viewer size: 60x60x14mm
• Built in rechargeable battery
• 4Gb SD card included £82.95  REF:  S15

1 unit + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Domestic Violence / Domestic Abuse

£3.95 REF: UHSP-17
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Domestic Violence Security Pack 

THE BEST VALUE BESPOKE PACK IN THE UK - £3.95 PER PACK + VAT

We wanted to produce a pack attractively packaged in a retail clam shell designed for mass distribution.
The Ultimate Domestic Violence/ Home Security Pack includes 4 items.

1 x Door Wedge Alarm (Battery included)
1 x Personal Attack Alarm with Torch (Battery included)
1 x Window/Door Entry Alarm (Battery included)
1 x Premises are Alarmed Sticker

Purchased separately this pack would almost double in price.

Guardcam Deco

Guardcam Deco is the latest state of the art evidential and monitoring solution for 
Domestic Violence. It is a Security Camera Light which offers remote viewing, live 
view and recording for evidential purposes.

• Wi-Fi Security Light for Remote Viewing
• Full 1080p HD Live View & Recording
• Notifications via APP
• Wide Angle Camera View
• Clear Two–Way Audio
• 3000K LED Lamp
• 800 Lumen Output
• Remotely Dim or Turn On/Off The LED Lamp
• Motion Activated Video Record
• Manual Alarm Feature
• IP55 Rated
• Robust Metal Housing
• 8GB Memory Storage Provided (Up to 200 events)
• Requires 2.4GHZ Wi-Fi

£169.95  REF: GC-DECO
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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The New Memo Minder Deluxe

Perfect Domestic Violence Product

Thousands of our original Memo Proximity Minder units were supplied to Police 
and Councils UK wide to tackle Distraction Burglary. For 2019 we are excited to 
launch the “Memo Minder Deluxe” which is a weatherproof version so it can also 
be used externally to warn anyone approaching your door as well as internally for 
reminder messages.

The Memo Minder Deluxe can be utilised to tackle Domestic Violence as a warning 
message can be recorded by an individual/Police Officer to advise of security 
measures in place/CCTV installed or any appropriate messages for individual cases.

•	 Weatherproof
•	 Sensitivity Adjusting Cover
•	 Batteries not included
•	 High and Low settings
•	 Supplied with fixings

•	 80mm x 70mm x 30mm

Domestic Violence / Domestic Abuse

UL94 CERTIFICATED & IPX4 RATED
•	 Minder	Security	Fireproof	Bags	are	easy	to	use	and	store	important	
documents	and	valuables.

•	 Open	the	zipper	to	put	your	documents	and	valuables	inside	before	
zipping	closed	to	protect	within	the	bag.

•	 The	Minder	Fireproof	Bag	can	protect	your	possessions	from	being	
ruined	by	fire,	heat,	smoke	or	water.

Minder Fireproof Bags

The Minder Fireproof Bags are a perfect peace 
of mind product to give to victims of Domestic 
Violence. Many Victim Support schemes install 
Fireproof Letter boxes or External Mailboxes to 
counter the threat of arson.

The Minder Fireproof Bags are a low cost 
additional solution which will protect essential 
documents and valuables such as passports, 
mobile phones, money and sentimental items from 
the risk of fire and water. 

They also act as portable storage for essential 
items which is very important especially if the 
individual needs to enter temporary refuge 
accommodation during the period of abuse.

The Fireproof Bags are :

UL94 CERTIFICATED & IPX4  RATED

Small Fireproof bag is  162 x 229mm 

Large Fireproof bag is  280 x 380mm

£11.95  REF:  MMD-2018
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£5.95  REF:  MFPB19-S
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£8.95  REF:  MFPB19-L
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VATLarge

Small

Perfect Domestic Violence Product
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Secured by Design Personal Alarms

Minder Personal Alarms with both Secured By Design and 
Sold Secure approval. Rely on the best.

• Small size with the designer look appealing to younger 
employees (40mm x 60mm x 12mm)
• Pull pin activation
• 140 decibel siren
• Added torch facility 
• Alkaline batteries included 
• 5 year warranty 
• Separate keyring
• Battery isolator included

The Mini Minder Keyring Torch Alarm is the most popular Keyring Torch Alarm available in the UK. 
Due to its small size, loud siren and SBD accreditation it is an extremely desirable Personal Attack 
Alarm amongst most age groups. Available in 5 attractive colours (Silver, Red, Blue,  Purple and Black) 
the Minder Keyring Torch Alarm is the perfect product for mass distribution.

Features Include:

Mini Minder Keyring Torch Alarm - METAL-001

£2.29  
REF: METAL001Silver
         METAL001Purple
         METAL001Black
         METAL001Blue
         METAL001Red

Per Unit
+ VAT

50 Units +
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Secured by Design Personal Alarms

£2.29  REF: MDST001
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.19  REF: MK001METAL
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Metallic Mini Minder Keyring Alarm

140 decibel siren, extremely small and compact size. Other features 
include:

• Pull pin activation
• Alkaline batteries included
• 5 Year warranty
• Size (40mm x 45mm x 16mm)
• Separate keyring

Supplied in boxes of 200 in four mixed colours.
(Blue, Silver, Purple and Red)

Minder Pendant Torch Alarm

A trendy looking pendant shape with a 140 decibel siren 
incorporating a separate torch facility. Other features include: 

• Pull pin activation 
• Batteries included 
• 5 year warranty 
• Size (95mm x 35mm x 15mm)
• Separate keyring   
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Secured by Design Personal Alarms

Minder Torch Alarm

Incorporates a flashing strobe light so that employees can be heard 
and located in an emergency situation. Other features include:

• Pull pin activation 
• Separate torch button 
• 143 decibel siren 
• Belt clip 
• Window/door mounting bracket 
• Battery included
• 5 year warranty
• Size (60mm x 70mm x 20mm)

Minder Personal Alarm

Voted the best Personal Alarm available (BBC TV). The Minder has 
the maximum sound output with the following features: 

• Pull pin activation 
• Separate panic button 
• 143 decibel siren 
• Belt clip 
• Window/door mounting bracket 
• Battery included
• 5 year warranty
• Size (60mm x 70mm x 20mm)

£2.85 REF: T2STROBE
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.65  REF: T2
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Door Accessory

This unique Accessory has been designed to work with the full range 
of Secured by Design Minder Personal Security Alarms, giving an 
added feature of protecting entry through doors and windows.

PLEASE NOTE THIS IS ONLY AN ACCESSORY, IT DOES NOT 
COME SUPPLIED WITH THE ALARM.

£1.09  REF: MD190
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Minder Sports Ball Alarm 

Introducing the latest must have Personal Attack Alarm ideal for the younger generation but suitable for all ages. 

The Minder Sports Ball Alarm is designed in 4 different sports - Football, Tennis, Basketball and Baseball. Fitted with 
an easily attached G-Clip, the alarm can be clipped to any bag, rucksack, handbag or clothing. 

It has a separate pull pin activation which sets off a 125dB siren. Most importantly with the addition of the Alarms 
On/Off switch the Minder Sports Ball Alarm can be switched off when not required (this could be when in school, 
college or work therefore avoiding any embarrassing false activation at all times). Batteries pre-fitted.

Also ideal as an anti bullying device.

Personal Alarms

£1.99  REF: AS LISTED
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Product Codes:-

SPORTSBALL-16-FOOTBALL = Football
SPORTSBALL-16-TENNIS = Tennis ball
SPORTSBALL-16-BASEBALL = Baseball
SPORTSBALL-16-BASKETBALL = Basketball

Ideal as an anti bullying device

Minder Accessorise Alarm

Many women do not carry Personal Alarms because they are either too bulky or not aesthetically appealing, 
therefore, we have introduced the new Minder Accessorise Alarm. 
The Accessorise Alarm is designed as a small, stylish Metallic Heart Trinket which attaches to handbags with its tiny 
G-Clip. Batteries pre-fitted.

The Accessorise Alarm has the practical feature of an On/Off switch so the Alarm can be switched off when 
necessary (at work, college, etc). It also features a captive pin so the Alarm can be activated to set off its 125dB siren 
and the pin is easily replaced to be deactivated.

Available in Silver, Red, Pink, Black and Gold, the Minder Accessorise Alarm can complement any outfit or look stylish 

next to any handbag. 

£3.49  REF: AS LISTED
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Product Codes:-

ACCESS-16-P = Pink
ACCESS-16-B = Black
ACCESS-16-S = Silver
ACCESS-16-G = Gold
ACCESS-16-R = Red
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Personal Alarms

The Minder ‘WalkSafe”

Introducing the new Handheld Torch which incorporates a 125db Personal Alarm. The Minder “WalkSafe” is the ideal 
product for anyone who goes out walking at night. 

The Minder “WalkSafe” features a 3 LED Torch ideal to light the way on your way home. 

Should an emergency situation occur simply press the Alarm button which sets off the 125db Siren. 

The Alarm has a carabiner clip perfect for attaching to clothing, rucksacks or uniforms.

This product is perfect for dog walkers, night watchmen, security staff, joggers, the elderly and students.

£3.99  REF: WALKSAFE
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Wrist Alarm

The Wrist Alarm is one of the trendiest and most forward thinking 
Personal Alarms on the market. Discreetly disguised as a Wrist 
watch, the Wrist Alarm can be easily activated by a simple push 
button activation with a 130dB siren.

Pre-fitted with batteries and an easy to use velcro strap, the Wrist 
Alarm comes in 3 unisex colours (Blue, Silver or Black).

• Size: 40mm x 35mm x 10mm

£2.65REF: WR001
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Personal Alarms

Hi-Vis  Personal Alarm 

The Hi-Vis Personal Attack Alarm is the 1st Personal Alarm to offer an alarm 
siren combined with a dual flashing mode - emergency red blinking - red/blue 
sequential flashing.  Other features include:
• Available in stylish red or black
• Carabiner clip for ease of use
• Pull pin activation
• Captive pin 
• Dual flashing mode (emergency red blinking or sequential red/blue flashing)
• Size: 55mm x 38mm x 30mm.
• Batteries included

£4.45REF: HV-ALARM
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Bear Keyring Alarm

A range of alarms designed for the younger  generation but appealing 
to all ages.

The Bear Keyring Alarm combines an ear piercing 140dB alarm with 
a unique and trendy design. This new product could revolutionise 
personal safety.  Batteries included

The Bear Keyring Personal Alarm was designed following an intensive 
marketing survey amongst young people.

• Size: 60mm x 40mm x 20mm £1.99REF: BEAR001
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£1.49  REF: YL326 
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Student Personal Alarm

We can offer the UK’s lowest price for an Electronic Personal 
Alarm. 

Features include: 
 
• 120dB siren
• Battery isolator installed to prolong shelf life
• Size: 40mm x 60mm x 12mm
• Supplied in Black 
• Comes with keyring
• Batteries included
• Branding available for large quantities
• Torch facility included
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Personal Alarms

Squeeze Personal Alarm with LED Light

A person is most likely to be attacked at night while walking to or from their car 
or home.  This compact alarm easily attaches to your keys or clips to your purse 
or clothing which always keeps it within reach.

Many Personal Alarms can be difficult to use in a panic situation, this panic 
alarm features fast and simple “Squeeze and Scare” operation that allows you 
to quickly activate the alarm at the same time you grab the unit.
 
The LED Light is bright and powerful which will shine a light at an attacker or 
light the way for you to make an exit.

• Available in black, pink, blue and red
• Batteries included.
• Size: 75mm x 40mm x 15mm.

£1.89 REF: AS LISTED
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

SQ001BLUE  = Blue
SQ001RED  = Red
SQ001BLACK  = Black
SQ001PINK  = Pink

Cash Minder Personal Alarm with UV Light

We have now introduced the Cash Minder Keyring Personal Attack Alarm which incorporates a powerful UV Torch ideal 
for identifying counterfeit currency, credit cards, UV markings, Smartwater™ and SelectaDNA™ etc, etc. 

The Cash Minder Personal Alarm has a powerful 140dB siren and is fitted with a separate keyring to the activation pin, 
preventing false activation.

The Cash Minder UV Keyring Torch Personal Alarm is the ideal product for employees who handle cash day to day or 
simply for anyone who works within the retail sector or in Crime Prevention. 

The UV Keyring Torch Personal Alarm has the following features :-

•	 140 Decibel Siren
•	 Supplied in White
•	 Pull Pin Activation
•	 Separate Keyring
•	 Unique feature of a UV Torch (365nm)
•	 Batteries Included
•	 Fitted with an isolator to preserve battery life

•	 (40mm x 60mm x 12mm)

£2.75  REF: CM-PA/UV-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Personal Alarms

New Combined PIR Alarm with Personal Alarm and Torch

We are excited to launch a new fantastic all in one security product which combines a 110dB+  
siren Personal Alarm with a portable PIR alarm and a handy torch. This product has a         
multitude of uses and provides a low cost security product which can be used as a Personal 
Attack Alarm when out and about but also as a working PIR detection alarm when at home or 
staying in alternative  accommodation.

When either the Attack Alarm or the PIR motion sensor are activated the combined Alarm 
produces a 110dB+ siren. Also the Alarm provides you with a torch which can be used to help 
find keys/locks in the dark. To activate the PIR simply pull the sliding cover down and switch on. 
A 30 second delay allows the user to vacate the room. Movement within 2 metres of the alarm 
will activate the 110 dB+ siren. The siren de-activates after approximately 20 seconds.

Ideal for 
• Students.
• Victims of domestic violence.
• Travellers.
• Employees who regularly stay in hotels.
• Single room occupancy dwellers.
• Taking abroad.
• Child safety for unsafe areas.
• Size: 65mm x 47mm x 23mm. £3.45  REF: TA001

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Jogger Hi-Vis Wrist Alarm

We are excited to launch our new Personal Attack Alarm aimed at 
improving the safety and security of Runners, Cyclists, Walkers and 
anyone involved in active pursuits during darker hours. 

The Minder Jogger Wrist Alarm is finished in a bright yellow ABS 
plastic and features Hi-Visibility wrist straps which will reflect 
when the individual is out in the dark.

The Minder Jogger Wrist Alarm is push button activated and 
sounds a 130dB siren.

Supplied with batteries and an easy to use velcro strap.

Size: 40mmx30mmx10mm

£2.95  REF: WAHV-20-18
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Minder Red Alert Defence Spray

Minder Red Alert is the 100% legal alternative to pepper spray. It does not 
contain any harmful chemicals and is non toxic. Press to release and spray 
a red gel onto the attackers face, giving you vital seconds to escape and 
call the police. Minder Red Alert will dye the assailants face and clothes 
for several days.

The smallest and most discreet defence spray you will find, it is perfect to 
carry in your pocket, handbag or car.

• Sprays up to a distance of 4 metres
• Dimensions: 85 x 34mm
• Does not contain any harmful chemicals and completely legal for 
    possession in the UK
• Minder Red Alert is a best selling self defence spray
• Contents: 40ml

Gas Personal Alarm 

Key Features: 
 
• 138dB alarm
• CFC free
• Fits easily into a handbag or pocket
• Dimensions (approx): 10.5cm length, 3.5cm diameter
• These Gas Alarms are manufactured to meet the requirements of British Standard BS6800,                       
    BS5750 Quality Standards, EC Regulations 3093/94EC, and EC Directive 89/336/EEC
• The alarm gives approximately 4 minutes of continuous use or up to 300 activations

£4.25  REF: TL900
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Trident Triple Function Personal Alarm 
 
A unique triple action Personal Attack Deterrent Alarm incorporating sound,
tracer and odour for your extra security!

Size: 130mm x 35mm x 33mm.

£7.45REF: TD14
10 units + + VAT

Per Unit

£4.50REF: REDALERT18
20 units + + VAT

Per Unit
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Purse Theft and Mobile Phone Security
We have the most extensive range of products to combat Purse and Handbag theft. Our Purse Theft products are supplied 
to most of the Police Forces in the UK and they offer excellent value for money and provide a useful deterrent in preventing 
theft of handbags and purses. Mobile Phone Crime has been steadily increasing due to the increased functionality of new 
handsets making them potentially more attractive to thieves. We have introduced a number of new and innovative products 

to tackle this crime.

Minder Bell Accessories

The Minder Bell Accessories are a pair of trendy bells with an easy to fix lobster clip. The Minder Bell 
Accessories come in 10 ultra cool colours to suit all ages and demographics.

The Minder Bell Accessories are available in the following colours:

•	 Blue
•	 Green
•	 Red
•	 Silver
•	 Hot Pink
•	 Black
•	 Orange
•	 Baby Pink
•	 Gold

•	 Purple

Minder Bell Accessories can be attached to Purses, Wallets, Handbags, Mobile Phones and any other 
personal belongings. Should anyone attempt to lift the item, the bells will jingle to alert the owner of a potential theft. 

Minder Bell Accessories are very popular amongst young people and children, whilst they are also fantastic to hand out to 
the elderly. It is the perfect product for all ages. 

£0.39  REF: MBA17
200 units +

Per Unit
+ VAT

Supplied in a mix of up to 10 colours

Minder Purse Chain Accessory

The Minder Purse Chain Accessory is a modern improvement on traditional Purse Chains as it is has been designed 
with an increased length of 40cm and is supplied in a mix of 10 colours so perfect for mass distribution to all ages.

The Minder Purse Chain Accessory is the ideal low cost product to prevent theft of purses and handbags. 
The chain attaches to the handbag and purse via the easy to use clips found at each end of the chain.

Each individually soldered link increases the strength and durability of the product and can withstand a maximum 
weight of approximately 5kg enough to deter even the most motivated pick pocket.

Key Features:
• Individually soldered links increases chain strength
• Easy to use clips on both ends of chain
• 40 cm length
• Available in a variety of 10 colours

£0.85  REF: MPCA-18
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Minder Bag Hanger Accessory
“Stops theft of Handbags”

The Minder Bag Hanger Accessory is the perfect product to protect Handbags from theft, damage and loss. 
Designed in 5 trendy heart shaped colours the Minder Bag Hanger Accessory is hooked to the edge of a table and acts as 
the perfect place to hang a handbag when out and about. 

With the Minder Bag Hanger Accessory you always know your bag is safe and it prevents your handbag from getting dirty.

The Minder Bag Hanger Accessory is ideal for use in bars, shops, restaurants and is the perfect product to take on holiday 
or when travelling. The Bag Hanger folds out and folds back to ensure it is compact, discreet and convenient to carry 
everywhere. It also fits nicely into a purse or pocket.

The product has a soft epoxy laminated fascia to give the bag hanger a nice shiny effect but more importantly it gives the 
product a longer life than cheaper made bag hangers with stickers.

Available in: Black, Pink, Gold, Blue & Red. £1.75  REF: MBH-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Purse Snatch Chain with Trolley Coin

The Purse Snatch Chain with Trolley Coin is the ideal low cost 
product to prevent theft of purses and handbags. The chain 
attaches to the handbag and purse via the easy to use clips 
found at each end of the chain.

The Trolley Coin encourages the user to carry the chain at all 
times as the coin is used instead of a pound coin to operate a 
supermarket trolley.

Twin Purse Bell in Silver or Gold
 
Our Twin Purse Bell is discreet but highly effective.

Clip it to the zipper on your purse and if someone tries to dip 
into your handbag the twin bells will jingle to alert any potential 
theft. The bells can also be used to protect bags, wallets or any 
other valuable items.

£0.77  REF: SC001
100 units + 

£0.28REF: BELL001
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

+ VAT
Per Unit

£0.30REF: GOLDBELL001
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Folding Bag Hanger with Message

Bag Hangers are a fantastic way of promoting handbag safety in 
restaurants, bars, cafes and nightclubs. The Bag Hanger is placed 
on the table and your handbag is attached to the hook which sits 
underneath the table. 
Supplied with the message “KEEP BAG IN VIEW AT ALL TIMES”.
Bag Hangers are sold on the Internet for up to £10 each. £1.25  REF: FBH-17

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Purse Theft and Mobile Phone Security
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Purse/Bag Dipping Pack

JNE has the most extensive range of items to combat purse 
and handbag theft. We have supplied several Crime Prevention 
Agencies with bespoke packs aimed at combating this crime. 

You are able to mix and match our products to suit any budget. 
Our standard pack includes:
• Twin Purse Bell
• Purse Cable
• ZipClippa
• Bag Hanger

Purse Cable

By securing a purse or another expensive item to a bag, thieves 
will instantly be deterred from stealing your secured item. 

The gradual tensioning system helps ensure that the cable 
extends many times and helps to prevent the theft.

£0.46  REF: PCAB001
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Purse Theft and Mobile Phone Security

£1.95  REF: PDP12
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Secure shopper pack
Shoppers can often be the targets of bag dippers and opportunistic 
criminals, particularly whilst in crowded areas, shopping centres and on 
public transport. The modern day criminal has also taken to using 
hand-held card readers to 'skim' cash and personal information from 
contactless cards, even whilst the card is hidden away.

The Secure Shopper Pack combats these risks with simple but effective 
products,
It comprises of our world wide famous Card Minder RFID Pouch, a Twin 
Purse Bell and a Purse Cable.

Giving shoppers peace of mind. Perfect for mass distribution

£0.89  REF: SSP17
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Purse Alarm    Supplied in Silver

The most versatile purse/handbag alarm available. 

Features include:

• 120dB siren
• Dual metal fixing clips
• Captive pin to prevent handbag from being snatched 

Size: 37mm x 22mm x 14mm. 

£2.15  REF: PUA003
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Purse Theft and Mobile Phone Security

Secret Wallet Money Belt

Introducing a regular looking belt that features 2 hidden expandable zipped pockets 
which you can safely conceal cash, credit cards, passports, tickets, mobile phones or 
other small precious items. It has an elasticated zip pocket which stretches to 
accommodate most small items. The belt is worn under clothing for concealment
and is ideal to combat pickpocketing, mobile phone theft and street crime, etc.

Available in Black, Blue & Yellow

£1.85 REF: SWB15
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

ZipClippa

ZipClippas are a low cost trendy carabiner style clip which can be used to secure 
the zips on any handbags, purses, rucksacks and luggage. These are ideal for 
everyone and offer a great security product (at point of entry) for any kind of 
‘Dipping Crime’.

Supplied in a mixture of colours.    

Size: 41mm.
£0.34 REF: ZIP15

100 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Mobile Safety Sock

The Mobile Safety Sock with 
Lanyard is the ideal product 
to promote safety of mobile 
phones, iPhones and MP3 
players. 

Mobile Tag

The Mobile Phone Tag attaches 
to the accessory/toggle point on 
the mobile phone and 
carries the unique message 
“STOP I.M.E.I. Logged.”

£0.75  REF: SOCK001
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £0.29  REF: MOBTAG24

100 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Mobile Phone Cable 

An excellent low cost device for securing mobile phones. 
The Mobile Cable’s silicon strap secures around your phone and the clip 
attaches to your clothing or bag, protecting your mobile phone from theft or 
damage. 

The Mobile Phone Cables can also be used to protect wallets and purses.

Supplied in Black or White £0.99 REF: MOBCAB14
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Available in Pink or Blue

Carabiner Clip

Keep handbags, suitcases and all 
personal possessions secure with this 
handy clip which is specifically designed 
to prevent opportunists dipping bags via 
easily accessed zip entrances.

£0.42  REF: CARAB01
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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£0.89 REF: MFG-18
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Flexi-Grip Silicone Phone Holder

Minder Flexi-Grip Silicone Phone Holders are perfect to secure Mobile Phones. Available in 8 different colours, they 
are a low cost solution to tackle a number of issues/crimes.
 
The Lanyard strap with detachable phone holder can be worn as a necklace, wrist strap or attached to a belt loop,     
purse, backpack or zipper. It is an extra strong, lightweight silicone strap and holder and is designed to be comfortable 
to wear and to provide a secure carrying solution for your phone. It also has a convenient card slot perfect for any card 
you want to keep handy.

The Minder Flexi-Grip Silicone Phone Holder is the perfect mass distribution product for young people and it can offer 
a great message for Anti Bullying, Online Safety, Cyber Crime, Mobile Theft, even Domestic Abuse (as a lot of abuse is 
online) as the card slot can be used for an informative safety message.
 
There have been mobile silicone cables/holders available for a few years and they are really popular, however with 
modern trends young people want full access to their phone especially their camera and many of these cables on the 
market block the camera lens on the phone.

Cyber Crime/Online Safety/Anti Bullying/Mobile Safety

TechMarked - The complete solution for
protecting your technology devices 

TechMarked is a simple solution to promote Mobile safety, highlight 
the importance of property marking and encourage people to 
register their Mobile Phones and Technology devices on the 
national www.immobilise.com website.*

The TechMarked kit contains the following :-

1 x TechMarked Permanent UV Marker Pen
6 x TechMarked Stickers – Ultra Destruct stickers 
1 x TechMarked Mobile Phone Cable
1 x Immobolise.com Instruction leaflet which advises people how to 
register their Mobile Phone and other technology  devices on the 
www.immobilise.com website* £0.99REF: TM15

50 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT
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Minder Signal Blocker

From the Minder Range of RFID Products
As Seen on BBC TV’s “Rip Off Britain”
The Number 1 brand for RFID Protection

The Minder Signal Blocker is a protective storage pouch that is lined with special material, when items are sealed 
inside the pouch wireless signals  are prevented from communicating to any Car Keys, Mobile Phones, Payment 
Cards or Passports. Whilst inserted into the pouch a mobile phone cannot receive any calls or alerts, therefore, 
 removing the temptation for a car driver to use or check their phone and eliminating distraction.

The Minder Signal Blocker is also ideal as a tool to discourage phone use in workplaces and classrooms, etc. The 
special material used also has RFID blocking capabilities, meaning it can protect contactless cards, passports and 
keyless car fobs from thieves and fraudsters. 

- Mobile phone storage pouch
- 8 Different colours to choose from
- Blocks all calls and alerts
- Secured by Design Approved
- Fits all models of mobile phones
- Blocks phone calls, Wi-Fi, SMS, & 4G etc, etc
- Blocks RFID - perfect for keyless car fobs

£2.39 REF: MSB-2016
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Branding Available

Stop Theft of
Vehicles

Minder Signal Blocker Mini

From the Minder Range of RFID Products
As Seen on BBC TV "Rip Off Britain"
The Number 1 brand for RFID Protection

The Minder Signal Blocker Mini is a protective storage pouch that is lined with special 
material. When your car keys are sealed inside the pouch it prevents wireless signals 
from communicating. Specifically designed to stop any relay attacks on wireless car 
keys. The Minder Signal Blocker Mini features an integral Keyring to attach your Car 
Keys. Available in 8 different colours, the Minder Signal Blocker Mini is also Police 
accredited, having passed the rigorous quality tests to earn the reputable Secured by 
Design Status.

- 8 Different colours to choose from
- Integral Keyring to attach Car Keys
- Unique Blocking material - perfect for keyless car fobs
- Independently tested and approved to Secured by Design - Police accredited 
   standard
- Compact size: 105mm x 64mm
- Protects against remote entry / keyless entry signals being stolen from Key Fobs. 
- 'Relay' theft is on the rise, this can occur even when the car key is inside your house.

£2.45 REF: MSBMINI-2018
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

RFID PRODUCTS
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RFID PRODUCTS

Card Minder - As seen on BBC TV’s Rip Off Britain

We are delighted to announce that our Card Minder RFID sleeves have now been independently tested and approved 
to Secured by Design - Police Preferred Specification.
On most credit or debit cards you will have a wireless symbol which informs you that your card uses RFID technology, 
this allows you to simply swipe your card at designated machines to make a payment. This is a much easier way of 
paying, however, it comes with security risks as a criminal could create a RFID reader with minimal effort and steal 
your details. There are also possibilities of wireless transactions being completed accidentally or duplicated.
You can prevent most of these things happening however with the Card Minder – the aluminium credit card pouch can 
fit inside your wallet and can prevent your data from being stolen. Furthermore the Card Minder could prevent two 
contactless cards in the same wallet being billed simultaneously. 

The Card Minder has the following features :-

•	 Includes RFID blocking technology to prevent unauthorised access to personal information
•	 Fits easily in any wallet or purse
•	 Low cost for mass distribution
•	 Lightweight to carry
•	 Suitable for a range of cards

£0.20  REF: RFID2016
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

We are delighted to announce all our Stylish Card Minder range are Secured by Design Approved - Police Preferred 
Specification.

The stylish range of Card Minders produced with 12 different designs to appeal to all demographics and used to 
prevent Credit Card fraud and Card Clash. 

1. London – Keeping safe in the capital
2. Pretty in Pink – For princesses everywhere
3. Golfer – For the Dad, Son or relative who enjoys a round
4. Americana – Anyone who’s been to the States or plans to go
5. Iconic UK – A very British look of the Union Flag
6. Techno – For the clubbing generation
7. Purple Flowers – An elegant design for your purse
8. Tube Lines – Excellent to know where your travel card is kept
9. Blue Blossom – Stylish design to carry your card
10. World Traveller – Ideal to keep your card safe on your travels
11. Classic Car – For the motor enthusiast
12. Passing Train – Ideal to store your Oyster Card

Stylish Card Minder - Fantastic New Low Price

£0.20 REF: RFIDDESIGN
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Card Minder Platinum - No Need For Sleeves

We are delighted to announce our innovative Card Minder Platinum has 
been independently tested and approved to Secured by Design - Police 
Preferred Specification.

There is no need to buy a new RFID blocking wallet or purse, you can 
simply place a Card Minder Platinum RFID blocking card in your 
wallet/purse and your surrounding contactless cards are 100% secure. 
If scanned, the card will draw energy from the scanner and create a 
disruptive field.

TOTAL PASSIVE PROTECTION - No batteries required, no 
fiddly sleeves, no hassle or fuss. By using the Card Minder 
Platinum RFID blocking card "be assured you are protected". 

BE SECURE - Criminals can buy Card scanners very cheaply 
online, this makes it possible for fraud to occur. Keep your 
financial information and identity secure. 

EASY FIT - The Card Minder Platinum is the same size as a 
standard credit card, therefore, will fit in any wallet or purse, 
however, it is slightly thicker at 1.2mm vs 0.76mm, this is due to the 
internal circuitry.

£1.30 REF: RFIDPLATINUM
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

RFID PRODUCTS

Minder Travel Wallet

The Card Minder Travel Wallet has the following features :-

Includes RFID blocking technology to prevent unauthorized access to personal information.
Ideal to prevent identity fraud
Fits a Passport (open and close)
Fits up to 4 credit/debit/payment cards

This product protects the following: 

Passports
All payment cards
Student IDs
Transit cards such as Oyster
ID cards
Access cards operating on frequency 13,56 MHz

£3.95 REF: MTW17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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£1.25 REF: WEBCAM18
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Web Cam Covers

Minder Web Cam Covers are a perfect tool to fight online fraud and 
protect individuals (especially children). Promoting online safety and 
ensuring privacy. 
The Minder Web Cam cover blocks out intruders and ensures that 
you remain safe online.
With a swipe of a finger, you control what the Web Cam can see.
Made from tough ABS plastic and featuring 3M adhesive for a secure 
fix, the Minder Web Cam Cover is designed to not cause an 
inconvenience.

At only 0.7mm thick, this ensures that you are able to close your 
laptop or MacBook.

A low cost tool to educate and encourage online safety

Approximate dimensions: 18mm x 9mm x 0.8mm

Fraud Prevention

Mail/Letter Fraud – Take 5 Envelope Opener

Ideal for mass distribution our Take 5 to stop Fraud branded 
Envelope Opener is ideal to give out to potential victims of letter 
fraud. Many mail scams are targeted at the elderly and vulnerable. 

The Take 5 Envelope Opener can be given in conjunction with 
leaflets/advice and help to prevent someone becoming a victim of 
mail fraud.

Fraud Protection Pack

Unique to JNE and developed in consultation with the Police we 
are delighted to introduce a pack specifically aimed at stopping 
fraud and educating vulnerable people to be aware of potential 
scams. 
We supply this pack in a clip closed bag and can even insert any 
leaflet your organisation produces which addresses this issue.

The Fraud Protection Pack contains the following 3 items which 
address the 3 main fraud areas.

Mail/Letter Fraud – Take 5 Envelope Opener
Internet/Mobile Fraud – A Minder Web Cam Cover
Credit Card Fraud – Card Minder RFID Card

£0.34 REF: FAEO-19
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£1.75 REF: FPP19
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Personal Safety for Young People

Yale Padlocks for Children 

Encourages security and safety amongst young people. 

The Heart and Football Padlock will appeal to all ages.

• 45mm Combination Padlock
• 3 dial re-settable combination
• Internal use only
• Manufactured by Yale Security
• Ideal caring product in attractive blister packaging

£2.45  10 units + Per Unit
+ VAT

PM Safety Pack

Over 250,000 sold to date!

Each pack comprises of:

• 1 Mini Minder Keyring Alarm
• 1 Permanent UV Marker Pen
• 1 PM Safety ‘Credit’ Style Card – Unique safety ‘Credit’ style 
card which has 4 signature strips to record person’s name, 
emergency contact number, mobile IMEI number, iPod/MP3 
player serial number and a website which has further personal 
safety advice, information and any new safety ideas – 
www.pmsafetycard.co.uk 

Extra cards available at £0.29 Per Unit + VAT

Packs are supplied in bulk, not pre-packed. £2.45  REF: PMS06
100 units +

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.95  REF: PMB001
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

PM ‘Bike’ Safety Pack

The PM Bike Safety Pack includes the following:

• PM Bike Safety Card – ‘Credit’ Style Card on which individual 
can record name, contact number, bike make/model and most 
importantly the bicycles frame number.

•Permanent UV Marker Pen – This can be used to security 
mark the individuals postcode on strategically placed points on 
the bicycle.

• Bike Lock – A 1.8 metre self coiling cable with vinyl coating. 
Supplied with 2 keys.

• ‘Hands off’ Cycle Seat Cover - handy way to keep the rain 
off whilst warning would-be thieves that the bike is security 
marked.
 
Extra cards available at £0.29 Per Unit + VAT

Packs are supplied in bulk, not pre-packed.

REF: FBLOCK REF: LHLOCK
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  Dog Torches
  Case Study: Fylde Council

Fylde Council used JNE Security for an initiative based around our new innovative Dog Torches. The Dog Torches are a 
fantastic product which encourage dog walkers to use the poop bags enclosed within the torch to bag and bin any dog 
mess. Furthermore as dog walkers can be the eyes and ears of the community, it is great to have a torch on hand should 
anything suspicious be noticed. On this note we also produced Keyrings with a “Report Anything Suspicious” message 
coupled with the 101 phone number and the telephone number for Crimestoppers. 

Torches

Torches have always been an important safety product to give confidence during dark nights.

This year we have expanded our range to incorporate a variety of different designs ideal for various 
groups and specific organisations. We have the smaller Keyring style Torches, Wind up/Dynamo 
Torches, High Powered LED Torches and a range of forensic style torches which detect UV markings as 
well as Smartwater™ and SmartDNA™ etc, etc.

£1.39 REF: JN0468
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Size: 41mm x 113mm

(Price does not include logo)
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Torches

Dual LED White Light and UV Light Inspection Torch 
with Holster 

The perfect product for Crime Prevention practitioners, event and door staff.
The Dual Torch offers a switching option to change between 365nm UV light and 
a powerful LED light.

The UV Light can be used to detect Smartwater™, SelectaDNA™, UV marks, 
counterfeit currency and a host of forensic applications, Whilst the LED white 
light is perfect for inspecting in dark conditions. The torch comes with a holster.

Size: 43mm x 135mm.
Batteries not included

2 in 1 Twin UV/LED Keyring Detector

We have introduced a UV keyring incorporating an additional LED 
(white light) giving the added benefit of checking for watermarks 
in counterfeit currency. This added feature also provides a handy 
torch facility. The UV light can be used to detect UV marks, 
Smartwater™, SelectaDNA™, counterfeit currency and a host of 
forensic applications.

Size: 68mm x 13mm.
Batteries included.
365nm UV  bulb  supplied .

£11.95  REF: JN0999
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.25 REF: MD15DUAL
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Mini UV Keyring/Counterfeit Detector

Following the enormous success of our original UV Detector, we 
have introduced a new model with even better performance. 

The new UV Keyring has a more powerful 365nm bulb, so it is more 
effective in detecting UV marks, counterfeit currency and forensic 
marking systems such as Smartwater™, SelectaDNA™, etc. The new 
Keyring is also lighter and offers a larger print area for branding.

• Size: 46mm diameter. 
• Batteries included

£1.65  REF: MD002MKII
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Torches

Carabiner Clip Mini LED Torch

A perfect safety product for anyone on the go. The Carabiner LED Torch
can be clipped to clothing etc, therefore it is always on hand.

• Supplied in Purple or Blue.
• Batteries included.
• 18mm x 17mm x 70mm.

1 LED Reflector Flashlight Torch

Comes with various LED options including flash and torch
function.

• Size: 10mm x 44mm x 75mm.
• Batteries included.
• Supplied in Red or Yellow.

2 LED Dynamo Self Charging Torch

• Compact size.
• Size: 29mm x 51mm x 100mm.
• With button cell battery back up included.
• Supplied in Red or Blue.

3 LED Dynamo Wind Up Torch

A fantastic self charging torch which is a stylish and compact unit containing
a wind up charging handle.

• Rechargeable batteries.
• Size: 31mm x 51mm x 81mm.
• Supplied in Black.

£1.35REF: JN0002
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.35 REF: JN0004
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.95 REF: JN0708
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£1.05REF: JN0063
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

3 Watt High Powered White Light Torch with Holster

A High Powered Torch with an intense search beam.  The Torch has an extremely powerful
3W LED bulb which can be seen from up to 150 metres in dark conditions.

• Includes holster
• Aluminium construction
• Size: 38mm x 204mm
• Batteries not included

£6.45 REF: JN0691
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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5 LED Aluminium Keyring Torch

A fantastic lightweight well constructed Keyring Torch which is an ideal safety 
product. The Keyring Torch comes supplied with batteries and an isolator to 
protect shelf life

• Supplied in Purple or Blue.
• Size: 18mm x 69mm. £1.09 REF: JN0602

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Torches

1 LED Aluminium Keyring Torch with Whistle

A fantastic giveaway product for Students and Young People, the Keyring 
Torch with Whistle is a great low cost alternative to a personal alarm.

• Size: 14mm x 81mm. 
• Batteries included.
• Supplied in Silver.

1 LED Keyring Torch with Magnifier

A fantastic giveaway product for the elderly and visually impaired. 
The Keyring Torch with Magnifier is a very useful product to combat    
doorstep crime and can be used to check ID’s, etc, whilst having the added 
benefit of a torchlight.

• Batteries included.
• Size: 10mm x36mm x 81mm.
• Supplied in Blue.

£0.99 REF: JN0538S
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.85REF: JN0127B
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Keyring Flash Light
 
A small lightweight product which is ideal to enhance personal 
security. Illuminate your surroundings with this ultra bright LED light.

• The miniature size and colourful translucent body makes this light                                            
attractive as well as useful
• Convenient and compact battery compartment
• Available in a variety of colours
• Batteries included
• Push button activation
• Size: 39mm x 17mm x 14mm. £1.15REF: DX448A

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT
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Minder Walk-Safe Super Beam

Introducing the new range of innovative Torches which combine an LED Torch with a high intensity COB light 
making the product ideal for outdoor security. The Walk-Safe Super Beam is completely portable and combines a 
strong magnetic back mount so it can placed on metal objects to free stand whilst working or completing tasks in the 
dark. It also has an integral hanging hook so it is perfect for camping and outdoor activities.

The Minder Walk-Safe Super Beam has the following features :
•	 Powerful Lamp – Ideal as a work light
•	 Bright Torch
•	 Strong Magnetic Mount
•	 Handy Integral Hook
•	 Ideal for Camping & Outdoor activities
•	 3 Settings. Off, Torch, Lamp
•	 200 Lumen’s

•	 3 x AAA Batteries (not included)

£2.25  REF: WS-SB-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Walk-Safe Mini Beam

Introducing the new range of innovative Torches which combines an LED Torch with a high intensity COB light making 
the product ideal for outdoor security. The Walk-Safe Mini Beam is a completely portable penlight and 
combines a magnetic base so it can placed on metal objects to free stand whilst working or completing tasks in the 
dark. It also has a belt clip so it is a handy torch to carry on the go. The belt clip can be used to hang inside tents, etc, 
making it the perfect product for camping.

The Minder Walk-Safe Mini Beam has the following features :

•	 Powerful Lamp – Ideal as a work light
•	 Bright Torch
•	 3 Light settings. Off, Torch and Lamp
•	 Strong magnetic base
•	 Handy belt clip
•	 Ideal for camping & outdoor activities
•	 120 Lumen’s
•	 3 x AAA batteries (not included) £2.15  REF: WS-MINI-17

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Walk-Safe Superbeam Head Torch

The Minder Walk-Safe SuperBeam Head Torch utilizes the latest CREE LED lighting technology and has 120 
lumen’s of power and 3 lighting modes to give you the option to choose the perfect light for the occasion.

The head torch is lightweight and  uses 3 x AAA batteries (not included) , whilst it has a fully adjustable head strap 
ensuring that the headlamp will not fall down even during high-impact activities.

Great for dog walking, running, camping, fishing, biking, hiking and perfect as a work light.

£1.95  REF: WS-HEAD-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Torches
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Minder Walk-Safe Solar Wind Up Torch

The perfect product for the outdoors. Our Minder Walk-Safe Solar Torch is the ideal solution for night time safety. It’s 
ability to gain power from both wind up or solar makes the product environmentally friendly and ensures a 
continuous power source in any emergency situation. Also ideal for motorists. The Minder Walk-Safe Solar 
Wind-Up Torch has the following features:

• Super Bright 3 LED Torch
• Long Life
• Rechargeable batteries
• Great For Emergencies
• 2 Energy Sources Solar or Wind-Up
• Ideal for Camping and Outdoor activities

£2.45  REF: WS-SOLWIND-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Walk-Safe Superbeam Lantern
“Battery Powered or Rechargeable Version”

The Minder Walk-Safe SuperBeam lantern utilizes the latest CREE LED lighting technology and has 3 ultra 
powerful COB LED’s fitted to produce a powerful light, it also has 6 Red Emergency Flashing LED’s so it is the 
ultimate lighting product for the outdoors.

The Superbeam lantern is lightweight and uses either 3 x AA batteries (included) or the rechargeable version comes 
complete with a USB cable for charging. 

The lantern has a choice of brightness and can also be switched to emergency mode with the flashing red light. The 
lantern also includes a handy hanging metal hook.

Great for camping, fishing, walking, hiking and outdoor activities.

(Rechargeable)

(Rechargeable)

 (Battery)

 (Battery)

 (Recharge Port)

WS-LANTERN-BATT WS-LANTERN-USB

£4.25  REF: WS-LANTERN-USB
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT£3.95 REF: WS-LANTERN-BATT

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Torches
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Road Safety & Hi-Vis Products

We have introduced a range of road safety products that are aimed at keeping pedestrians and cyclists visible to 
motorists. Many of our products are a great way to educate and raise awareness about how to be safe and be seen on 
the road. All the products can be purchased individually or put into giveaway packs for distribution. 
Please contact us for any bespoke requirements.

Hi-Vis Bicycle Helmet Covers

“The Best Road Safety Giveaway – Ensuring Visibility and 
Encouraging Helmet Use.”

Hi-Vis Bicycle Helmet Covers offer the best mass purchase for School Children and Road Users as it ensures safer 
practice for cyclists on 2 fronts. Firstly by giving a Helmet Cover you are encouraging users to wear a Safety Helmet 
at all times. Secondly, due the Hi-Vis strips within the cover, the cyclists will be visible during darkness and low light 
conditions.

Perfect as a giveaway to Mini Cops

£1.19  REF: HV-HELMET
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Hi-Vis Vests

This year we have introduced the widest range of Hi-Vis Vests to suit all ages but especially for Children. 
Perfect as giveaways to schools they are priced far lower than available elsewhere.

We can supply in a mix of sizes to cater for any event or project.

Size Chart
Children

4 – 6  years   PRODUCT CODE: HVRV-4-6 yrs
7 - 9  years   PRODUCT CODE: HVRV-7-9 yrs
10-12  years   PRODUCT CODE: HVRV-10-12 yrs

Size Chart
Adults
S Adult:  PRODUCT CODE: HVRV-S-ADULT                          
M Adult  PRODUCT CODE: HVRV-M-ADULT                         
L Adult :  PRODUCT CODE: HVRV-L-ADULT                     
XL Adult :  PRODUCT CODE: HVRV-XL-ADULT                 

XXL Adult  PRODUCT CODE: HVRV-XXL- ADULT                

50 units +                    £1.45 per unit                                    
100 units +                  £1.25 per unit 

50 units +                    £1.65 per unit + VAT
100 units +                  £1.45 per unit + VAT 

BEST PRICES GUARANTEED
EMAIL OR CALL US FOR LARGER QUOTATIONS

Road Safety & Hi-Vis Products
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Road Safety & Hi-Vis Products

Minder Hi-Vis Tags

• Introducing a fun and attractive product aimed at improving the visibility and road safety of young adults and 
children.
• The Minder Hi-Vis Tags come in 10 trendy designs in a variety of colours which can be attached to bags, coats, bikes, 
scooters etc to increase the visibility of the wearer.
• Be Seen, Stay Safe.

• A more versatile alternative to Hi-Vis stickers as the Tags will not fall off, etc.

£0.35 REF: HV-TAGS
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Perfect as a giveaway to Mini Cops

Minder 9 Piece Hi-Vis Pack

We have introduced a fantastic new product for night time safety which is the perfect product for children to wear 
after school.
Supplied in a choice of 4 different colours, the 9 piece Hi-Vis Packs are trendy as well as being an essential safety 
product.

•	 Ideal for night time safety
•	 Cyclists, pedestrians & road users
•	 An essential after school product
•	 Enhancing visibility, promoting safety
•	 Pack includes: 1 x Hi-Vis Slap Band, 6 x Hi-Vis Safety Stickers & 2 x Hi-Vis Safety Keyrings

•	 Supplied in Yellow, Red, Green and Pink

£1.05REF: HV9PIECE
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Road Safety & Hi-Vis Products

Minder Hi-Vis Sticker Packs

Introducing a fun and attractive product aimed at improving the visibility and road safety of young adults and 
children. 

The Minder Hi-Vis Sticker Packs come in 4 trendy designs with a variety of different stickers which can be stuck to 
rucksacks, clothing, bicycles, cycle helmets and even used for push chairs, dog harnesses and equestrian gear, etc. 
“Be safe and Be seen”.

•	 Emojis – 4 x Stickers
•	 Smileys and Paws – 6 x Stickers
•	 Funny Faces – 5 x Stickers

•	 Mixed Designs – 10 x Stickers

£0.49REF: AS LISTED
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

PAWS16 EMOJI16 MIXED16 FUNNY16

MINDER VIS-STICKZ 
“Kids Reflective Sticker Packs”

We have introduced an extremely trendy sticker pack range for kids.
With 11 fun design our Minder Vis-Stickz come in 4 different colours (Yellow, Red, Green and Orange).
The Minder Vis-Stickz packs are perfect to stick onto school bags, clothing, bikes, etc, etc.

Each pack has 11 different stickers :-

Bear, Sleeping Moon, Dog, Owl, Lightning bolt, 
Star, Ghost, Zebra, Alien, Hedgehog, Smiley

BE SEEN, BE SAFE

£0.45  REF: HVSET17
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Perfect as a giveaway to Mini Cops
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Road Safety & Hi-Vis Products

Visibands

Hi-Vis Flashing Armbands have been the best selling road safety product for 
many years.

However the feedback we often received was that young children wanted 
something which was a bit trendier and nicer to wear.

We have now introduced the Visiband. 

Visiband is a trendy looking velcro attached armband which comes in a 
selection of 5 different colours. 

The Visiband has a choice of a slow or fast blinking light and has a longer battery 

life to other flashing armbands. It also comes fitted with a battery isolator.

£1.29  REF: VISB16
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Supplied in a mix of Blue, Red, Green, Pink and Orange

Minder Activ Reflector Flashing Safety Band

Stay active, be seen and be safe with the new Minder Activ Reflector Flashing Safety Bands. Ideal for anyone wanting 
extra visibility, particularly when in dark or low light conditions. 
The Flashing bands have 3 settings - off, continuous light and flashing light. It comes complete with 2 batteries. 
Multiple use: Has a detachable, washable, Velcro strap and can be worn as an armband, or, on the leg or ankle, attached 
to a bike helmet, to a backpack and much more. Perfect for walkers, school children, runners or when cycling.
Complete with reflective patch to give extra safety and visibility. Weather resistant.

Strap circumference when Velcro fastened approx. 31cm to 41cm

£1.95REF: AB-SL-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Road Safety & Hi-Vis Products

Hi-Vis Rucksack Cover

A great product to improve road and pedestrian safety.

This Hi-Vis Rucksack Cover is the ideal solution to ensure cyclists, 
motorcyclists, joggers, and pedestrians are well seen by motorists. 

£2.85REF: HV-RUCK
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Activ Reflectors

Introducing the latest Hi-Vis product which is set to replace old fashioned Hi-Vis vests and clothing as the number 
one road safety product. 

Activ Reflectors come in 4 different colours (yellow, orange, red and purple) and include a reflective strip to make 
sure you can “Be safe and Be seen”

• EXCEPTIONALLY REFLECTIVE: 360° reflectivity and visibility in any weather condition at any time with 
   premium reflective material
• VERSATILE: High visibility for any outdoor activity such as running, cycling, walking and horseriding. 
   Perfect for school children and parents with toddlers. Also ideal as an addition to safety gear for 
   traffic/construction workers.
• EASY TO USE: Featuring a strong velcro it is a perfect fit for most ankles or arms and can also be wrapped around
   wrists, legs, bike wheels, dog's attire & more.
• COMFORTABLE FIT: Stays in place and won't interfere with body movement. Elastic and lightweight for an

   easy fit over outdoor clothing, etc.

£1.09REF: HVACTIV16
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Flashing LED Zip Light

The new Minder Flashing LED Zip Light is an innovative Road
Safety product which attaches easily to zippers and rucksacks.
The Zip Light has 2 settings - Constant and Flashing. It is a perfect 
giveaway for road safety initiatives and is extremely small, lightweight 
and can also be carried in a pocket.

£1.15REF: ZIPFLA-19
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Road Safety & Hi-Vis Products

Hi-Vis Slap Bands

When the nights draw in, many school children come home 
in the dark. Road safety is increasingly important at this time 
especially if children are cycling home. We now stock Hi-Vis 
Slap Bands for young people.

The Hi-Vis Slap Band is the ideal item to remind children to be 
visible and safe on dark roads.

Keeping visible on roads is a hugely important part of cycle 
safety and road accident reduction. Simple to use, one size fits 
all. £0.49  REF: HVW001

100 units + 
Per Unit

Hi-Vis Drawstring Bag

Low cost and effective product which promotes road safety for school children. 
Ideal for carrying PE kit, books or other school equipment.

£1.35  REF: HVBAG
100 units + 

Per Unit

+ VAT

+ VAT

£2.69  REF: HVPACK013
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Hi-Vis Security Pack

• Hi-Vis Visiband Flashing Armband 
• Hi-Vis Slap Band 
• Hi-Vis Sticker Pack
• Reflector Tag

Our standard Hi-Vis Pack can be changed to include other items such as 
Hi-Vis Vests, Belts, Rucksack Covers and lights, etc, etc.

Please contact our sales team for details.

Hi-Vis Body Belt

A great product to improve road safety.

This Hi-Vis Body Belt is the ideal solution to ensure cyclists, 
motorcyclists, joggers and pedestrians are well seen by 
motorists. This product has adjustable straps.
One size fits all.

£1.95  REF: HVBELT
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Road Safety & Hi-Vis Products

Flashing Bicycle Spoke Lights

Light up your wheels with our LED Cycle Spoke Lights. Just clip 
the bike lights onto the spokes of your bike and give it a squeeze. 
The bright LED light inside glows or flashes making your bike 
wheels highly visible.

The flashing mode will trace a dashed arc of light as your wheel 
spins along whereas the glow mode will keep your wheel 
illuminated while you ride.

Easy to install, the Spoke Light clips onto your wheels in 
seconds, just squeeze to illuminate. 2 x CR2016 batteries are 
included.

£1.55REF: SPOKE14
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

   

£1.75  REF: BL2018
50  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Spoke Reflectors

A great product to increase visibility of bicycles in low light conditions. The Spoke Reflectors fit to the bicycle spokes 
and are highly reflective in night time conditions.

•	 Pack Of 6 Minder Spoke Relflectors
•	 Fits on standard spokes up to 2mm diameter
•	 360 degrees reflection
•	 Lightweight

£0.79  REF: SPOKEREF 
60 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

 Minder LED Bike Lights

A new product which ensures cyclists are well seen by motorists. This super bright, water resistant 
LED light set is supplied with 1 red and 1 white unit. The flexible silicone band is ideal for attaching 
to bikes, bags, helmets etc.

•	 Integrated clipping, easy to install and fit - Water resistant - Flexible silicon body
•	 Single button operation - 3 Modes: on / flash /off 
•	 Increase the safety of cycling - Can be  removed easily to avoid theft when bike left unattended
•	 Specifications:- Powered by: 2 x CR2025 Batteries (Included) - Dimensions: 110mm(L) x 

40mm(W) x 17mm(D) (when flat) - Maximum diameter of bar: 35mm
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Drug & Alcohol Initiatives

We have a very good range of products aimed at tackling issues regarding alcohol and drug misuse. 
We also have a number of Alcohol Packs aimed at the night time economy.  
We work in partnership with you to deliver the perfect campaign. Please contact us with your 
requirements.

Spikey Straws - Promote Safety and Environmental 
Sustainability

Introducing the new Environmentally friendly Drink Spiking product which is 
the perfect giveaway to promote Personal Safety and ensure a safer night out 
for the user.

The Spikey Straw is a stainless steel reusable Straw which comes with 5 Drink 
Spikeys meaning the user can use it on multiple occasions. Finally with the 
Worldwide campaign to phase out plastic straws and save the environment this 
product is the perfect solution.
The Straw is reusable and the Spikeys are manufactured from food Grade HDPE, 
Fully Recyclable.

Reusable Straws

REUSABLE STRAWS – PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT.

Can be used in relation to Drinkaware initiatives or simply perfect for 
environmental reasons.

Silicon Straws (supplied in 6 packs)                           £1.45 per pack + VAT
Stainless Steel Straws (supplied in 5 packs)          £1.55 per pack + VAT

£1.45  REF: SILSTRAW-19
20 units + 

Per Pack
+ VAT£1.55 REF: METALSTRAW-19

20 units + 
Per Pack
+ VAT

£0.59  REF: SSTRAW19
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Drug & Alcohol Initiatives

Flip Flops

Flip Flops are an excellent giveaway product to help in lowering 
alcohol related admissions to Accident and Emergency. 

They also reduce the need for attendance of vital emergency 
services.

Our Flips Flops can also be purchased as part of our packs which 
promote alcohol awareness and night time safety. 

£1.35 REF: FF2013
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Bottle Water - 500ml

The ideal product to hand out to night time revellers. 

Water is excellent to rehydrate and sober up (helping to reduce noise levels).

Water can also be purchased as part of our packs which promote Alcohol Awareness 
and night time safety. £0.35  REF: WAT15

35 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Lollipops

The ideal product to hand out to night time revellers. 

The sugar within a Lollipop can increase blood sugar levels. This 
can help to reduce violent behaviour and aggression. 

£0.10  REF: LOL15
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Topstoppa

Topstoppa is a unique product designed to prevent drink spiking by 
providing a secure protection method for bottles which would deter a 
would be ‘drink spiker’.

£0.14  REF: TOPP01
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Spikey Anti Drink Spiking Device

Spikey® - a plastic “use once only” stopper that helps prevent drinks 
from being spiked.

Drink spiking is a Worldwide problem.

This product can help protect your drink and gives you peace of mind.

£0.06 REF: SPIKEY15
250 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Drug & Alcohol Initiatives

Alcohol Aware Pack

We are continuingly working in partnership with many police 
forces and local bodies to promote night time safety particularly 
in regards to alcohol awareness. 

We can customise these packs to suit any particular initiative or 
designated budget. However, our standard pack contains:

1 x New Improved Heart Alarm
1 x Bottle of Water
1 x Pair of Flip Flops
1 x Lollipop
1 x Space Blanket
1 x Pack of Condoms

We can also insert your own literature or produce an associated 
leaflet.

Night Time Safety Pack

The Night Time Safety Packs are the ideal giveaway to discourage 
anti social behaviour, educate about responsible drinking, promote 
safety and well being and improve the local community in the 
process.  

Our Safety Pack includes:
1 x Pair Flip Flops
1 x Bottle of Water
1 x Lollipop
1 x Space Blanket

£2.75  REF: NTSP15
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£5.59  REF: AAPACK15
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Alcohol Awareness Packs
Case Study - B-Safe, B-Responsible Campaign

We supplied 1000 Alcohol Awareness packs for a large initiative in Derby. Each pack was produced with a 
Pink Drawstring Bag with a B Safe Logo and the contents included a pair of Flip Flops, 3 Condoms, a  Lollipop, 
a Personal Alarm and a Bottle of Water. We have customised many different packs for a variety of other Police Forces 
and Councils which are often given to street pastors for night time distribution. The feedback we have received across 
the board has been fantastic.
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Drug & Alcohol Initiatives

Hand Held Metal Detector

An excellent device to prevent knifes and  weapons being taken into 
bars and nightclubs. The detector has a dual operation, the unit will 
vibrate and beep simultaneously when metal is detected.

• Size 250mm when folded. Expands to 400mm. £5.95REF: HHM001
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Alcohol Test Strips 

The Alcohol Test Strips can detect if a soft drink contains any alcohol.

Used to stop underage drinking in public places. Each strip is individually 
packaged in sterile packaging so that no contamination can occur.

£0.69  REF: ALCOTEST01
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Cocaine Wipes

Designed to identify residues of cocaine on surfaces. The Cocaine Wipes 
are a very cost effective way of testing for drug use. On contact with 
cocaine the wipe will turn blue. The wipes are packaged in individual 
sterile sealed packs in order to avoid contamination.

£1.09  REF: WIPE001
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Condoms

Condoms are the ideal product to promote safe sex. 

CE  Certified, this product can also be purchased as part of our packs which promote 
alcohol awareness and night time safety. 

£0.34  REF: COND15
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VATPrices are per condom.

Space Blanket

Space Blankets are an ideal handout to revellers at the end of a 
night out, especially during winter evenings as they can help to 
retain body heat.  

This product can also be purchased as part of our packs which 
promote alcohol awareness and night time safety. £1.05  REF: SB15

10 units + 
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Paws On Patrol - Products for Dog Safety Initiatives

Minder Walk-Safe Flashing Dog Lights  
       
A great product to increase visibility of your Dog in low light conditions. The Minder Walk-Safe Flashing Dog Lights can 
be easily attached to your Dogs collar with a simple lobster clip. The Dog Light has an on/off switch to 
 activate/deactivate and includes 2 batteries. The Dog Lights are available in 8 different styles and are perfect to use 
whilst out walking your Dog. These lights can also be used for children, joggers, night workers and the for general road 
safety. Our Minder Walk-Safe Flashing Dog Lights have the following features :-
•	 Available in 2 different shapes - Dog Bone or Heart
•	 Available in 4 different colours - Red, Yellow, Silver and Orange 
•	 Batteries included
•	 Lobster Clip for easy fitting
•	 On/Off Switch

£0.89 REF: WS-DOG-BNE
25 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT£0.89  REF: WS-DOG-HRT

25 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Walksafe ECO Dog Torch with 15 Scented
Biodegradable Poo Bags

We are excited to introduce our new Minder ECO Dog Torch (Batteries 
included) which comes supplied with 15 scented Biodegradable Dog Poo 
Bags making it a good product to protect the environment giving the worlds 
focus on cutting down on plastic bags.

The Minder ECO Dog Torch is a brilliant safety product for Dog Walkers as it 
provides a handy torch light to be used during darker mornings and nights.

“Dog Walkers are the eyes and ears of the community so it is obviously an 

excellent giveaway product to members of this important community”.
£1.35 REF: WS-ET19 

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.75  REF: ETREF-19
10  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Refill Packs

We can also supply refill packs for the Torch. The pack contains 5 roll x 15 

bags giving 75 extra Scented Biodegradable Poo Bags in total.

Minder Scented Biodegradable Poo Bags (50’s)

We can also supply our Scented Biodegradable Poo Bags in packs of 50. 
These environmentally friendly Bags are a brilliant alternative to the 
Plastic Poo Bags traditionally supplied. Given the Worlds drive to decrease 
the amount of  plastic bags in circulation this product is a much better 

alternative.

£0.55 REF: BIOBAG-19
10  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Elderly Safety/Security

Domestic Help Alarm 

The HA28 Mk2 allows you to programme up to three  telephone 
numbers of your choice and record your own personal message. 
In addition, when the system is activated the receiver of the 
call can open a clear two way conversation with the caller and 
can even listen into the property to make sure the occupant is 
safe and well. The two way audio will work up to a distance of 3 
metres from the main unit.

Key Features:
•	 Requires no expensive monitoring fees.
•	 Simple to set up.
•	 Connects to your existing telephone line (supplied with twin      

splitter).
•	 Supplied with two hand-held remote pendants with neck     

straps.
•	 Remote pendant will work up to a distance of 30 metres 

clear site.
•	 Record your own short personal message.
•	 Allows you to programme three telephone numbers of your   

choice.
•	 Supplied with power supply and cable to connect to               

telephone socket. 

£32.95  REF: HA28MKII
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Care Alert

The Minder Care Alert is the ideal product for the elderly, infirm and 
vulnerable/victims of crime. 

It is a completely wireless panic system which works up to a distance of 180 
metres.

The Care Alert includes  1 x Wireless Neck Pendant transmitter which is 
water resistant.  If  pressed it will alert the receiver unit which will emit an 
audible alarm or a choice of 32 different alerts.

•	 The receiver unit can also alert with a combination of audible sound and a flashing light making it a fantastic
•	 product for households where someone has poor vision/hearing.
•	 Ideal for assisted living, care in the community and for patient use at care homes
•	 Can be used by  victims of crime/domestic violence victims and a receiver unit kept in a neighbours property.
•	 Adjustable volume
•	 Low battery indicator

•	 16 rolling codes meaning other units can be used in close proximity.

£4.99  REF: MCA16-R
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT£12.99  REF: MCA16

10 units + 
Per Unit

+ VAT

Extra Pendant

£5.95  REF: WRISTFOB
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.95 REF: RL358
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Door/Cupboard Contact Night Light

Night Lights are a recommended device to avoid slips, trips and falls.
The new Door Contact Night Light is a further development to the standard plug in 
version, as the Door Contact device can be used in storage cupboards, bathroom 
cupboards, sheds or outbuildings providing people with initial lighting to avoid 

accidents caused by a lack of natural light.

Size: 62mm x 30mm x 20mm

Main Unit  size - (120x60x32mm). Batteries not included.
Remote Unit size - (80x35x15mm). Battery included.
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Simulated TV Mk3 - Our Latest Design

Introducing the NEW Simulated TV, designed to simulate a real 
working TV. The product gives the impression that a property is 
occupied. It is a known fact that a burglar will be discouraged from 
breaking in if they think someone is at home.

When you leave your TV switched on it will you use up 
electricity and reduce the life span of your TV. The Simulated TV is the 
ideal answer to all these problems.

Key Features:

• Choice of 3 settings:
  1. Permanent
  2. Four hours from dusk
  3. Seven hours from dusk
• 12 LED’s, 7 white, 2 green, 2 blue, 1 red.
• Random display of super bright LED bulbs.
• Low power consumption.
• Supplied with a 4.5 DC adapter

Similar products sell for £24.95 £12.95  REF: MINITV014
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Home Security
Many domestic burglaries are opportunist crimes. A burglar only needs to spot an open window, unlocked door or gate 
to make their move. Look at your home through the burglar's eyes, if you think your security looks poor the chances are 
so will a thief.

It doesn't take much to improve security and put off thieves. Money spent on realistic security is a good investment; 
it will last a long time, can add value to your property, it can benefit your insurance cover and most of all give peace of 
mind that being a crime victim is not inevitable. Our home security section has an extensive list of products to enhance 
all areas of burglary prevention.

Minder TV Simulator -
“Amazing value product for mass distribution”

The Minder TV Simulator is the ultimate Burglar Deterrent Device, 
it’s a dynamic and convincing product that simulates that someone is 
home and deter the would be burglar.

•The Simulated Television is battery operated, therefore, extremely 
portable
• Most televisions turn on with push buttons and don’t work with 
timers. Burglars know this, which makes the Minder TV Simulator 
perfect! 
• Simple On/Off switch for rapid deployment
• Ideal low cost solution for students, elderly, rented 
accommodation and perfect for mass distribution campaigns
• Please note this product does not have a dusk to dawn sensor. 
Please purchase the Mark 3 TV if you want this feature
• Requires 3 x AA Batteries (not included)
• Lightweight and Portable £1.99REF: SIMTV18

50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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£9.50REF: MA30 MKII
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Home Security

MA30 MKII – Minder Mini PIR Alarm with Remote 
Control available in White or Black

Our new Mini Minder PIR Alarm with remote control is a fully expandable alarm 
system.
The Mini Minder PIR Alarm is a freestanding or wall mounted programmable 
alarm which can protect your property from an unauthorised break in. The 
remote control allows safe entry/exit from your property.

By adding extra remote controls, Window sensors, PIR sensors and an SOS 
Wristwatch the Mini Minder PIR Alarm becomes a fully functioning 
Wireless Home Security System.

130db Alarm (Batteries not included)
RF Remote Control (Battery included)
Available in White or Black
Low Battery indicator
Working Distance – 30m (Open Area)

FULLY EXPANDABLE HOME ALARM SYSTEM BY ADDING THE FOLLOWING

Extra Door/Window Sensor                 

£2.75REF: KF-30-18
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.95REF: DWS-30-18
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

SOS Panic Wristwatch Button 

£4.50REF: SOS-30-18
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Extra Key fob 

Extra PIR Sensors also available on request

White Only

White Only

Batteries included

Batteries included

Batteries included

White Only
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Home Security

Door Wedge Alarm

This unique product has been featured on TV and offers “Peace of 
Mind Protection”.

Simply by positioning the unit at the base of any door, the DS175 will 
prevent forced entry. As an added benefit if a forced entry attempt is 
made a 120dB siren will sound. The DS175 comes supplied with a 9V 
battery and is suitable for all types of doors.

Also includes the unique feature of a vibration sensor for double 
protection 

£3.25  REF: DS175 
48 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

3 in 1 Multi Function Motion Minder

The Motion Minder is a Multi Functional PIR motion detecting device which can 
be used as a simple PIR alarm. A door chime to detect entry into a property or a 
voice recorder which can give message reminders or safety alerts for the elderly 
or vulnerable.

£11.95  REF: DXH105
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Batteries not included.

Border Patrol

An electronic entrance-monitoring device, which creates an invisible 
infrared beam between the two units up to 20 metres apart. Sounds 
an alarm when someone moves through the beam. Fantastic security 
device. Also suitable for care of the elderly, infirm and sufferers of 
dementia.
Batteries not included. £11.95  REF: DX542

10 units + 
Per Unit

+ VAT

Door/Window PIR Chime & Alarm

Opportunist burglars rely on unlocked or poorly secured windows and 
doors. The PIR Chime and Alarm can be used to notify if someone tries to 
enter your property through a window or door.

Stylishly designed, the PIR Chime and  Alarm is compact and discreet and 
fits comfortably on to most window sills.

2 functions. Alarm & Chime. The alarm is designed to 
prevent sneak in burglaries and is widely used by to 
protect a selected zone or area within the home or 
business. The alarm can also be set to chime function, 
ideal to be used as a welcoming chime for a home or 
business. Batteries included

The alarm works almost like an invisible beam and can be used to protect 
window sills and doorways . Designed to prevent sneak in burglaries or 
can be used as a welcoming chime. £2.95  REF: RL102

20 units + 
Per Unit

+ VAT
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Home Security

Motion Detection Alarm with PIR Autodialler

The MA80 is a battery operated Passive Infrared Alarm which will dial 
out a prefixed number if an intruder enters the premises and movement 
is detected within 5m. The 125 decibel siren alarm will then sound for 20 
seconds after the first telephone number has been dialled. Alternatively 
the alarm can be switched off for silent alert. Up to 3 phone numbers can 
be programmed and dialled accordingly.

Features include:

• Infra-red beam which detects movement up to 5m away
• Optional ultra loud 125dB alarm
• No wiring, easy installation
• Auto dialling system
• Record own 6 second message
• Two way splitter and cable supplied
• 12 month warranty
• Batteries not included

£9.50 REF: MA80
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

‘Take Me to Bed’ Car Keyring

We have introduced a low cost innovative keyring aimed 
at encouraging individuals to take their car keys to bed at 
night rather than leave them downstairs where they are 
vulnerable if a break in occurs.

£0.55  REF: TMTBK12
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Supplied in Black

Minder Care Alert

The Minder Care Alert is the ideal product for the elderly, infirm and 
vulnerable/victims of crime. 

It is a completely wireless panic system which works up to a distance of 180 
metres.

The Care Alert includes  1 x Wireless Neck Pendant transmitter which is 
water resistant.  If  pressed it will alert the receiver unit which will emit an 
audible alarm or a choice of 32 different alerts.

£12.99  REF: MCA16
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Visitor Chime 

The Visitor Chime with sensor is the ideal low cost security product to 
protect entrances, windows, hallways or doors from sneak in entry. The 
Visitor Chime will activate if anyone passes by the light sensor and the unit 
has a range of approximately 3 metres.

Features include:

• 3 metre range
• 32 melodies
• Batteries included
• Dimensions: 90mm x 60mm x 20mm (approx)

£2.95  REF: RL132
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£4.99  REF: MCA16-R
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Extra Pendant
Main Unit  size - (120x60x32mm). Batteries not included.
Remote Unit size - (80x35x15mm). Battery included.
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Home Security

Universal Foods Safe Can 

Following consultation with various Crime Prevention 
Agencies we have introduced a range of Safe Cans with ‘whole’ 
food products which are used by virtually all UK residents 
regardless of ethnicity. 

Traditional Safe Cans are westernised processed foods like 
Baked Beans, Spaghetti in Tomato Sauce, Tomato Soup, etc. 
Many of our customers have stated that these foods are 
not generally consumed by many ethnic groups so we have 
introduced a range of ‘whole’ foods which are used by most 
cultures in their cooking. 

Supplied in Green Beans, Plum Tomatoes and Peach Halves, 
these canned  foods are found in most cupboards regardless of 
cultural background and therefore offer a better Safe Can for 
widespread distribution.

Safe Can 

Safe Can is the ideal place to store your money and valuables.

Simply screw off the lid, enclose valuables and put away in the 
cupboard or in a discreet hiding place.

£2.35  REF: SAFE001  
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£1.49  REF: UFSC013
60 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Safe Candle 

Safe Candle is the ideal place to store your money and 
valuables.

Simply screw off the lid, enclose valuables and put away in a 
cupboard or in a discreet hiding place.

£4.49  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: CANDLE001 
20 units + 
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Window & Door Alarms

The securing of doors & windows of a home with effective hardware is vital for crime prevention, however, adding vibration 
sensitive alarms and alarms triggered by the door or window opening will give an audible deterrent to thief’s should they 
manage to gain forcible entry. We have some fantastic innovative devices to provide this extra security.

Sneak in Alarms/Door Handle Alarms

We have two different types of Sneak in Alarms (also known as Door Handle Alarms). Door Handle Alarms work by 
giving an audible deterrent should anyone touch the external handle of a door. Our original Sneak in Alarm continues to 
be the market leading Door Handle Alarm - tested and proven for several years. We have introduced a new dual 
protection Sneak in Alarm which can be touch activated and also activated by vibration.

New Sneak in Alarm

A simple alarm designed to combat sneak in burglary. 
This clever device fits over the door handle. If anyone 
touches the external door handle it will trigger a 120dB 
siren. Battery included.

A variety of applications such as low cost home security, 
students/nurses accommodation and hotel rooms, etc. 

Size: 95mm x 45mm x 25mm

£2.85  REF: SDA600
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Size: 70mm x 60mm x 18mm

Dual Activation Door Handle Alarm

The Dual Activated Door Alarm was selected for a Police contract targeted 
at Domestic Violence. The Dual Activated Door Alarm comes supplied with a 
rubber secure ring which keeps it in place on any door knob or handle. 

The new Dual Protection Door Handle Alarm is activated by either vibration or 
touch sensitivity. In addition, this unit has the option of alarm or chime mode that 
can be used to warn off intruders and to acknowledge entry.

An obvious upgrade on other models available.

(Batteries included)

£3.25  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: DPHA16 
20 units + 
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Window & Door Alarms

Glass Minder with Low Battery 
Indicator and Warning Sticker

Due to customer demand, we have now developed our best 
selling Glass Minder Window Vibration Alarm to include a low 
battery indicator. This is highly beneficial as it displays to an 
occupant when the batteries need to be replaced.

Features include:

•	 130 decibel siren
•	 Low and high sensitivity options
•	 Batteries included
•	 Low battery indicator
•	 3M tape included for easy fixing
•	 Warning sticker included £2.35  REF: RL9807

50 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Size: 72mm x 55mm x 20mm

Minder Vibration Shock Sensor Alarm

A new addition to our window door alarm section. 
Key Features:

• 120 decibel siren. 
• Low and high sensitivity options.
• Batteries included.
• Double sided fixing tape included.
• 10 second exit delay
• Requires no wiring.

• Size 60mm x 20mm

£1.69 REF: SH2019
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Ultra Thin Vibration Alarm

£2.19  REF: JN610V
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Window Shock Alarms have been one of the most popular Crime Prevention 
Products in the past decade. 
They have been a major part of most Crime Prevention tool kits in deterring 
break ins through windows and doors. 
Our Glass Minder Window Shock Alarms have been a best seller and we have 
supplied hundreds of  thousands of units to Community Safety and Crime 
Prevention Departments Nationwide. However many of our customers have 
expressed a need for a slimmer unit to the existing shock alarms on the market.

We have launched the Minder Ultra Thin Vibration/Shock Alarm. Housed in an 
attractive dual colour design, the Ultra Thin Vibration/Shock Alarm is only 1cm 
thick but emits an impressive 130db siren on activation. 

Size: 95x45x10mm. Batteries and Warning Sticker included.
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Window & Door Alarms

Window Alarm with Contact Breaker

This combined alarm is easy to fit on any door or window in your house. 
The chime lets you know that someone has opened your door or window. 
Switch to alarm mode and the loud 120dBs siren is an effective entrance 
alarm for all types of doors and windows.

• Choice of chime or alarm
• Battery isolator to preserve battery life
• Batteries included
• 120dB siren
• Double sided tape for easy fitting Size: 63mm x 40mm x 20mm £1.55  REF: RL323A

50 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Mini Minder Window and Door Alarm

• 120dB alarm siren when window or door is opened 
• Easy access off/alarm/chime switch 
• Low battery test button 
• Perfect for: - Home - Office - Sheds - Garages - Motorhomes - Boats -  
    Vehicles - Outbuildings 

• To arm the unit, locate OFF/CHIME/ALARM switch on the side. Slide 
the switch to the desired position, if the protected window or door is 
opened the alarm siren will sound continuously until disarmed or when 
the door or window is closed. When in the chime position, if the door or 
window is opened, the chime will sound. It will sound once again when 
the door or window is closed and reopened. 

Mini Minder Vibration Alarm

Quick and easy to install without cables or screws. Simply attach to the 
window, door or device you wish to protect with the included sticky pad 
(which also doubles as a warning sticker). 
• The Glass Minder is an effective low cost vibration alarm with a   
    120dB siren that can be used for securing windows or patio doors. 
• The alarm is fixed to a window with sticky pad (included). 
• The Glass Minder has a choice of high or low sensitivity settings and     
    can also be used to alarm personal property such as computers, TVs    
    and DVD players. 
• Now comes with a highly visible Warning Sticker for an increased     
    deterrent. 

£2.35  REF: JN-611A
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.39  REF: JN-612H
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Window & Door Alarms

£6.95  REF: SKA16
24 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

The Minder Solar Keypad Vibration/Contact Alarm is a dual 
functioning 130dB alarm. 

The Minder Alarm can be triggered when vibration is detected or 
when the door/window has been opened causing the magnetic 
contact to separate. 

•	 The alarm is easy to install with the adhesive tape 
       provided.  
•	 The unit is powered by 3 x AAA batteries (not included) but has a 

solar panel to extend the battery life.
•	 The solar panel powers the unit but it does not charge the 
        batteries.

Minder Solar Keypad Vibration/Contact Alarm

Minder Ultra Thin Sensor Alarm      
“Like a Timer Switch For Doors & Windows”
“Amazing to stop Sneak in Crime/Distraction Burglary”

The Minder Ultra Thin Sensor Alarm is a stylish unit which fits onto your doors and windows giving 24 hour protection 
from unauthorised entry. With its unique day/night sensor the unit can be set to Auto so it chimes during the day and 
alarms during darkness.

This makes it a fantastic tool to combat Distraction Burglary and Sneak in Burglary.

With traditional Door Contact Alarms residents may have to continuously switch the Alarm between different modes at 
different times.

The Minder Ultra Thin Sensor Alarm intelligently determines the time of day so it is essentially a “Timer switch for the 
world of Window and Door Alarms”  This product is perfect for the elderly and especially for sufferers of Dementia.

The Minder Ultra Thin Sensor Alarm also offers dual functionality. 

1 - By using its magnetic strip it can be used as a Window/Door Contact Alarm
2 - Without the magnetic strip it can be used as a Vibration Alarm

The Minder Ultra Thin Sensor Alarm also has a low battery indicator and the following features:
•	 Slim, sleek & attractive design
•	 125db Alarm & 95db chime
•	 Night/Day sensor
•	 On/Off function
•	 Alarm/Auto function

•	 Batteries included

£2.85 REF: JN-6100SA
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Portable Alarms / Distraction Burglary

Mini PIR Alarm with Remote Control 

• Powerful 130 dB alarm sound
• Infra-red remote control with programmable switch
• Wall mounted or free standing
• Exit delay 30 seconds
• Entry delay 4 seconds
• Auto reset alarm to avoid false trigger
• No wiring - installation in seconds
• Dual powered:
1) Battery - 4 x AA alkaline (included)
2) Mains - Using an AC adaptor (optional)
• Low battery indicator
• Detection Area 6m long, 60 degrees horizontal, 20 degrees   
vertical
• External siren socket
• Dimensions:65mm x158mm x38mm (W x H x D)
• 12 month warranty

ROTARY BRACKET INCLUDED 

£10.50  REF: MA30
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£8.30  REF: MA20
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£4.95  REF: ES15
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Mini PIR Alarm with Keypad 

• Powerful 130 dB alarm sound
• User programmable codes
• Wall mounted or free standing
• Exit delay 30 seconds
• Entry delay 10 seconds
• Auto reset  alarm to avoid false trigger
• No wiring - installation in seconds
• Dual powered:
1) Battery - 4 x AA alkaline (included)
2) Mains - Using an AC adaptor (optional)
• Low battery indicator
• Detection Area 6m long, 60 degrees horizontal, 20 degrees 
vertical
• External siren socket
• Dimensions:65mm x158mm x38mm (W x H x D)
• 12 month warranty

ROTARY BRACKET INCLUDED

Booster Siren 

Compatible with the MA30 and MA20 PIR Alarms

• High output 130 dB siren
• Can connect to any model in the Mini Alarm range using a simple push fit     
connector anti-tamper device
• Battery powered: 4 X AA alkaline (included)
• Low battery indicator
• 10 metres of cable    

Additional remotes available.
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Portable Alarms / Distraction Burglary

Border Patrol

An electronic entrance-monitoring device which creates 
an invisible infrared beam between the two units up to 
20 metres apart. Sounds an alarm when someone moves 
through the beam. Suitable to combat distraction burglary. 
Also used for care of the elderly, infirm and sufferers of 
dementia.

£9.95  REF: DX542
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£1.05  REF: MR001
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Door Mirror

The Door Mirror is the ideal aid to check a caller’s identity 
whilst using a door chain.

• Supplied with adhesive tape for easy fixing. 
• Displays the message STOP CHAIN CHECK.

Bogus Caller ID Magnifying Cards

Designed in consultation with a Be Safe Partnership, the Bogus 
Caller Magnifying Cards are a low cost handy reminder aimed 
at ensuring identification is checked before allowing utility 
workers access into the property.

£0.32  REF: MAG22
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Bogus Caller Keyring Torch with Magnifier

A fantastic giveaway product for the elderly and visually impaired. 
The Keyring Torch with Magnifier is a very useful product to combat doorstep 
crime and can be used to check ID’s etc whilst having the added benefit of a 
torchlight.

• Batteries included.
• Size: 10mm x36mm x 81mm.
• Supplied in Blue. £0.85REF: JN0127B

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

New Combined PIR Alarm with Personal Alarm and Torch

Introducing a fantastic all in one security product which combines a 110dB+  siren 
Personal Alarm with a portable PIR alarm and a handy torch. This product has a         
multitude of uses and provides a low cost security product which can be used as a 
Personal Attack Alarm when out and about but also as a working PIR detection alarm 
when at home or staying in alternative  accommodation.

When either the Attack Alarm or the PIR motion sensor are activated the combined 
Alarm produces a 110dB+ siren. Also the Alarm provides you with a torch which can 
be used to help find keys/locks in the dark. To activate the PIR simply pull the 
sliding cover down and switch on. A 30 second delay allows the user to vacate the 
room.  Ideal for Victims of domestic violence..

£3.45  REF: TA001
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Portable Alarms / Distraction Burglary

£7.50  REF: DV100
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder View-Com

The minder DV100 View-Com has been specifically designed 
to help reduce the increase in distraction burglary. The DV100 
is a revolutionary, unique low cost electronic door entry 
system with a built in wide angle door viewer and an easy to 
use two way intercom. Supplied with batteries.

Only available in white.

Over 350,000 units sold

Minder Care Alert

The Minder Care Alert is the ideal product for the elderly, infirm and 
vulnerable/victims of crime. 

It is a completely wireless panic system which works up to a distance of 180 
metres.

The Care Alert includes  1 x Wireless Neck Pendant transmitter which is 
water resistant.  If  pressed it will alert the receiver unit which will emit an 
audible alarm or a choice of 32 different alerts.

•	 The receiver unit can also alert with a combination of audible sound and a flashing light making it a fantastic
•	 product for households where someone has poor vision/hearing.
•	 Ideal for assisted living, care in the community and for patient use at care homes
•	 Can be used by  victims of crime/domestic violence victims and a receiver unit kept in a neighbours property.
•	 Adjustable volume
•	 Low battery indicator
•	 16 rolling codes meaning other units can be used in close proximity. £12.99  REF: MCA16

10 units + 
Per Unit

+ VAT

The New Memo Minder Deluxe

Thousands of our original Memo Proximity Minder units were supplied to Police 
and Councils UK wide to tackle Distraction Burglary. For 2019 we are excited to 
launch the “Memo Minder Deluxe” which is a weatherproof version so it can also 
be used externally to warn anyone approaching your door as well as internally for 
reminder messages.

The Memo Minder Deluxe can be utilised to tackle Domestic Violence as a warning 
message can be recorded by an individual/Police Officer to advise of security 
measures in place/CCTV installed or any appropriate messages for individual cases.

•	 Weatherproof
•	 Sensitivity Adjusting Cover
•	 Batteries not included
•	 High and Low settings
•	 Supplied with fixings
•	 80mm x 70mm x 30mm

£11.95  REF:  MMD-2018
10 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Main Unit  size - (120x60x32mm). Batteries not included.
Remote Unit size - (80x35x15mm). Battery included.

Extra Pendants Available
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Door Intercom System with Batteries

Energy Saving Door Intercom System supplied with 
10 metres of cable and batteries. 

Weatherproof external unit.

£5.95  REF: RL3209
20 units + + VAT

Per Unit

Door Intercom System with Adapter

Door Intercom System, supplied with 10 metres of cable, 
AC adaptor and features a door release button.

Weatherproof external unit. £9.95  REF: RL3207
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Portable Alarms / Distraction Burglary

Guardcam Deco

Guardcam Deco is the latest state of the art evidential and monitoring solution. It 
is a Security Camera Light which offers remote viewing, live view and recording for 
evidential purposes.

• Wi-Fi Security Light for Remote Viewing
• Full 1080p HD Live View & Recording
• Notifications via APP
• Wide Angle Camera View
• Clear Two–Way Audio
• 3000K LED Lamp
• 800 Lumen Output
• Remotely Dim or Turn On/Off The LED Lamp
• Motion Activated Video Record
• Manual Alarm Feature
• IP55 Rated
• Robust Metal Housing
• 8GB Memory Storage Provided (Up to 200 events)
• Requires 2.4GHZ Wi-Fi

£169.95  REF: GC-DECO
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Apperta Wi-Fi Door Station with Door Chime         

The new Apperta Wi-Fi Door Station is the ideal rapid deployment system for 
victims of Domestic Violence. It comes complete with a wire-free door chime 
and is viewed via a smart phone app.

Battery Powered Wi-Fi Door Station with Record Facility.

• Alerts user to visitors via smart-phone APP
• Up to 6 months battery life, based on 3 activations per day
• Complete with wire-free door chime
• High Definition colour image
• Infra-red LEDs for low light use

• Weatherproof rating: IP55
• Batteries included

£139.95 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: APP-WIFI-19
1 unit + 
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Solar PIR Security Light

The Solar powered PIR security light is used to illuminate pathways and 
entrances, making it easier for you to see obstacles, find your keys or 
unlock doors, etc. 

• Ideal area light for outdoor security
• Weatherproof housing with integral wall mounting bracket
• Solar powered, no wiring required
• Equivalent to 40w output when fully charged
• Light on, off or auto PIR options available
• Up to 120 x 1 minute activations when fully charged £11.95  REF: WGSEL

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Slim Solar PIR Light

The new generation in outdoor Solar Lights.

The Slim Solar PIR Light is a huge improvement on past models as it 
offers a fantastic 50 Lumen’s of light housed in a more contemporary 
casing.

£11.95  REF: SOLPIR16
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Solar Security Products

Minder 1200 Lumens Solar Powered Light

Security Lighting is an important part of safeguarding victims of Domestic Violence.
Our new 1200 Lumens Solar Powered Light was sourced in co-operation with our partners 
involved in target hardening. It is an energy efficient, cost effective solution giving maximum 
light output.

The SOL182-18 is a 3 x head PIR sensor solar light with 182 super white COB LED lights 
providing 1200 lumens of light.  For best results we recommend that the solar panel is 
mounted in a South facing position. The unit is supplied with a separate solar panel and 4 
metres of cable, giving total flexibility for installation.

KEY FEATURES:

• ABS plastic construction.
• Separate solar panel with 4 metres of cable.
• Eco friendly and energy efficient.
• 182 super white LED lights.
• 1200 lumens of light.
• Adjustable light sensor to choose level of darkness that must be reached before the  
 light activates.
• Time adjustment setting control-choice.
• PIR sensitivity adjustment control-choice.

1200 LUMENS

£27.95  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: SOL182-18
4 units + 
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Solar Security Products

£6.95 REF: SKA16
24 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

The Minder Solar Keypad Vibration/Contact Alarm is a dual 
functioning 130dB alarm. 

The Minder Alarm can be triggered when vibration is detected or 
when the door/window has been opened causing the magnetic 
contact to separate. 

•	 The alarm is easy to install with the adhesive tape 
          provided.  
•	 The unit is powered by 3 x AAA batteries (not included) but has a 

solar panel to extend the battery life.
•	 The solar panel powers the unit but it does not charge the 
         batteries.

Minder Solar Keypad Vibration/Contact Alarm

Solar Powered Dummy CCTV Camera

The MINDER  solar powered dummy CCTV camera is the most 
realistic camera available in the UK.  Supplied with a ring of 12 x red 
LED bulbs  simulating a real camera.  The unit is also fitted with a dusk 
to dawn sensor to preserve battery life (the LED lights only work 
during darkness).

KEY FEATURES:
• Eco friendly and energy efficient.
• Solar powered.
• Dusk to dawn sensor.
• Dimensions (150 x 170 x 80mm).
• Supplied with 2 x CCTV Warning stickers.
• Bracket with tilt/swivel adjustment.
• Fixing screws and wall plugs included.

• Rechargeable batteries included. £8.95  REF: SOLCAM-MKII
30 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Walk-Safe Solar Wind Up Torch

The perfect product for the outdoors. Our Minder Walk-Safe Solar Torch is the ideal solution for night time safety. It’s 
ability to gain power from both wind up or solar makes the product environmentally friendly and ensures a 
continuous power source in any emergency situation. Also ideal for motorists. The Minder Walk-Safe Solar 
Wind-Up Torch has the following features:

• Super Bright 3 LED Torch
• Long Life
• Rechargeable batteries
• Great For Emergencies
• 2 Energy Sources Solar or Wind-Up
• Ideal for Camping and Outdoor activities

£2.45  REF: WS-SOLWIND-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Texting Shed Alarm - Mini PIR SMS Alarm with 
Remote Control

One of the most simple and revolutionary products introduced for garden 
sheds/garages or even home, caravan and vehicle security. It is security in 
its simplest form. The PIR Alarm sits in the outbuilding should anyone enter 
the property, the alarm will sound a 130db siren and send a text to a preset 
number, as well as dialling up to 3 numbers of your choice leaving a 
pre-recorded message. 

This product has hundreds of applications and could even be used to combat 
domestic burglary, domestic violence, distraction burglary, theft from 
vehicle and a host of other opportunistic crimes.

Key Features:

• Unit will send a text and dial up to 3 numbers when movement detected
• Easy installation. No wiring
• Choice of 130db siren or silent mode
• Battery operated (3 x AA not supplied)
• Remote fob for arm and disarm
• Sends preset SMS
• Dials 3 numbers with pre recorded message
• Uses GSM SIM card (not supplied)
• Size 115 mm (H) x 70 mm (W) x 30 mm (D).

£34.95  REF: MA901
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Additional remotes available

Garden Shed & Perimeter Security

Featured Product - Minder Garden Shed Door Contact Alarm with Keypad

We have introduced a new low cost Keypad Garden Shed Alarm with the 
following features:

• Activated when magnetic contact is separated
• Keypad to arm and disarm
• Choice of 256 different code options
• Auto reset after 30 seconds
• Very loud 130dB alarm
• Door mounted
• Magnetic contact can be placed either side of the unit
• Battery operated: 4 x AAA batteries (Included)
• Entry delay: 10 seconds
• Exit delay: 30 seconds
• Simple and fast wireless installation
• Easy set up
• Attractive design
• Size: 94mm (H) x 27mm (W) x 57mm (D)
 
Ideal for use in:
 
• Home
• Garden shed
• Garage
• Outbuildings

• Caravans and mobile homes £3.25  REF: RL355
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Garden Shed & Perimeter Security

PIR Alarm with 2 Remote Controls

The Value PIR Alarm is ideal for protecting your property 
against unwelcome intruders. It can be situated to cover the 
front door, back door, garages, garden sheds, outbuildings, 
etc. It is also suitable for use on caravans and motorhomes. 
It features a built in PIR motion sensor that will activate the 
alarm if any movement is detected. It is simple to fit, there 
are no wires to connect, just install the required batteries, fix 
to a suitable surface and turn it on using one of the supplied 
remote controls.

Features:
• Loud 120 dB alarm.
• Built in PIR motion sensor.
• Wireless.
• 110° scanning area.
• Adjustable wall mounting bracket.
• Comes complete with 2 remote controls.
• Requires 4 x AA batteries (included).

£5.95  REF: RL105
48 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

The New Improved Minder Padlock Alarm

PRODUCT UPGRADE

Following the tremendous success of our Minder Padlock Alarm 
which has become a proven deterrent against shed break-ins and 
a fantastic product for outdoor security (including oil theft). 
We have launched a new improved version to offer an even 
greater degree of protection. 

The New Improved Padlock Alarm is manufactured using 
hardened stainless steel and an anti twist shackle. It is corrosion 
and weather resistant. It is ice spray proofed and resistant against 
salt and extreme weather conditions. It is also anti-drill resistant. 

The New Minder Padlock Alarm has the following key features :
• Hardened zinc alloy body
• 110 decibel siren
• Auto alarming and locking system
• Can be used alarmed or as a standard padlock
• 2 sets of batteries included

£7.50  REF: PADALARM001
20  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

MA30 MKII – Minder Mini PIR Alarm with Remote 
Control Available in White or Black

Our new Mini Minder PIR Alarm with remote control is a fully expandable alarm 
system. The Mini Minder PIR Alarm is a freestanding or wall mounted 
programmable alarm which can protect your property from an unauthorised 
break in. The remote control allows safe entry/exit from your property.

130db Alarm (Batteries not included)
RF Remote Control (Battery included)
Available in White or Black
Low Battery indicator
Working Distance – 30m (Open Area)

Expandable System
See Page 53
For full Description £9.50REF: MA30 MKII

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT
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Garden Shed & Perimeter Security

Minder Cable Lock Alarm

An innovative, portable device suitable for securing any items from theft. The 
Minder Cable Lock Alarm is a locking device with an ear piercing siren that will 
scare away potential thieves. When an attempt is made to cut through the cable or 
attack the main lock unit the alarm starts screaming.

Compact and simple to use, the Cable Lock Alarm can provide 24 hour protection 
for valuables left unattended outside or stored in a shed, garage or outbuilding. It 
is also ideal for when you are on the move for securing equipment whilst in transit 
in vehicles, in the back of trucks or on trailers.

- Flashing LED deterrent 
- 1 metre long steel cable 
- 4 Digit combination lock
- Cable retracts into main unit and pulls out easily
- 120 Decibel Siren 
- Requires 3 x AAA batteries ( included)
- Dimensions: 140mm x 80mm x 20mm

£6.95  REF: MCLA18
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

The New Memo Minder Deluxe

Thousands of our original Memo Proximity Minder Units were supplied to Police 
and Councils UK wide to tackle Distraction Burglary. For 2019 we are excited to 
launch the “Memo Minder Deluxe” which is a weatherproof version so it can also 
be used externally to warn anyone approaching your door as well as internally for 
reminder messages.

The Memo Minder Deluxe can be utilised to tackle Domestic Violence as a warning 
message can be recorded by an individual/Police Officer to advise of security 
measures in place/CCTV installed or any appropriate messages for individual cases.

•	 Weatherproof
•	 Sensitivity Adjusting Cover
•	 Batteries not included
•	 High and Low settings
•	 Supplied with fixings
•	 80mm x 70mm x 30mm

£11.95  REF:  MMD-2018
10 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Garden Shed & Perimeter Security

‘These Premises Are Alarmed’ Sticker

Weatherproof and ideal for garden sheds, garages, etc.
150mm x 100mm

£0.19  REF: SWS001
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Tip Top Fence Spikes

The Tip Top Fence and Wall Spikes are designed to cause the 
maximum discomfort, with minimum harm as opposed to barb 
wire etc

• Helps prevent intruders getting access
• Safety product - it will not cause serious injury to anyone  
coming into contact with it but it certainly discourages climbing
• Can be fixed side by side to provide a wider anti-climb barrier 
around the edge of flat roofs or on top of wide walls
• Prevent birds from nesting on your flat roof 
• Each strip measures 450mm x 50mm £0.69  REF: TIP001

120 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£10.95  REF: SSP15
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Shed Security Pack

We have introduced a pack which provides fantastic protection for garden 
sheds, garages and lock ups.
 
Items can be added or substituted to suit.

Our standard pack includes a PIR Shed Alarm, a Locking Hasp and Staple and 
a Shed Warning Sign.

Shed Door/Cupboard Contact Light

Designed as an automatic light for cupboards and wardrobes, the Door Contact Light can 
also be used for garden shed doors or small lock ups whereby the light switches on 
automatically as soon as the doors are opened and switches off when the doors are shut. 

£0.95 REF: RL-358
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VATSize: 62mm x 30mm x 20mm

Locking Hasp and Staple

A low cost way of securing sheds, external doors etc.
Simple to use and in many ways more secure than certain 
padlocks.

Size: 115mm £2.75  REF: B1480
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Garden Shed & Perimeter Security

Long Range Driveway Monitor

The Long Range Driveway Monitor is the latest addition to our new range of 
Driveway Monitors. The system works on the same principal as our other models, 
however the main difference is the transmitting distance of up to 1000ft (clear 
view) from PIR to base unit. This makes it ideal for more rural locations, farm yards, 
monitoring oil tanks, equestrian centres and even HGV’s or trailers.

Key features:

• Transmitting distance of up to 1000 feet
• Base unit supplied with power adaptor
• PIR adjustable sensitivity level
• PIR detection distance 8 metres
• PIR narrow operative lens to reduce detection distance and angle
• Ideal product for the farming community

£64.95 REF:  LR313
2 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Prevents Theft of  Tools & Personal Items.
From your van, car, shed, garage, etc. 

Minder Driveway and Vehicle Alert

Theft from vehicles and especially theft of tools from tradesmen is an increasingly common crime and one which 
needs an effective low cost solution for mass distribution.

Introducing the Driveway and Vehicle Alert.

Designed in black for covert appearance, the Driveway and Vehicle Alert comes with 1 PIR and 1 main unit. The PIR 
Detector can be placed in a van or trades vehicle, whilst the main unit is taken into the property. If anyone enters the 
vehicle unlawfully it will alert the owner to this. We feel this product has massive potential especially with the 
prevalence of “Theft of Tools, etc”.

Furthermore as many of tradesman vehicles are lease hire modification/target hardening methods are often not 
possible or not taken. This product offers a fantastic rapid deployment solution and it is a versatile device which can be 
employed in a number of other applications.

•	 Shed Security
•	 Driveway Alert
•	 Outbuildings
•	 Home Alert
•	 Caravans, Trailers & Containers

The Driveway & Vehicle Alert has the following features

•	 Designed in Black for covert appearance
•	 400 Feet Transmission range in open environment
•	 Batteries not included
•	 3 Settings: High/Low Volume and Off

£6.95  REF: DM-2018
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

THEFT FROM VEHICLES/THEFT OF TOOLS
SHED SECURITY/DRIVEWAY SECURITY
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Battery Powered Camera Can MKII
Supplied with Free 16GB SD Card

The Battery Powered Camera Can is ideal for semi covert instant deployment 
surveillance. The Camera Can is a battery powered high resolution camera 
with an integral PIR detector, SD card recording and black infra red   
illumination.

The image resolution is selectable: either with stills up to 12MP or video with 
audio up to 720p. The battery life will vary on usage but standby is up to 12 
month. The Camera Can also has an option to be powered by a 6v DC adaptor 
(not supplied).

• Supplied with fittings
• Batteries not supplied

£89.95REF:  SL1017
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Garden Shed & Perimeter Security
4 in 1 Security Camera Light - Video Recorder + Still 
Photo + LED Lamp + PIR Sensor

This is an ideal product for homes, businesses, outbuildings or remote 
locations.
When triggered day or night the colour camera will either take single or 
multiple photos or record up to a 60 second video clip.

• Low energy LED lamp
• PIR motion detector
• 12 mega pixel images (max)
• Time and date stamped photos/video
• Up to 60 second video clips
• Continuous recording or delayed re-triggering
• Built in SD card slot
• Supplied with 16GB SD card
• Adjustable mounting bracket. Rotatable camera housing

£89.95REF: SL2105
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

GuardCam LED Combined Security LED Floodlight

GuardCam LED is a complete all-in-one PIR floodlight, camera, speaker and DVR 
system. Simply connect to mains power, fix to wall, set the time and date and 
switch on!

• Detect the intruder
• Floodlight the area with 1500 LED Output
• Initiate a HD video recording
• Deliver an audible warning
• Ability to record users own warning message
• Captures 200 twenty second video clips with 8GB Micro SD card supplied
• Maximum card size allowable now 32GB

£129.00REF: GCLED
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Garden Shed & Perimeter Security

Wheelie Bin Chain Lock Kit

Theft of wheelie bins is a crime which can lead to domestic burglary, 
anti social behaviour and general nuisance within the community. The cost 
of replacement wheelie bins can also be very expensive.

Now you can easily protect yourself against the consequences of your bins 
being misused by thieves or mindless vandals.

The Bin Chain Locking Kit comprises of a 6mm thick chain housed in a PVC 
sleeve with a weather resistant padlock, wall staple, 4 x screws and 4 x raw 
plugs. £13.95 REF: BIN2013

5 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Cremark for Tools

PROTECT YOUR TOOLS - SILVER MARKER
Ideal for dark coloured tools.

The clearly visible security coding which uses your postcode and the 
house number or first two letters of your house name makes the item 
identifiable and traceable. This marking is then made permanent by 
coating the markings with CREMARKs specially formulated protective 
lacquer. £13.50 REF: CRESHED

10  units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Vis-Cus Padlock

The Minder Vis-Cus Padlock has been introduced as an alternative to the 
traditional Discus Padlock.

Discus Padlocks have been available for decades but only in the standard chrome 
colour. 
An opportunist thief will be used to the same challenge they have encountered 
before. 
The idea of the Vis-Cus Padlock is to present an unfamiliar 
looking deterrent. 
Who knows what this modern looking Padlock has in store!! 

£2.95  REF: VISCUS-16
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Cable Lock and Double Looped Cable Pack

We can supply our Cable Locks with a Double Looped Cable which can be 
used for securing multiple items within the garden or inside a garden shed. 
This is particulary handy during the summer to secure outdoor furniture 
and garden equipment.

Looped cable: 2000 mm x 8mm
Bike Lock:  1800 mm x 12mm

£4.75 REF: MCLP-19
10  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Dummy CCTV

Dummy CCTV overview

Dummy CCTV cameras are a cost-effective way of protecting your home or business from thieves and intruders. 
For a fraction of the price of real security cameras, you could implement an effective deterrent to criminals.  Dummy 
CCTV cameras can also be used in conjunction with a working CCTV system whereby a number of the cameras 

installed are real and the remainder are Dummy.

A4 size Weather Resistant CCTV 
Warning Sticker

A high quality CCTV Warning external sticker designed to 
warn off intruders and vandals and deter opportunist thieves. 
Produced in red and white to maximise impact.
This A4 sized sticker represents tremendous value and acts 
as a fantastic deterrent. 

£0.95  REF: A4CCTV
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Solar Powered Dummy CCTV Camera

The MINDER  solar powered dummy CCTV camera is the most 
realistic camera available in the UK.  Supplied with a ring of 12 x red 
LED bulbs  simulating a real camera.  The unit is also fitted with a dusk 
to dawn sensor to preserve battery life (the LED lights only work 
during darkness).

KEY FEATURES
• Eco friendly and energy efficient.
• Solar powered.
• Dusk to dawn sensor.
• Dimensions (150 x 170 x 80mm).
• Supplied with 2 x CCTV Warning stickers.
• Bracket with tilt/swivel adjustment.
• Fixing screws and wall plugs included.

• Rechargeable batteries included.

£8.95  REF: SOLCAM-MKII
30 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Dummy CCTV

Dummy Dome Camera with Flashing Light

A realistic looking dummy dome camera with a flashing LED which can be 
seen at night. 

As dome cameras are used more and more in CCTV systems, this decoy 
model provides a perfect low cost solution for security. 

Includes 2 warning stickers.

Size: (diameter) 125mm x (depth) 85mm.
Batteries not included

High Quality Outdoor/Indoor Dummy 
Dome Camera

• High quality Dummy Dome Camera
• Easy to install
• Can be fitted internally or externally
• Adjustable lens direction
• Requires 2 x AA batteries (not supplied).
• Can be used without the flashing LED - simply remove the 
batteries
• Approx. measurements 140mm x 130mm x 240mm 
 (including bracket)
• White finish
• Fixings and 2 warning stickers (yellow) included

£9.45  REF: DS2100
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£3.95  REF: DS1500
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Indoor/Outdoor Dummy Dome Camera

This very authentic Dome Dummy CCTV Camera is a very real looking camera 
with a flashing LED light designed to be used outside or inside to suit most 
applications.
 
As more and more small dome cameras are being used in full  working CCTV 
systems, these type of dummy cameras are getting more popular.

Includes 2 warning stickers. Size: (diameter) 95mm x (depth) 75mm.
Batteries not included

£3.45  REF: DS1201
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Large Professional Infrared Dummy 
Camera with Dusk to Dawn Sensor 
  
•12 X LED flashing lights
• Material: Aluminium
• Finish colour: Silver
• Dimensions 325mm x 110mm x 110mm
• Bracket arm movement: fully adjustable
• Power source: (2) 1.5V AA size batteries (not included)
• Battery life: approx 12 months.
• Weather proof construction: IP44 
• Includes dusk to dawn sensor for use during darkness only

Supplied with 2 x CCTV Stickers £15.95  REF: RL002IR
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Professional Indoor/Outdoor Replica 
IR CCTV Camera - New Model

The Professional Indoor/Outdoor Replica Camera is manufactured to the highest 
standards. It is produced in the same robust casings as real cameras. This gives 
authenticity to the appearance of the camera and this is further enhanced with the 
addition of night vision LEDS.
• Bracket with tilt/swivel adjustment
• Flashing LED  lights (batteries required - optional use)
• Dimensions approximately 150 x 170 x 80mm
• Supplied with 2 x CCTV stickers (yellow) £6.45  REF: CD50

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Dummy CCTV

Battery Operated LED Bell Box

Police research shows that a visible alarm box is sufficiently 
off-putting to minimise the likelihood of a thief breaking into 
your home. This realistic bell box has a flashing LED, looking 
like an authentic home security system. 

• Deters unwanted visitors
• Realistic and robust design (ABS plastic)
• Easy to install - includes fixings
• Flashing LED
• Battery operated (not supplied)
• Size :205×120×75 mm

£8.95  REF: RL900B
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

We have the ability to source any CCTV product at heavily discounted prices. 
Please contact our sales team to discuss your requirements.
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ASB Cam – Ideal For Anti Social Behaviour, Housing Associations,
Repeat Victims Of Crime/ Domestic Violence & Home Security

•	 Removable SD Card Slot within Camera
•	 14 days time and date stamped rolling evidence
•	 Weatherproof Design
•	 Amazing 32 SD Card included
•	 10 metres Cable Included
•	 Rapid Deployment 

£59.95REF:  ASB16
5 units  + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£64.95REF:  ASB16
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£245.00REF:  DVR4
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

DVR Kit with 1TB memory Including 4 Night Vision outdoor cameras

Professional 4-in-1 HD-TVI Security Camera System: 4CH 1080P Lite DVR w/ 720P 1.0Megapixels HD CCTV 
Cameras-Simple, Reliable, Secure
Record high quality widescreen video through 1.0MP hi-resolution cameras, further enhanced by DIY installation & 
setup almost effortlessly: DVR's robust yet simple software interface makes this system a paragon of friendly 
engineering.
New cornerstone in consumer market for private security technology: H.264+ video compression, self-adaptive 4-in-1 
DVR supports Analog, AHD, HD-TVI, CVBS and IPC, exceptional 500m zero-delay coaxial transmission, advanced 
motion detection, Email alert with image, night vision, QR-Code scan, remote web browser & smartphone viewing.

Our intelligent security kit includes
* 1× 4CH DVR, 1TB professional surveillance HDD included
* 4× 720P wired camera
* 4× 60ft BNC video cable
* 1× 4-1 splitter cable
* 2× Power adapter
* 1× Mouse
* 1× CD
* 1× User's manual

Specification
* New Progressive 1/3" color CMOS image sensor
* Video resolution: 720P, 1280*720P
* Lens: 3.6MM
* Build-in IR-cut filter, color on day, auto switch to B&W at night
* 36pcs high quality LEDs up to 30M night vision
* Weatherproof: IP66, indoor & outdoor
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Rapid Deployment Wireless Camera Kit with 2 Wireless Cameras

We are delighted to introduce a fantastic new Rapid Deployment Wireless CCTV System
which comes with an LCD monitor and 2 outdoor night vision cameras.

This Wireless system is easy to install and is perfect to deploy at a property which is experiencing 
hate crime, domestic burglary, domestic violence or anti social behaviour problems.

The system supports up to a 64GB SD Card for 
up to 132 hours continuous recording.

This wireless system has the following features:

• Easy to install (simply plug and play)

• Includes an 7” LCD monitor : 
640x480 Resolution

• Powerful infrared LED night vision cameras 
with 200m line of vision

• Kit Includes two weatherproof high 
resolution  1.3MP bullet cameras

• Recordings are stored on a standard SD card 
(4GB included)

• Systen supports up to 32GB SD card memory 
for up to 76 hours continuous recording

• FHSS encryption technology to reduce 
interference and maintain security

• Scheduled, motion or continuous recording 
that is time and date stamped

• DVR and cameras communicate using their 
own WIFI network £195.00  REF: 7035N4

1 unit+ 
Per Unit

+ VAT

CCTV

Digital Door Viewer

We are pleased to introduce out new improved Digital Door Viewer 
which is the ideal product for crime reduction. When motion is detected 
the unit will automatically record on to the 4Gb SD card. Recorded clips 
are time and date stamped and can be viewed on the high resolution 
2.8” LCD screen display. This product has night vision and includes a 
rechargeable battery and power supply.

• Video recording and photo taking (night vision)
• Motion detection
• Built in rechargeable battery
• 4GB SD card included £82.95  REF:  S15

1 unit + 
Per Unit
+ VAT
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GuardCam LED Combined Security LED Floodlight

GuardCam LED is a complete all-in-one PIR floodlight, camera, speaker and DVR 
system. Simply connect to mains power, fix to wall, set the time and date and 
switch on!

• Detect the intruder
• Floodlight the area with 1500 LED Output
• Initiate a HD video recording
• Deliver an audible warning
• Ability to record users own warning message
• Captures 200 twenty second video clips with 8GB Micro SD card supplied
• Maximum card size allowable now 32GB

£129.00REF:  GCLED
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

4 in 1 Security Camera Light - Video Recorder + Still 
Photo + LED Lamp + PIR Sensor

This is an ideal product for homes, businesses, outbuildings or remote 
locations.
When triggered day or night the colour camera will either take single or 
multiple photos or record up to a 60 second video clip.

• Low energy LED lamp
• PIR motion detector
• 12 mega pixel images (max)
• Time and date stamped photos/video
• Up to 60 second video clips
• Continuous recording or delayed re-triggering
• Built in SD card slot
• Supplied with 16GB SD card
• Adjustable mounting bracket. Rotatable camera housing

£89.95REF: SL2105
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Guardcam Deco

Guardcam Deco is the latest state of the art evidential and monitoring solution. It 
is a Security Camera Light which offers remote viewing, live view and recording for 
evidential purposes.
• Wi-Fi Security Light for Remote Viewing
• Full 1080p HD Live View & Recording
• Notifications via APP
• Wide Angle Camera View
• Clear Two–Way Audio
• 3000K LED Lamp
• 800 Lumen Output
• Remotely Dim or Turn On/Off The LED Lamp
• Motion Activated Video Record
• Manual Alarm Feature
• IP55 Rated
• Robust Metal Housing
• 8GB Memory Storage Provided (Up to 200 events)
• Requires 2.4GHZ Wi-Fi £169.95  REF: GC-DECO

1 unit + 
Per Unit
+ VAT
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Battery Powered Camera Can MKII
Supplied with Free 16GB SD Card

The Battery Powered Camera Can is ideal for semi covert instant deployment 
surveillance. The Camera Can is a battery powered high resolution camera 
with an integral PIR detector, SD card recording and black infra red   
illumination.

The image resolution is selectable: either with stills up to 12MP or video with 
audio up to 720p. The battery life will vary on usage but standby is up to 12 
month. The Camera Can also has an option to be powered by a 6v DC adaptor 
(not supplied).

• Supplied with fittings
• Batteries not supplied

£89.95REF:  SL1017
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

VanCam HD Anti Vandal CCTV

VanCam HD Anti Vandal CCTV PIR Camera and Recorder

Specifically designed with the theft of vans and tools in mind, the VanCam is 
supplied with a steel, vandal-resistant casing to provide added protection and 
security and ultimately to prevent theft of the system or the removal of the SD 
storage card. 
The metal casing which retains the CanCam is locked in place using security 
screws which are operated using the special tool that is supplied with the 
product.
• High precision multi-layer glass lens with coating.
• Effective viewing angle: 50 degrees
• Infrared LED effective Range for picture up to 18M (50 ft).
• Infrared LED effective Range for Video clip up to 18M (50 ft).
• PIR detection angle: 48 degrees
• Image resolution Options: 8MP, 5MP, 3MP
• Video resolution Options: HD 1080P, VGA pixels with Audio 
recording.
• Capture Options: 1 - 9 image burst mode or up to 300 seconds video 
recording with audio.

£139.95REF:  VANCAM-19
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Security Hardware

UPVC Door Chain Restrictor with Ring

• Wall mounted with extra long screws.
• Protects against burglary and theft.
• Door chain with locking ring for handle.
• Made from die-cast zinc.
• No drilling of the door required.

• Product Dimensions – 21cm x 12.8cm x 3 cm

UPVC Secure Ring Door Chain 

The Worlds first accredited Security Door Chain.

The Secure-Ring Security Door Chain has been tested to reduce 
forced door entry, in accordance with the highest police standards. 
As a result, it is a Secured by Design accredited product.

The Secure-Ring security door chain is also extremely easy to 
install, and as it does not need to be screw fixed to the door or the 
door frame, there are no door warranty issues. £13.95  REF: SR013

5 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

UPVC Door Chains

Traditionally standard door chains have been prohibited for use on UPVC doors as the drilling of holes in these doors 
would invalidate the insurance warranty. However in recent years many new door chains have been introduced which 

allow for use with UPVC. We are able to supply 3 types of these chains as shown below.

Security Hardware has always been a major part of our product range. Our focus has always been providing a quality 
wide range of door and window hardware to cater for any target hardening projects.
This year as well as extending the range we are also delighted to be working in partnership with ERA products. 

A market leading hardware provider, their products will boost the overall depth of our security hardware range.

ERA PVCU Door Chain 

• Suitable for PVCu, composite and timber doors
• Heavy duty high security door chain
• Visual deterrent and additional secondary security
• Limits the door opening allowing conversation whilst preventing entrance to unwelcome 
visitors
• Easy to release chain when the door is closed
• Includes fittings for UPVC and wooden doors

£2.19  REF: JN79135 
10  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Brass  or 
Chrome

£5.95  REF: UPVRING16
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Security Hardware

200 Degree Wide Angle 
Door Viewer

Now comes supplied with an extended 
barrel for use on doors with a maximum 
thickness of 70mm.

Chrome Narrow Door Chain

Chrome Sliding Door Chain

Security Door Guard

Locking Window Catch Window Staylocks

Locking Door Chain Door Chain and Bolt

£1.45  REF: DV200
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£4.25  REF: B1632
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £4.25 REF: B1636   

12 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.39 REF: B1621
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.75  REF: B1628 
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£1.44  REF: B1035
24  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £0.99  REF: B1039

24 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Now with lower minimum order quantities

Narrow Door Chain

Sliding Door Chain

£2.05  REF: B1642
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£1.99  REF: B1620
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.29  REF: B1643
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Security Hardware

Locking Sash Window Fastener

This locking window fastener has the added feature 
of key security and also acts as a safety measure 
to prevent children opening the window from the 
inside.

£3.25  REF: B1031
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Window and Patio Door Lock

Entry through a patio door is a common means of break in and 
therefore, unless the doors are fitted with a multi-locking system, 
it is best to fit extra locks. Our Patio Door Locks are an extremely 
affordable option.

£3.85  REF: B1053
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Sterling Double Locking Nightlatch

• Solid brass 5 pin cylinders
• Pin tumbler mechanism
• Standard section keyway
• Brass keys
• Left and right hand opening door

Multipurpose Key Cord

We have introduced a dual purpose key cord. Supplied 
with 3M tape it enables quick and easy exit through 
an emergency locked door. It can also be used with its 
detachable carabiner clip for the elderly or vulnerable to 
prevent a “Locked Out” situation.

£13.95  REF: NLG201
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£4.25 REF: B1062 
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£3.25REF: B1043
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Window Restrictor

A great product which will restrict the opening of 
windows. Ideal for the safety and security of young 
children.  Also perfect for high rise buildings.

£0.85  REF: MPRK15
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Door/Window Bolt with Key

Gives extra security for internal doors and external 
windows helping to prevent forced entry. The supplied 
key locks and unlocks from one side only. Available in  
different finishes and sizes (32mm or 60mm). Our 
Multipurpose Key Cord is also ideal for use with this 
product.
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Safe T Bars

Works like a door chain for windows and UPVC doors. The 
Safe T Bar can also be used to allow restricted opening of 
UPVC door and windows providing a security conscious 
form of ventilation during summer months, etc.

£5.50  REF: DSDB01 
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Security Hardware

Window/Door Security Jammer

The new Window/Door Security Jammer is a low cost 
solution for windows and doors providing easily operated 
security and piece of mind. The unit is simple to use and is 
far more cost effective than similar models available.
Also can be used as a letterbox lock.

Sash JammerTM

The original and patented supplement to existing window and door 
locking devices

• Supplied on its own (Q920) or with lock and key (Q921)
• Specified by many Local Authorities and Police
• Proven in practice
• Non-handed and suitable for frame or sash installation
• Works with any door or window, top or side hung, open-in or open-out
• Suits all UPVC window systems

£1.85  REF: JAM001
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£4.95  + VAT
REF: Q921 
10 units + 

Per Unit£3.95  + VAT
REF: Q920 
10 units + 

Per Unit

£2.25  REF: JAMB16
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

JAMB16

JAM001

£3.95  + VAT
REF: ERA3400
10 units + 

Per Unit

ERA Letterbox Visor Guard
The ERA Letterbox Visor Guard is a fantastic device which prevents key fishing. 
This is when a burglar tries to reach in and get access to any keys lying around. 
The use of a cane and hook has been used in the past to reach keys which are 
visible metres away from the letterbox, the Visor Guard stops this being 
possible. The ERA Visor Guard can also prevent anyone from looking in to 
evaluate the premises as a potential break in opportunity.
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Security Hardware

Low-Cost Euro Sash Lock & Dead Lock

We supply a good quality low cost range of both 3 inch 
and 2 1/2 inch Euro Sashlocks and Euro Deadlocks. 
Supplied in Brass or Nickel Plated

£7.95  REF: B1855
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£8.50  REF: B1851
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

2 1/2 or 3 inch Sashlock

2 1/2 or 3 inch Deadlock

Cable Window Restrictors

The Cable Window Restrictor offers a solution to over 4,000           
accidents a year, with people injured by  falling from windows.

The Cable Window Restrictor is suitable for use on all kinds of      
windows and even doors including UPVC, aluminium, wooden and 
metal profiles.

It is provided with a key to give you control across all levels of safety 
in your home or commercial premises. 
The restrictor cable  is 200mm long to provide a safe opening of        
100 -150mm. Available in Black or White. £5.50 REF: B1044

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Anti Snap/Anti Bump Sterling Cylinders 

The Sterling Anti Snap and Anti Bump Cylinders are 
Sold Secure Silver  Approved and conform to BS EN 
1303:2005 Grade: 5/1
Available in all sizes. Prices start from £7.95 per unit + 
VAT for 10 units.

Avocet range also available. REF: SASB
10 units + £Call for quotation 

Locking Letter Plate Restrictor

This is the ideal product to prevent arson attacks and 
combat anti-social behaviour. 

Simply affix the product next to your existing letterbox 
and set in position to secure the letterbox in a closed 
position.
 
Available in white or chrome.

£9.50  REF: LLP014
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

B1044W
B1044B
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Security Hardware

ERA Window & Door Hardware

ERA are a market leading provider of Door and Window Hardware. We are delighted to be able to offer their full range to 
our customers.

ERA Snaplock

New to our range. The ERA 
Snaplocks are a simple but 
effective lock which will engage 
automatically when a window 
is closed. Suitable for wooden 
frames, they are manufactured 
from a hard wearing coated 
steel. 

ERA Swinglock

New to our range. The ERA 
Swinglocks will fit most wooden 
casements. When locked the 
window is pulled tight into the 
frame and this provides extra 
security and reduces drafts.

PVCu Snaplock

The PVCu Snaplock increases the 
security on PVCu windows. Simple 
operation that allows it to ‘snap’ 
into place and ‘lock’ quickly and 
easily. Can be fitted to open-in or 
open-out windows and can be fixed 
securely to both reinforced and 
non-reinforced sections. It is also 
suitable for upgrading security on 

PVCu doors.

Metal Window Lock

The ERA Metal Window Lock uses 
the supplied key to lock and unlock 
the window.
This lock is suitable for most metal 
windows including side and top hung, 
pivot, and casement windows.

Window Restrictor

The ERA Window Restrictor is 
ideal as both a safety and a 
security product.
It can be unlocked with the key 
provided when the window is 
closed and it also allows for 
restricted access. The restrictor 
is ideal for high rise properties 
and it allows ventilation whilst 
maintaining security on ground 
level accommodation.

PVCu Door Chain 

•Suitable for PVCu, composite and 
timber doors
•Heavy duty high security door chain
•Visual deterrent and additional 
secondary Security
•Limits the door opening allowing 
conversation whilst preventing entrance 
to unwelcome visitors
•Easy to release chain when the door is 
closed
•Includes fittings for UPVC and 
wooden doors

£4.25  REF: ERASNL014
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £4.49  REF: ERASWL014 

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£5.25  REF: JN83215 
10  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £10.99  REF: JN90112

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£4.39  REF: JN72015
10  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £2.19  REF: JN79135 

10  units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Brass  or 
Chrome
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Sash Lock

The ERA Sash Lock secures the 
window in the closing position 
using a locking window stop to 

secure.  Satin finish.

Window Bolt

The ERA Window Bolt will fit most 
types of windows including side 
and top hung, sash and casement. 
The rotating steel bolt resists hack 

sawing. Finished in White.

Staylock

The ERA Staylock is suitable for 
wooden casement windows fitted 
through the ‘peg’ type stays. This 
replaces existing pegs with a new 
threaded device and a tamper 

resistant locking nut.

Metlock

The ERA Metlock is suitable 
for most handles on metal 
windows. They use a steel bolt 
to prevent the handle from 
moving. This product is key 

operated.

Flush Pivot Lock

The ERA Flush Pivot Lock 
is suitable for most wooden 
windows, it uses the key 
provided to lock and unlock. 
The anti-tamper clutch-head 

screws are used for fitting.

Locking Window Catch

The ERA Locking Window Catch 
will hold a window tight against 
a frame using a threaded peg. 
This product is suitable for most 
windows and some types of small 
doors.

Transom Lock

The ERA Transom Lock will 
clamp to a window stay on a 
metal transom window.
It is removable so it can allow a 
window to open as normal.

Dual Screw

The ERA Dual Screw is designed 
for sash windows. The key 
operated pin is used to secure a 
window.  

Security Hardware

ERA Window & Door Hardware

£3.15  REF: JN82256
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £4.99 REF: JN83715

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£1.62 REF: JN82055
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £4.99  REF: JN82635

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.99 REF: JN82915
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £10.99  REF: JN90212

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.99  REF: JN82855
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £2.85 REF: JN82515

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT
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£7.50  REF: PADALARM001
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Padlock Alarm

Following the tremendous success of our Minder Padlock Alarm 
which has become a proven deterrent against shed break-ins 
and a fantastic product for outdoor security (including oil theft). 
We have launched a new improved version to offer an even 
greater degree of protection. 

The New Improved Padlock Alarm is manufactured using a 
hardened Stainless Steel and an anti twist shackle. It is 
corrosion and weather resistant. It is ice spray proofed and 
resistant against salt and extreme weather conditions. It is also 
anti drill resistant. 

Padlocks and Bolts

Minder Vis-Cus Padlock
The Minder Vis-Cus Padlock has been introduced as an alternative to the 
traditional Discus Padlock.

Discus Padlocks have been available for decades but only in the standard chrome 
colour. 
An opportunist thief will be used to the same challenge they have encountered 
before. 
The idea of the Vis-Cus Padlock is to present an unfamiliar 
looking deterrent. 
Who knows what this modern looking Padlock has in store!! 

£2.95  REF: VISCUS-16
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder Cable Lock Alarm

An innovative, portable device suitable for securing any items from theft. The 
Minder Cable Lock Alarm is a locking device with an ear piercing siren that will 
scare away potential thieves. When an attempt is made to cut through the cable or 
attack the main lock unit the alarm starts screaming.

Compact and simple to use, the Cable Lock Alarm can provide 24 hour protection 
for valuables left unattended outside or stored in a shed, garage or outbuilding. It 
is also ideal for when you are on the move for securing equipment whilst in transit 
in vehicles, in the back of trucks or on trailers.

- Flashing LED deterrent 
- 1 metre long steel cable 
- 4 Digit combination lock
- Cable retracts into main unit and pulls out easily
- 120 Decibel Siren 
- Requires 3 x AAA batteries ( included)
- Dimensions: 140mm x 80mm x 20mm

£6.95  REF: MCLA18
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Tower Bolts & Pad Bolts 

Tower Bolts provide additional security for gates/garage 
doors and are very useful on the front door for extra security 
at night. Pad Bolts are perfect for garden shed doors and  
gates when used in conjunction with padlocks.

Locking Hasp and Staple

A low cost way of securing sheds, external doors, etc.
Simple to use and in many ways more secure than certain 
padlocks.

Size 115mm

Weatherproof Padlock

• Steel laminated body, double locking and protected 
• Hardened steel
• Chrome plated shackle
• 40mm 

£2.75  REF: B1480
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£3.25   REF: WPL149
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

40mm Laminated Padlock with 2 Keys

• Laminated steel padlock.
• Brass pin tumbler cylinder.
• Hardened steel shackle.
• Chrome plated.
• Supplied in silver.

£1.95  REF: B1115
24 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

100 mm
150 mm
200 mm

£0.99 Per Unit +VAT
£1.25 Per Unit +VAT
£1.69 Per Unit +VAT

£1.35 Per Unit +VAT
£1.99 Per Unit +VAT
£2.39 Per Unit +VAT

Tower Bolt (Black)
20 Units +

Pad Bolt (Zinc Plated)
20 Units +

Size
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Discus Padlock Safety Hasp and Staple

Ideal for securing sheds. We have supplied the Discus 
Padlock, Safety Hasp and Staple sets to target hardening 
projects across the Country. Also supplied separately.

£7.95  REF: DPHS12
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Padlocks and Bolts

Lever Close Shackle

Size 63mm. 

Double plate.
For high security.

Double Looped Security 
Cables

Size 2000mm. 

Used to secure items in sheds, 
garages and gardens.

Armoured Padlock

Size 70mm. 

Stainless Steel. Ideal for 
containers, heavy goods 
vehicles etc.

Long Shackle Padlock

Size 40mm.

Low cost solution for securing 
cables/chains and a variety of 
other uses.

Combination Chain Lock

Size 700mm. 

Ideal for outdoor security.

Can also be used on bikes.

£10.99  REF: B1102 
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.55  REF: DLC2018
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£11.75 REF: B1105
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.45  REF: B1159
24 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.55  REF: B1228
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Hardened Steel U Hasp

• Supplied with fixings
• Zinc plated hardened steel
• 140 mm
• Padlock not included

£8.95 REF: B1424
10  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Padlocks and Bolts

Combination Locking Bolt

The Combination Locking Bolt can be fitted to garden sheds, 
storage cupboards and gates allowing multiple access 
without the use of keys. 

• Re-settable combination
• Anti tamper security screws supplied
• Corrosion resistant zinc diecast body
• Suitable for horizontal and vertical fixing
• No keys to lose

Discus Padlock

Our best selling padlock is now available in 3 different versions. 
The Discus Padlock with 3 keys is available as a 70mm and 50mm 
version. We can also provide the Discus Padlock as a combination 
lock for multiple keyless access. The combination Discus Padlock is 
70mm.

Sterling Hasp, Staple and Brass 
Padlock Solution Pack

• 40mm double locking brass padlock
• Hardened steel chrome plated shackle
• 100mm corrosion resistant hasp & staple
• Tough steel construction
• Concealed hinge pin and screws

£11.95  REF: CLB110BK 
6 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£5.95REF: B1111
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£8.45  REF: PHS002
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£4.85  REF: B1110
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£8.65  REF: B1109
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: B1111
70 MM

REF: B1110
50 MM

REF: B1109
Combination

Coach Bolts

A very simple method for improving shed security. Many criminals remove a sheds hinges 
or hasp and staple by levering the fixing away from the wood. A Coach Bolt secures to a 
hinge or hasp and staple using a nut making it extremely hard to be removed. Zinc plated 
M6 x 50 supplied with hex nuts

£0.11  REF: COACH15
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Padlocks and Bolts

Sold Secure (Bicycle Gold) 1m x 10mm Square 
Link Hardened Steel Chain

• ‘SOLD SECURE’ approved
• Special alloy case hardened steel
• Flexible polyester black sleeve
• Sleeving is riveted at each end to keep it in place
• Hacksaw and bolt cropper resistant
• Weather resistant
• Zinc plated and passivated for maximum corrosion resistance                

Dimensions
Link: 10mm x 10mm
Chain length: 1000m
Weight: 2.4 Kg

£20.95  REF: 1010S
2 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Security Cable, Padlock and Anchor Kit

A fantastic value for money solution to protect bicycles, garden 
equipment and tools. The kit contains a weatherproof padlock, a 
double looped cable and a staple for fixing to a wall or floor.

£8.95  REF: PACK15
2 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder 4 Digit Combination Lock

•	 Available in black, blue and hot pink
•	 Ideal for suitcases, luggage and lockers, etc
•	 1000 unique combinations
•	 Manufactured from zinc alloy

£1.99   REF: COMBPAD-16
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Key Safes

Keyguard Digital XL Secured by Design Key Safe

We have now introduced another key safe to have achieved Secured by Design Accreditation. The Keyguard Digital XL 
has also been approved to Sold Secure standard. This product has the following features : 

• High security, outdoor key safe
• Independently attack tested and certified to Sold Secure
• UK Police approved under the Secured by Design scheme
• Allows authorised persons to access a property
• 12 button design gives a high number of potential differs
• Ideal for use by carers, cleaners, workmen & dependents
• Can also be used for storing single car keys inside the home
• Weather resistant cover included

Sizes:

External 160mm (H) x 95mm (W) x 56mm (D)
Internal 70mm (H) x 50mm (W) x 20mm (D)
Weight 2kg

£39.95  REF: KDXL1
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£49.95  REF: C500
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Supra C500 Key Safe Secure/Wall Mounted/
Outdoor/Key Storage Device 
The Supra C500 Keysafe is the original Police approved Keysafe and 
offers you the ultimate in protection with its LPS1175 level 1 
accreditation, equal to a front door of the same standard.

Made from heavy gauge stainless steel and a thick zinc-alloy shell
Double-wall construction
Holds up to 6 keys
Stainless plated around the buttons for added security - scratch and 
fingerprint resistant
Heavy duty locking mechanism uses long-travel bolt - extremely 
pry-resistant
Clutch mechanism prevents the handle from being forced open

External Size 149.35mm (H) x 81.03mm (W) x 63.5mm (D)
Internal Size  81.28mm (H) x 50.8mm (W) x 22.86mm  (D)

We offer a range of different Key Safes to suit all specifications and budgets.

JNE stock the 2 main Secured by Design (Police Preferred) Key Safes which offer the highest standards in security. The 
Supra and Keyguard brands are available at the best wholesale prices in the UK.
We also have a range of push button and combination Key Safes including our latest Minder Combination Key Safe 

which offers great value with its contemporary design and fantastic price which includes 5 key tags and fittings included.
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Key Safes

£11.95REF: MCKS2018
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Sentinel Key Safe

The Sentinel wall mountable Key Safe is made of lightweight 
yet hard wearing materials: zinc alloy door, aluminium body 
and a mild steel back plate. The shutter hatch is made of plastic. 
Holding up to ten Yale keys, the Sentinel Key Safe is virtually 
indestructible and with over 10,000 safe combinations, an 
extremely safe way to store keys.

This product has many applications and gives users 
endless satisfaction. Some of the uses and applications are:

• Health and social care sector
• The elderly and disabled
• The caravan/mobile home industry
• General home and holiday home use

£13.95  REF: PL968 
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Size: 80mm x 115mm x 40mm

Minder 4 Digit Combination Outdoor Wall Mounted Key Safe Security Lock Box 
including 5 Coloured Tags 

Suitable for both indoor and outdoor purposes, the wall mount key safe lock 
box has a large internal cavity which can hold multiple keys, proximity cards, 
and other essential items. 

• Easy to Install and use Key safe lock box features a great design that can be 
easily mounted on the door or wall, and requires no power source. It boasts a 
four-digit combination. 

• Its sturdy design makes it adhere easily to any fixed surface. The solid metal 
construction makes it resistant to scratching, sawing and hammering, while 
the combination cover protects the dials from adverse weather conditions. 

• Unlike the conventional method of putting the keys under the mat, the wall 
mount lock box helps to keep your keys safe. The knowledge that only you, 
your family and friends can access the box gives you peace of mind when you 
are not around. 

• While this product is designed to secure your keys, it can also be used to 
store proximity cards as well as a broad range of other smaller items you need 
keep away from your children. 

Size: 80mm x 115mm x 40mm
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Keyguard

Keyguard is a small wall-mounted digitally operated safe. Used for 
storage of a small number of keys to be accessed by authorised 
personnel.

Keyguard is commonly used in locations where carers, home help and 
others can gain access to the home, without the need for the door to be 
left unlocked, which would otherwise create a security risk.

The digital combination is very simple and quick to change to your own 
code, with a combination from the ten digits 0 - 9, using any digit only 
once.

Weatherproof cover included.
Size: 120mm x 70mm x 60mm£13.95  REF: KG1001

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Key Safes

Minder Push Button Key Safe

The Minder Key Safe has several unique features which sets it 
apart from other digital models :

• Weatherproof stylish design
• 10 digit push buttons for more combinations
• Supplied with black weatherproof rubber covers
• Supplied with 4 x raw plugs and 4 x extra strength expanded 
bolts to fit direct into brick work
• Unique cable (which prevents the front separating/falling off 
when the Key Safe is opened)

£11.95  REF: MINKEY 
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Size: 120mm x 70mm x 65mm

Large Sterling KeyMinder  4

New large designed Key Safe with big easy to use dials and 
a heavier body for maximum protection against attack.

• Enhanced security
• Large dials for easy entering of combination
• Storage for door, padlock and car keys
• Magnetic keyholder
• Can also be used indoors as a small safe
• Maximum key length 12cm

Internal Dimensions 68mm (W) x120mm (H) x38mm (D) £19.95REF: KEYMIND4
4 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Minder Driveway and Vehicle Alert

Theft from vehicles and especially theft of tools from tradesmen is an increasingly common crime and one which 
needs an effective low cost solution for mass distribution.

Introducing the Driveway and Vehicle Alert.

Designed in black for covert appearance, the Driveway and Vehicle Alert comes with 1 PIR and 1 main unit. The PIR 
Detector can be placed in a van or trades vehicle, whilst the main unit is taken into the property. If anyone enters the 
vehicle unlawfully it will alert the owner to this. We feel this product has massive potential especially with the 
prevalence of “Theft of Tools, etc”.
Furthermore as many of tradesman vehicles are lease hire modification/target hardening methods are often not 
possible or not taken. This product offers a fantastic rapid deployment solution and it is a versatile device which can be 
employed in a number of other applications.

•	 Shed Security
•	 Driveway Alert
•	 Outbuildings
•	 Home Alert
•	 Caravans, Trailers & Containers

The Driveway & Vehicle Alert has the following features

•	 Designed in Black for covert appearance
•	 400 Feet Transmission range in open environment
•	 Batteries not included
•	 3 Settings: High/Low Volume and Off

Vehicle Security
We have a variety of vehicle safety and security products to suit all budgets. Many of our low cost range have 
proved popular as part of our Vehicle Crime Reduction Packs which are ideal for mass distribution.

Prevents Theft of  Tools & Personal Items.
From your van, car, shed, garage, etc. £6.95  REF: DM-2018

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

THEFT FROM VEHICLES/THEFT OF TOOLS
SHED SECURITY/DRIVEWAY SECURITY

Minder Multi Function Safety Glass Break Hammer with Seat Belt Cutter, Red 
Emergency Flashing Beacon, Torch and Work Light - Integrated Hanging Loop and 
Magnet

• Window breaking hammer with a hardened stainless steel point for shattering  
windows in an emergency. Tucked away when not in use, the hammer is   
released with an easy to use switch. 
• Seat belt cutter in safety housing to be used to release passengers from jammed 
belts in emergency situations. 
• 60 lumen, 1 watt LED torch 
• 120 lumen, 3 watt ultra bright LED cob work light which also functions as a 
flashing red emergency beacon 
• Metal folding hanging loop and strong magnet for mounting while in use. 

Minder Multi Function Safety Glass Break Hammer with Seat Belt Cutter,

£4.95  REF: MSH18
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Vehicle Security

Police Branded Catalytic Converter Kits

A revolutionary product which has been designed to permanently mark a Catalytic 
Converter on a vehicle with an almost indestructible sticker and a metal marking 
fluid.

£4.45  REF: CAT13
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Dummy Solar Car Alarm
• Blue LED flashes when it is dark, simulating a real car alarm
• Acts as a deterrent to thieves and vandals
• Recharges via the integrated solar panel during the day
• Size: 50mm x 35mm  x 10mm 
• Can also be used as a torch £3.45  REF: DX140

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Anti Tamper Number Plate Security Kit

Vehicle registration plates are at risk from being stolen and used for 
criminal purposes.
The fixings supplied in the kit are ‘anti-tamper’ one way security screws, 
a straight replacement for your existing registration plate screws.

This Kit includes :

Security Caps: 2 x White - 2 x Yellow - 4 x Black
Plus an assortment of five different sizes of stainless steel clutch head 
screws (total 20 screws) suitable for all vehicles.
Installation instruction leaflet is also contained in the kit. £1.09 REF: ATNPO13

50 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.45 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: DTD-19
200 units + 

Tyre Tread Car Safety Keyring

Designed in consultation with the Police. The Tyre Tread Safety 
Keyring lets an individual check that their tyre tread depth is 
above the legal limit.

It also carries a “Remove all Valuables from Car” message so it is 

a fantastic low cost dual purpose car security product.

£0.47REF: TTCK16
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

“Don’t Text and Drive” 
Key-ring with belt clip

Available with own branding

“Drink & Drug Driving 
Destroys Lives” Pen

Available with own branding

£0.41 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: DDL-19
200 units + 
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Vehicle Security

Ice Scraper 

Our Ice Scrapers come with the 
printed message “Never leave 
your vehicle     unattended with 
the engine running !”

Car Air Freshener

A low cost car crime 
prevention product. One 
side of the Air Freshener 
advises motorists not to 
leave any valuables in the 
vehicle. The reverse alerts 
would be thieves that no 
valuables have been left.

‘No Valuables’ Car 
Window Sticker

95mm x 120mm.
A handy self-cling window 
sticker which alerts 
criminals that no valuables 
have been left in the 
vehicle.

Car Sat Nav Tag 
with Cleaning Pad

Designed in partnership 
with the Police. A cost 
effective clever way of 
warning people not to leave 
expensive Sat Nav units 
in their vehicles. The tag 
has a cleaning pad on the 
reverse.

‘Take Me to Bed’ Car 
Keyring

We have introduced a low 
cost innovative keyring aimed 
at encouraging individuals to 
take their car keys to bed at 
night rather than leave them 
downstairs where they are 
vulnerable if a break in occurs.

£0.55  REF: TMTBK12
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT£0.33 REF: SATNAV01

100 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.16  REF: NOVAL001
250 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.29 REF: AIR001
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £0.46 REF: ICE012

100 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

All Tools Removed 
Sticker

An excellent sticker for 
tradesmen to warn potential 
thieves that no expensive tools are 
left in the work vehicle.

• Size: 80mm x 120mm.

£0.32REF: TOOLSTICK15
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Car Air fresheners

We now have a range of 10 Air fresheners which can be used as 
giveaways during Road Safety Events/Community Initiatives. For 
orders over 100 we can offer a mix of all the designs. 

£0.25 REF: FRESH-19
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Bicycle Security
According to statistics in the UK a bicycle is stolen every minute and less than 5% are returned to their owners. There 
are several preventative measures which can be used to protect bicycles, make them less attractive to a thief and 
increase the chances of recovery should they be found. We have a wide range of bicycle locks and alarms as well as bike 
marking products and safety products such as bike lights. 

Minder Bike Lock Elite

The Minder Bike Lock Elite is a high quality cable lock to 
protect bikes, equipment and valuables.

The Minder Bike Lock Elite acts as a low cost method of 
tackling bike theft. The high visibility locks can help deter 
opportunist thieves whilst the steel cable will prolong 
any attempted bike theft meaning the chances of a thief 
getting caught will be higher.

The cables are weather resistant and self coiling making 
them easy to deploy and redeploy when ever necessary.

The Minder Bike Lock Elite is a 1.8 metre Self Coiling 
Cable with Vinyl coating. It has an impressive 12mm 
thickness, which is thicker than the leading Cable Lock 
brand on the market.

Comes with 2 Keys.

£2.45  REF: MBL2010
60 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

FEATURES :-

• High quality lock to protect bikes.

• The Coiled Bike Lock acts as a low cost method of tackling bike theft. The high 
visibility locks can help deter opportunist thieves whilst the steel cable will 
prolong any attempted bike theft meaning the chances of a thief getting caught 
will be higher.

• The cables are weather resistant and self coiling making them easy to deploy 
and redeploy when ever necessary.

• The Cycle lock is a 1.8 metre Self Coiling Cable with Vinyl coating.

• Supplied with 2 keys.

• Available in 5 different colours

£2.55  REF: DLC2018
40  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Double Looped Security 
Cable

• Size 2000mm x 8mm

Can be used in conjunction with Bike Locks to secure other items or 
additional bicycles.
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Bike Alarm

Designed to fit the handlebars of your bicycle. Combining a 
programmable 4 digit code to arm and disarm the product, 
the alarm also has a panic function to alert in an emergency 
situation.

£5.95  REF: OB072
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Bicycle Security

Batteries not included.

   

£1.75  REF: BL2018
50  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

 Minder LED Bike Lights

A new product which ensures cyclists are well seen by motorists. This super bright, water resistant 
LED light set is supplied with 1 red and 1 white unit. The flexible silicone band is ideal for attaching 
to bikes, bags, helmets etc.

•	 Integrated clipping, easy to install and fit - Water resistant - Flexible silicon body
•	 Single button operation - 3 Modes: on / flash /off 
•	 Increase the safety of cycling - Can be  removed easily to avoid theft when bike left unattended
•	 Specifications:- Powered by: 2 x CR2025 Batteries (Included) - Dimensions: 110mm(L) x 

40mm(W) x 17mm(D) (when flat) - Maximum diameter of bar: 35mm

Hi-Vis Bicycle Helmet Covers

“The Best Road Safety Giveaway – Ensuring Visibility and 
Encouraging Helmet Use.”

Hi-Vis Bicycle Helmet Covers offer the best mass purchase for School Children and Road Users as it ensures safer 
practice for cyclists on 2 fronts. Firstly by giving a Helmet Cover you are encouraging users to wear a Safety Helmet 
at all times. Secondly due the Hi-Vis strips within the cover, the cyclists will be visible during darkness and low light 
conditions.

Perfect as a giveaway to Mini Cops £1.19  REF: HV-HELMET
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Bicycle Security

The Squire “Eiger” D Locks - Secured By Design  

Approved to Secured by Design & Gold Sold Secure Standard the “Eiger” 
D Locks offer the best value D Lock available today tested to the highest 
standards.

Features include: 

• Hardened alloy steel shackle - 13mm
• Armoured steel lock body
• Disc tumbler locking mechanism
• Two keys provided
• Eiger™ shackle clearance 230mm
• Horizontal shackle clearance 105mm
• Carrying bracket included
• Available in four colours, blue, red, green and yellow
• Octagonal sleeve on shackle
• Secured By Design (Police Approved)
• Sold Secure Bicycle Gold
• 15 Security Rating

Security rating 15

Universal carrying bracket

Two keys provided

Octagonal sleeve on shackle

10 Year Guarantee 

£16.95REF: EIGER15
4 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

(Police Approved)

Minder Cable Lock Alarm

An innovative, portable device suitable for securing any items from theft. The 
Minder Cable Lock Alarm is a locking device with an ear piercing siren that will 
scare away potential thieves. When an attempt is made to cut through the cable or 
attack the main lock unit the alarm starts screaming.

Compact and simple to use, the Cable Lock Alarm can provide 24 hour protection 
for valuables left unattended outside or stored in a shed, garage or outbuilding. It 
is also ideal for when you are on the move for securing equipment whilst in transit 
in vehicles, in the back of trucks or on trailers.

- Flashing LED deterrent 
- 1 metre long steel cable 
- 4 Digit combination lock
- Cable retracts into main unit and pulls out easily
- 120 Decibel Siren 
- Requires 3 x AAA batteries ( included)
- Dimensions: 140mm x 80mm x 20mm

£6.95  REF: MCLA18
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Combination Bike Lock

The Combination Bike Locks are durable and weather 
resistant. They are easy to deploy and give multiple 
access to code holders.

• Size: 1200mm x 12mm
• Bracket included
• No need to carry keys

£2.95  REF: CBL2013
40 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Bicycle Security

Squire Integrated Padlock & Cable

• Hardened steel lock body 
• 8mm diameter chain
• 900mm length 5 Pin tumbler lock mechanism 
• Two keys provided 
• Integrated lock and chain 
• Hardened alloy steel chain

£21.95  REF: MAK900
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

The Squire Snaplok™  

Recommended for securing bicycles and scooters.
 
The Snaplok™  is an innovative,  lightweight, high security 
lock achieving Sold Secure Silver.

£32.95  REF: SNAP2010
1 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Sterling Sold Secure Gold D Lock

Manufactured by the quality hardware brand Sterling. We 
are delighted to introduce 2 new Bicycle D Locks which 
have both achieved Sold Secure Gold Standard.

Available in a 210mm shackle and the longer 280mm 
shackle. Both D Locks have the following specification

• Double bolted mechanism
• Hardened steel  shackle & body
• Locks and unlocks with a key
• Protective keyhole cover
• ABS plastic cover avoids scratching
• Easy fit mounting bracket
• Weather resistant
• Large number of key differs
• Independently tested – Sold Secure Gold

£13.95  REF: 237S
6 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£12.95  REF: 272S
6 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

280mm Shackle

210mm Shackle
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Minder Spoke Reflectors
A great product to increase visibility of bicycles in low light conditions. The Spoke Reflectors fit to the bicycle spokes 
and are highly reflective in night time conditions.

•	 Pack Of 6 Minder Spoke Reflectors
•	 Fits on standard spokes up to 2mm diameter
•	 360 degrees reflection
•	 Lightweight

Minder Activ Reflectors

Introducing the latest Hi-Vis product which is set to replace old fashioned Hi-Vis vests and clothing as the number 
one road safety product. 

Activ Reflectors come in 4 different colours (yellow, orange, red and purple) and include a reflective strip to make 
sure you can “Be safe and Be seen”

• EXCEPTIONALLY REFLECTIVE: 360° reflectivity and visibility in any weather condition at any time with 
   premium reflective material
• VERSATILE: High visibility for any outdoor activity such as running, cycling, walking and horseriding. 
   Perfect for school children and parents with toddlers. Also ideal as an addition to safety gear for 
   traffic/construction workers.
• EASY TO USE: Featuring a strong velcro it is a perfect fit for most ankles or arms and can also be wrapped around
   wrists, legs, bike wheels, dog's attire & more.
• COMFORTABLE FIT: Stays in place and won't interfere with body movement. Elastic and lightweight for an

   easy fit over outdoor clothing, etc.

£1.09REF: HVACTIV16
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.79  REF: SPOKEREF
60 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Bicycle Security
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‘Hands Off’ Waterproof Bicycle Seat Cover

A fantastic low cost product to promote bicycle security marking and 
to broadcast the message to potential thieves that cycles have been 
security marked and are traceable. This Bike Seat Cover represents 
excellent value for money and is a handy accessory to protect the 
bicycle seat when it rains.

£0.56  REF: BSC2010
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Bicycle Security

Cremark Cycle Marking Kit 

The clearly visible security coding which uses your postcode and the 
house number or first two letters of your house name makes the item 
identifiable and traceable. This marking is then made permanent by 
coating the markings with CREMARKs specially formulated protective 
lacquer.

£13.50REF: CREBIKE
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Flashing Bicycle Spoke Lights

Light up your wheels with our LED Cycle Spoke Lights. Just clip 
the bike lights onto the spokes of your bike and give it a squeeze. 
The bright LED light inside glows or flashes making your bike 
wheels highly visible.

The flashing mode will trace a dashed arc of light as your wheel 
spins along whereas the glow mode will keep your wheel 
illuminated while you ride. Batteries included.

£1.55 REF: SPOKE14
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Cycle Security Pack

A collection of low cost items aimed at providing a 
comprehensive solution to deter cycle theft and ensure 
overt and covert evidence of ownership is available in the 
event of a theft taking place.

1 x Dual Marker Pen (Permanent UV & Permanent Ink)
1 x PM Bike Safety Card for recording important cycle 
information
1 x ‘Hands Off’ Cycle Seat Cover
3 x Cycle Wrap Around Labels

£1.35 REF: BSP3
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Student Security
We supply a large variety of products which can make students feel safer during their time at  University. 
Throughout the catalogue are products including Personal Alarms, Mobile Phone Security Products, Bicycle 
Locks and Alarms, Home, Door and Window Security Products. All these are ideal to hand out to students 
embarking on their University adventure.
 
We can also produce many branded items to handout to students. Please contact our sales team for any specific 
requirements. 

The Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock is a fantastic device to give peace of mind 
for victims of domestic violence, students and anyone using temporary 
accommodation or travelling abroad.

The Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock is the best designed Door Lock 
available and is sold Worldwide. Constructed with a steel core and stainless steel 
functioning parts, the user can be safe in the knowledge of the products robust quality.
The Portable Door Lock is easily deployed whereby the end metal piece fits into the 
Strike Plate, on closing the door the red part of the lock secures simply in place to lock 
the door and prevent unwanted entry.
• Small - Strong - Secure Portable Door Lock
• Provides peace of mind to students, Victims of Domestic Violence and 
    travellers
• Simple to use, Easy to Install and Remove
• Incredibly strong, core components stainless steel
• The ideal Hotel Travel Lock - Stay safe in your room.
     

Supplied with a handy carry pouch

Rapid Deployment Portable Door Lock

Minder TV Simulator -
“Amazing value product for mass distribution”

The Minder TV Simulator is the ultimate Burglar Deterrent Device, 
it’s a dynamic and convincing product that simulates that someone is 
home and deter the would be burglar.

• The Simulated Television is battery operated, therefore, extremely 
portable
• Most televisions turn on with push buttons and don’t work with 
timers. Burglars know this, which makes the Minder TV Simulator 
perfect! 
• Simple On/Off switch for rapid deployment
• Ideal low cost solution for students, elderly, rented     
accommodation and perfect for mass distribution campaigns
• Please note this product does not have a dusk to dawn sensor. 
Please purchase the Mark 3 TV if you want this feature
• Requires 3 x AA Batteries (not included)
• Lightweight and Portable £1.99REF: SIMTV18

50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£4.95  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: MPDL-19
10 units + 
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Student Personal Alarm

We can offer the UK’s lowest price for an Electronic Personal 
Alarm. 

Features include: 
 
• 120dB siren
• Battery isolator installed to prolong shelf life
• Size: 40mm x 60mm x 12mm
• Supplied in Black 
• Comes with keyring
• Batteries included
• Branding available for large quantities
• Torch facility included

Student Security

Spikey Straws

The “Spikey Straw” – Promote Safety and Environmental Sustainability

Introducing the new Environmentally friendly Drink Spiking product which is 
the perfect giveaway to promote Personal Safety and ensure a safer night out 
for the user.

The Spikey straw is a stainless steel reusable Straw which comes with 5 Drink 
Spikeys meaning the user can use it on multiple occasions. Finally with the 
Worldwide campaign to phase out plastic straws and save the environment this 
product is the perfect solution.
The Straw is reusable and the Spikeys are manufactured from food Grade HDPE, 
Fully Recyclable. £0.59  REF: SSTRAW19

100 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Student Personal Safety Pack

We have introduced a brilliant pack aimed at improving Personal Safety 
amongst students featuring the latest quality products available.

Our Student Safety pack is supplied in a handy pouch and features our 
innovative Spikey Straw which is an environmentally friendly anti-drink 
spiking device which comes with 5 Spikeys.
 
The pack also features our best selling Personal Alarm, the Mini Minder 
Keyring Torch Alarm which is tested to Secured by Design and has Police 
Preferred Accreditation.

Finally the pack can also include a Minder Red Alert Defence Spray. 
Defence Sprays have become extremely popular Personal Safety 
products and the Minder Red Alert is a leading brand.

£5.95  REF: SPSP-19D
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£1.49  REF: YL326 
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£2.75  REF: SPSP-19
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

With Defence SprayWithout Defence Spray
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Student Security

Student Property Marking Kit

Ideal for students, this low cost kit is highly effective in raising awareness and 
ensuring recovered items are easier to identify and harder for someone to 
sell. 

Our Student kit includes:

1 x Permanent UV Marker Pen
6 x Multi Purpose Warning labels
3 x Ultra Destruct Property Marking labels 

£0.69  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: SPMK16
100  units + 

Secret Wallet Money Belt

Introducing a regular looking belt that features 2 hidden expandable zipped pockets 
which you can safely conceal cash, credit cards, passports, tickets, mobile phones or 
other small precious items. It has an elasticated zip pocket which stretches to 
accommodate most small items. The belt is worn under clothing for concealment
and is ideal to combat pickpocketing, mobile phone theft and street crime, etc.

• Keeps your money, credit cards, passports or mobile phone, etc, safe.
• Ideal to combat pickpocketing and theft.
• Great product for the elderly.
• Ideal for young people, music festivals, sports, the beach, travelling, etc.
• Effective product for domestic violence, hiding keys, etc.
• Adjustable straps, one size fits all. Available in Black, Blue & Yellow

£1.85 REF: SWB15
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

ZipClippa

ZipClippas are a low cost trendy carabiner style clip which can be used to secure 
the zips on any handbags, purses, rucksacks and luggage. 
These are ideal for everyone  and offer a great security product (at point of 
entry) for any kind of ‘dipping crime’.

Supplied in a mixture of colours.                      

Size: 41mm.

£0.34 REF: ZIP15
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Security Lighting

Battery Operated PIR Spot Light with 2 LED’S

The Battery Operated PIR Spot Light is perfect for providing extra lighting to houses, 
gardens and outbuildings. The unit is wireless so it can be attached anywhere. The 
Battery Operated PIR Spot Light has 2 bright LED’s that have an  impressive 300 
lumen output. The unit is wireless and easy to install (no electrician needed). The PIR 
Spot Light has a built in photocell sensor (dusk till dawn) so the light will only trigger 
when the light intensity is below 3.5 lux. The PIR sensor will turn the LED lights on 
and off automatically, when motion is detected. The light will provide 37m of 
coverage with 160° of vision The light will automatically turn off after 20 seconds if 
no motion is detected to conserve battery life.

• Bright LEDs, 300 lumens.
• Energy efficient LEDs will provide more than 3000 activations on one set of
   batteries.
• Wireless and easy to install, no electrician required.
• Weatherproof (IP66 rating).
• Mounting hardware is provided .
• LED light provides 37m² .
• Battery operated 4 x D cell batteries (not included).

Battery Operated PIR Spot Light with 1 LED

Ideal for general outdoor security use or for lighting pathways, driveways, 
gardens, garages and patios, the wire-free Spot Light can detect motion from up to 10 
metres away. With automatic shut off, vertical and horizontal adjustment and up to 6 
months of battery life, the Spot Light will provide many years of durable, reliable 
function with minimal maintenance.

• Bright LED producing 140 lumens of light.
• Wireless and easy to install, no electrician required.
• Motion sensor turns spotlight on/off automatically.
• Spotlight will only activate when both motion and darkness are detected.
• Long battery life of 6 months with average usage.
• Weather resistant casing.
• Requires 3 x D cell batteries (not included).
• Dimensions: 125h x 60w x 60d mm.

£13.95  REF: UBS-100-2
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£11.95  REF: UBS-100-1
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Security Lighting

Minder 50 Lumen’s PIR LED Sensor Light  

The new 50 Lumen’s LED Sensor Light range come in 3 
different styles (Triangle, Square and Circle).  
Perfect for all domestic lighting solutions, the Sensor Light is 
motion activated during hours of darkness and gives out an 
impressive 50 lumen’s of light. 

The 50 Lumen’s Sensor Light includes 3 settings, ON/OFF/
AUTO allowing the unit to be switched off, be kept on 
constantly or activated by movement only during hours of low 
light.

Requires 3xAAA Batteries. (Not included).

1. Battery Operated (3 x AAA not included) – No wiring required. 
2. Easily fixes to a wall with a permanent adhesive pad (included). 
3. PIR Sensor Activated within 3 metres.  Activation time 25-30 seconds. 

1. Batteriebetrieben (3 x AAA nicht enthalten) - Keine Verkabelung erforderlich. 
2. Leicht fixiert an einer Wand mit einem permanenten Klebstoff -Pad  
    ( im Lieferumfang enthalten) . 
3. PIR Sensor innerhalb von 3 Metern aktiviert. Aktivierungszeit 25-30 Sekunden. 

1. Con pilas ( 3 x AAA no incluida) - No requiere cableado. 
2. fija fácilmente a una pared con una almohadilla adhesiva permanente  
     ( incluido) . 
3. Sensor PIR activado dentro de los 3 metros . 
     Tiempo de activación 25-30 segundos . 

www.mindersecurity.com

Safety and 
Security Products

Safety and 
Security Products

Perfect For :
Bathrooms - Bedrooms - Hallways - Stairs

Sheds & Outbuildings

Model: JN008T

1 2 3

Battery operated - No wiring required
Battery operated - No wiring required

1. Alimentée par piles ( 3 x AAA non inclus) - Pas de câblage nécessaire . 
2. fixe facilement à un mur avec un tampon d'adhésif permanent ( inclus ) . 
3. PIR capteur activé dans les 3 mètres . Temps d'activation 25-30 secondes . 

Battery operated - No wiring required

Perfect For :
Bathrooms - Bedrooms - Hallways - Stairs

Sheds & Outbuildings

Battery operated - No wiring required

www.mindersecurity.com

1 2

Safety and 
Security Products

Model: JN010S

3

1. Battery Operated (3 x AAA not included) – No wiring required. 
2. Easily fixes to a wall with a permanent adhesive pad (included). 
3. Push button activated. 

1. Batteriebetrieben (3 x AAA nicht enthalten) - Keine Verkabelung erforderlich. 
2. Leicht fixiert an einer Wand mit einem permanenten Klebstoff -Pad  
    ( im Lieferumfang enthalten) . 
3. Drücken Sie Taste aktiviert. 

1. Alimentée par piles ( 3 x AAA non inclus) - Pas de câblage nécessaire . 
2. fixe facilement à un mur avec un tampon d'adhésif permanent ( inclus ) . 
3. bouton poussoir activé . 

1. Con pilas ( 3 x AAA no incluida) - No requiere cableado. 
2. fija fácilmente a una pared con una almohadilla adhesiva permanente  
     ( incluido) . 
3. 3. Empuje el botón activado. 

Safety and 
Security Products

The new 50 Lumen’s LED Push Button Light range come in 3 
different styles (Triangle, Square and Circle).  Perfect for all 
domestic lighting solutions, the Push Button Light is 
activated by pressing the button on the front of the unit 
giving out an impressive 50 lumen’s of light. 

The Push Button Light can then simply be clicked in place onto 
the mounting plate and easily clicked off when batteries need 
changing.

Requires 3xAAA batteries. (Not included).

Minder 50 Lumen’s Push Button Light  

£2.25 REF: As Listed
24 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

•	 Triangle = JN0037 
•	 Round = JN0036
•	 Square = JN0034

£2.95 REF: As Listed
24 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

•	 Triangle = JN008 
•	 Round = JN009
•	 Square = JN001

£1.45  REF: NL101
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Automatic Dusk-to-Dawn Plug in LED Night Light

This Automatic Plug in Night Light is sensor activated,  therefore, it will 
come on at dusk and automatically turn off at dawn. It has a very low 
power consumption.
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Security Lighting

Minder Slim Solar PIR Light

We are excited to launch the new generation in outdoor Solar Lights.

Our new Slim Solar PIR Light is a huge improvement on past models as it 
offers a fantastic 50 Lumen’s of light housed in a more contemporary casing.

£11.95 REF: SOLPIR16
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Minder 1200 Lumens Solar Powered Light

Security Lighting is an important part of safeguarding victims of Domestic Violence.
Our new 1200 Lumens Solar Powered Light was sourced in co-operation with our partners 
involved in target hardening. It is an energy efficient, cost effective solution giving maximum 
light output.

The SOL182-18 is a 3 x head PIR sensor solar light with 182 super white COB LED lights 
providing 1200 lumens of light.  For best results we  recommend that the solar panel is 
mounted in a South facing position. The unit is supplied with a separate solar panel and 4 
metres of cable, giving total flexibility for installation.

KEY FEATURES

• ABS plastic construction.
• Separate solar panel with 4 metres of cable.
• Eco friendly and energy efficient.
• 182 super white LED lights.
• 1200 lumens of light.
• Adjustable light sensor to choose level of darkness that must be reached before the 
light activates.
• Time adjustment setting control-choice.
• PIR sensitivity adjustment control-choice.

1200 LUMENS

£27.95  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: SOL182-18
4 units + 
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Security Lighting

24 Hour Timers

A plug in timer is a great security device which can pre-select when 
electrical items are turned on, therefore giving the impression of an 
occupied home even when you are out. 

The timer has the following features: 
• Provides 96 on/off settings over 24 hours
• Manual switch override
• Can be switched on for 15 minute intervals 

Simulated TV
 
The ideal product to give the impression of an occupied 
property during dark nights.

For full specification see page 52.

Low Energy 15 Watt Light Bulb with 
Dusk-to-Dawn Sensor

The perfect cost cutting way of lighting up your property when you are out. 
Replace existing bulbs with the dusk to dawn low energy version and give the 
impression of an occupied property even when you are not in.

Bayonet or screw cap available.
Supplied with two sensors for reliability.

£1.95  REF: TIM1007
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£4.99  REF: OMC9115
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Low Energy Light Bulb

Low Energy Light Bulbs are an economical and energy saving product.
Providing a lower cost of lighting means properties can stay lit for longer.

• 20w giving 100w output.
• Bayonet fitting only. £2.25  REF: LEBULB001

50 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£12.95  REF: MINITV014
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

PIR LED Light with Dusk-to-Dawn Sensor

Battery operated bright LED light with motion sensor. The unit will activate when 
movement is detected and the dusk-to-dawn sensor will ensure that the unit will 
only operate during darkness.

Batteries supplied. £3.75  REF: YL253
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Bulkhead Security Lights

Bulkhead Security Lights are a low energy option for mains powered 
security lighting.
PIR Dusk to Dawn Bulkhead Lights
Available as a PIR Dusk to Dawn version which will activate when it senses 
motion. This version will also switch off during the day to conserve energy.
Dusk to Dawn Bulkhead Lights
The Bulkhead Light will sense when it is dark and automatically switch on 
to provide excellent security.

LED Flood Lighting

We have a massive range of low energy security floodlighting which use up to 
90% less energy than traditional halogen floodlights and consequently save 
money and energy.

For our full range of LED Floodlights contact our sales team  for specifications 
and pricing.

£12.75  REF: 55849
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Security Lighting

£16.95  REF: 55988
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

PIR
REF: 55988

DUSK TO DAWN
REF: 55849

£Call for quotation 

GuardCam LED Combined Security LED Floodlight

GuardCam LED is a complete all-in-one PIR floodlight, camera, speaker and DVR 
system. Simply connect to mains power, fix to wall, set the time and date and 
switch on!

• Detect the intruder
• Floodlight the area with 1500 LED Output
• Initiate a HD video recording
• Deliver an audible warning
• Ability to record users own warning message
• Captures 200 twenty second video clips with 8GB Micro SD card supplied
• Maximum card size allowable now 32GB £129.00REF:  GCLED

1 unit + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

4 in 1 Security Camera Light - Video Recorder + Still 
Photo + LED Lamp + PIR Sensor

This is an ideal product for homes, businesses, outbuildings or remote 
locations.
When triggered day or night the colour camera will either take single or 
multiple photos or record up to a 60 second video clip.
• Low energy LED lamp
• PIR motion detector
• 12 mega pixel images (max)
• Time and date stamped photos/video
• Up to 60 second video clips
• Continuous recording or delayed re-triggering
• Built in SD card slot
• Supplied with 16GB SD card
• Adjustable mounting bracket. Rotatable camera housing £89.95REF: SL2105

1 unit + 
Per Unit
+ VAT
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Kidde Carbon Monoxide Alarm

• British standard kitemarked with test/reset button
• 7 year warranty
• Battery included
• Loud alarm designed to alert you even when you sleep
• Compact and easy to use 

REF: 5COLSB
12 units + 

Carbon Monoxide Patches

A potentially life saving product which
detects the presence of carbon monoxide with a dark spot indicating 
danger. A low cost product ideal for mass distribution.

£1.25REF: CSO10
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£16.25 

Fire Safety

Mailguard Plus ®

Perfect for preventing arson attack

• Large capacity, flexible bag
• Extinguishes a fire in under 10  
seconds
• Ideal for PVCu doors
• Hangs easily behind the letterbox 
to contain and extinguish any fires

Replacement extinguishing tubes also available

£109.00  REF: MGUARD2013
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Kidde Smoke Alarm

• CE marked
• 3 year warranty
• BSI kitemarked to BS 5446 Part1) 1990
• Test button to check battery and alarm operation
• Hush button to silence false alarms
• Flashing LED to indicate unit is powered

£4.95  REF: I9040UK
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Fire Safety

Window/Door Security Jammer

Door Security Jammers are often used to block access to letterboxes. The 
Jammer can be positioned next to a letterbox and simply secured in a closed 
position. These are also ideal when purchased in conjunction  with our 
External Post Boxes. 

Supplied in White.

£1.85  REF: JAM001
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

JAM001

Locking Letter Plate Restrictor

This is the ideal product to prevent arson attacks and 
combat anti-social behaviour. 

Simply affix the product next to your existing letterbox 
and set in position to secure the letterbox in a closed 
position.
 
Available in white or chrome. £9.50  REF: LLP014

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

UL94 CERTIFICATED & IPX4 RATED
•	 Minder	Security	Fireproof	Bags	are	easy	to	use	and	store	important	
documents	and	valuables.

•	 Open	the	zipper	to	put	your	documents	and	valuables	inside	before	
zipping	closed	to	protect	within	the	bag.

•	 The	Minder	Fireproof	Bag	can	protect	your	possessions	from	being	
ruined	by	fire,	heat,	smoke	or	water.

Minder Fireproof Bags

The Minder Fireproof Bags are a perfect peace 
of mind product to give to victims of Domestic 
Violence. Many Victim Support schemes install 
Fireproof Letter boxes or External Mailboxes to 
counter the threat of arson.

The Minder Fireproof Bags are a low cost 
additional solution which will protect essential 
documents and valuables such as passports, 
mobile phones, money and sentimental items from 
the risk of fire and water. 

They also act as portable storage for essential 
items which is very important especially if the 
individual needs to enter temporary refuge 
accommodation during the period of abuse.

The Fireproof Bags are :

UL94 CERTIFICATED & IPX4  RATED

Small Fireproof bag is  162 x 229mm 

Large Fireproof bag is  280 x 380mm
£5.95  REF:  MFPB19-S

10 unit + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

£8.95  REF:  MFPB19-L
10 unit + 

Per Unit
+ VATLarge

Small

Perfect Domestic Violence Product
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Stickers & Signs

Security ‘Eyes’ Stickers & Signs

Security ‘Eyes’ Signs & Stickers

Security ‘Eyes’ Signs & Stickers have proven to be an extremely effective way of        
deterring criminals. It has been found that areas which have such stickers or signs 
have shown a decrease in crime. 

We can supply the Security ‘Eyes’  Signs & Stickers in a variety of sizes and styles to be 
used internally and externally.

OUTDOOR “ SECURITY EYES” SIGNS

200 X 150 MM                     50 UNITS +  £0.95 PER UNIT + VAT
300 X 210 MM                     50 UNITS +  £1.75 PER UNIT + VAT

“ SECURITY EYES” INTERNAL WINDOW STICKERS 

150 X 100 MM                     100 UNITS +                        £0.59 PER UNIT + VAT

“SECURITY EYES” EXTERNAL WEATHERPROOF STICKERS

300 X 200 MM                     20 UNITS +                          £0.90 PER UNIT + VAT

Security ‘Eyes’ Signs & Stickers

Stickers and Signs are an excellent low cost way of supporting community safety and crime prevention initiatives. 
We have developed the largest range of standard and bespoke signage/stickers to suit any budget. Some of our most 
popular doorstep, car crime, burglary prevention and property marking stickers/signs are available at unbeatable prices. 
We also can produce bespoke stickers and signs to incorporate your own logo and safety message.  
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This is a 

Area

Signs

1. 300 x 210 mm
2.  300 x 210 mm
3.  300 x 210 mm
4.  300 x 200 mm
5.  300 x 200 mm
6.  300 x 200 mm
7.  210 x 150 mm
8.  200 x 150 mm
9.  200 x 150 mm
10.  200 x 150 mm

10  Units+
10 Units+
10  Units+
10 Units+
10 Units+
10 Units+
50 Units+
50 Units+
50 Units+
20 Units+

£1.75  Per Unit +VAT
£1.75   Per Unit +VAT
£1.75  Per Unit +VAT
£1.45  Per Unit +VAT
£1.45  Per Unit +VAT
£1.45  Per Unit +VAT
£0.89  Per Unit +VAT
£0.89  Per Unit +VAT
£0.89  Per Unit +VAT
£0.89  Per Unit +VAT

Size Quantity Price

2 31

4 5 6

7 8 9 10

In the past few years security signage has been one of our most popular product requests. So much so that some of the 
most popular requested signs form part of our stock signage portfolio. Our competitive pricing structure has meant we 
now supply signage to numerous Neighbourhood Watches/Home 
Watches, Police Forces and local authorities in the UK. These plastic signs have 4 predrilled holes.
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Signs
Bespoke Signs

Size

400 x 300 mm

300 x 200 mm

Trisigns (400 x 300 mm)

Cable ties & Brackets

50

£6.95

£6.50

£24.50

POA

100

£5.95

£5.75

£23.50

POA

200 +

POA

POA

POA

POA

Bespoke Signs - All prices below are per unit + VAT

We are able to produce any Bespoke Sign to fit in with any particular campaign. Our design team will work with you to 
produce the perfect Sign to deliver the required crime prevention message. Below are prices for our most popular sizes. 
Please contact us for any alternative requirement.

(These will include your own logo if required)
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A4 size Weather 
Resistant ‘CCTV in 
Operation’ Sticker

A large A4 size outdoor sticker 
to warn that CCTV system is in 
operation. 
Fantastic for deterrent purposes.

A4 size Weather 
Resistant Beware of the 
Dog Sticker

A high quality ‘Beware of the Dog’ 
warning external sticker designed 
to warn off intruders and vandals 
and deter opportunist thieves.

‘No Valuables’ Vehicles 
Sticker

A handy self-cling window sticker 
which alerts criminals that no 
valuables have been left in the 
vehicle.
• Size: 95mm x 120mm.

All Tools Removed 
Sticker

An excellent sticker for 
tradesmen to warn potential 
thieves that no expensive tools are 
left in the work vehicle.

• Size: 80mm x 120mm.

£0.16  REF: NOVAL001
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.65  REF: DOG12
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT£0.95  REF: A4CCTV

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Stickers

‘These Premises Are 
Alarmed’ Sticker

Weatherproof and ideal for garden 
sheds, garages and containers.

• Size: 150mm x 100mm.

£0.23 REF: SWS001    
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.32  REF: TOOLSTICK15
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

‘This Shed Is Alarmed’ 
Sticker

Weatherproof and ideal for garden 
sheds and lock-ups.

• Size: 150mm x 100mm.

£0.29  REF: SHEDSTICK18    
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

‘This Garage Is Alarmed’ 
Sticker

Weatherproof and ideal for garages.
and lock-ups.

• Size: 150mm x 100mm.

£0.29  REF:  GARAGESTICK18
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

‘This Oil Tank is Alarmed’ 
Sticker

Weatherproof and ideal for Oil 
tanks and perimeters.

• Size: 150mm x 100mm.

£0.29  REF: OILSTICK18    
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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‘No Cold Callers’         
Letterbox Sticker

Fits onto letterbox and discourages 
cold calling.

• Size: 35mm x 140mm.

Doorstep Sellers          
Beware Stickers

Good deterrent against unwanted 
cold callers.

• Size: 100mm x 100mm.

£0.35REF: DOORSTICK14
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

NHW Sticker

• Size: 120mm x 80mm.

REF: NHW15
200 units + 

£0.16  REF: LBSTIC001 
250 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.35 Per Unit
+ VAT

Stickers

Bespoke Stickers 

Customised stickers are one of our most popular 
branded product. We can supply any size sticker and 
produce them for external signage or window cling 
stickers. 

‘Property is Security 
Marked’ Window Sticker

Ideal for internal use within a domestic 
property.

• Size: 80mm x 120mm.

£0.19   REF: WINSTICK001
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

150 x 100mm External Vinyl Stickers

Price:  100 off Full colour print             £1.09 per unit + VAT
                250 off Full colour print             £0.79 per unit + VAT
           500 off Full colour print             £0.59 per unit + VAT
        1,000 off Full colour print             £0.49 per unit + VAT

150 x 100mm Internal Window Stickers 

Price:  100 off Full colour print    £1.39 per unit + VAT
           250 off Full colour print    £0.95 per unit + VAT
           500 off Full colour print    £0.75 per unit + VAT
        1,000 off Full colour print   £0.59 per unit + VAT
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Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection
Ultra Destruct Property Marking Labels

Featured Product - Ultra Destruct Property Marking 
Stickers (set of 3)

Ultra Destruct Stickers are designed to cover the UV marks made by ultra violet 
pens. Due to the ultra destruct properties within the stickers anyone who tries 
to remove one will find it extremely difficult as it disintegrates into tiny pieces.

The Ultra Destruct Stickers have a warning message which says 
"Security Marked and Traceable" this warns a would be thief that the property 
is marked and would be easily traced to the rightful owner if found. This would 
also reduce the value of the stolen property.

The stickers also act as a long life preserver of any UV marks made and would 
prevent someone using solvents/cleaning fluids to remove the ultra violet 
marks.

As the Ultra Destruct Stickers are see through, the post coded UV mark would 
still be visible under an ultra violet light. 

Comes supplied as a set of 3 stickers.

Featured Product - All Weather Warning Labels (set of 6)

These labels are an effective and visible deterrent to put on marked
property to warn a would be thief that the item has been security marked
and is therefore traceable. 

£0.29  REF: UDS15
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.25  REF: AWWL16
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection

Multi Purpose UV/Forensic Torch with Belt Holster

We have introduced the lowest priced 9 LED UV Forensic Torch available 
today. This remarkable product can actually detect Smartwater™ from 
up to 2 metres away. However it is also ideal to detect UV markings from 
medium range and powerfully display watermarks and security features 
in currencies and credit cards. 

This is the ideal product for the police, event security, doorstaff, retailers, 
market traders and forensic personnel.

Complete with a belt holster this is the ideal product for medium and long 
range identification of a variety of forensic substances. The UV forensic 
torch works perfectly on Smartwater™, SelectaDNA ™, UV markings, 
counterfeit cards and notes and useful for a whole host of other forensic 
applications.

Key features.

• Clearly identifies genuine banknotes.
• Identifies security features in credit cards, driving licences, passports               
and important documents.
• Medium to long range detection of Smartwater.
• Medium to long range detection of UV markings.
• Forensic applications.
• Narcotics.
• Battery operated (not included).

£4.95  REF: MD1017
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT Size: 94mm x 25mm x 28mm.

Dual LED White Light and UV Light Inspection Torch with 
Holster 

The perfect product for crime prevention practitioners, event and door staff.
The Dual Torch offers a switching option to change between 365nm UV light and a 
powerful LED Light.

The UV Light can be used to detect Smartwater™, SelectaDNA™, UV marks, 
counterfeit currency and a host of forensic applications, Whilst the LED white light is 
perfect for inspecting in dark conditions. The torch comes with a holster.

Size: 43mm x 135mm.
Battery operated (not included)

£11.95  REF: JN0999
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Portable UV Lamp & Separate Spotlight

Small and compact unit which can be used to detect UV marks 
on property via its Ultra Violet light. Also effective in identifying 
counterfeit currency, credit cards and SmartwaterTM. 
Batteries (not included).

•  Size (180mm x 50mm x 20mm)

£2.95  REF: MD118
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection

£7.95  REF: MD288
12 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Cash Minder Personal Alarm with UV Light

We have now introduced the Cash Minder Keyring Personal Attack Alarm which incorporates a powerful UV Torch ideal 
for identifying counterfeit currency, credit cards, UV markings, Smartwater™ and SelectaDNA™ etc, etc. 

The Cash Minder Personal Alarm has a powerful 140dB siren and is fitted with a separate keyring to the activation pin, 
preventing false activation.

The Cash Minder UV Keyring Torch Personal Alarm is the ideal product for employees who handle cash day to day or 
simply for anyone who works within the retail sector or in Crime Prevention. 

The UV Keyring Torch Personal Alarm has the following features :-

•	 140 Decibel Siren
•	 Supplied in White
•	 Pull Pin Activation
•	 Separate Keyring
•	 Unique feature of a UV Torch (365nm)
•	 Batteries Included
•	 Fitted with an isolator to preserve battery life

•	 (40mm x 60mm x 12mm)

£2.75  REF: CM-PA/UV-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Desktop Mains UV Lamp - 4 Watt Version

Mains operated desktop UV Lamp. Ideal for checking 
counterfeit bank notes, credit cards, passports, driving 
licenses and other official documents. Also effective in 
detecting SmartwaterTM.
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2 in 1 Counterfeit Detector - New Version

A fantastic solution for mobile cash handlers, such as event staff, taxi 
drivers, bar staff, etc, etc. The 2 in 1 Detector is  quick and easy to use.
With the 2 in 1 Counterfeit Detector you can check a bank notes 
authenticity in 2 different ways.
 
Magnetic Detector –Simply swipe over the silver thread of a note and 
you are alerted by a beeping noise if it is genuine or not.
365nm UV LED – This will show up the Ultra Violet features within a 
genuine bank note.
Batteries included

£5.95 REF: RL1015
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection

Mini UV Keyring/Counterfeit Detector

Following the enormous success of our original UV detector, we 
have introduced a new model with even better performance. 

The new UV Keyring has a more powerful 365nm bulb, so it is more 
effective in detecting UV marks, counterfeit currency and forensic 
marking systems such as Smartwater™, SelectaDNA™, etc. The new 
keyring is also lighter and offers a larger print area for branding.

• Size: 46mm diameter.
 Batteries included

£1.65  REF: MD002MKII
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

New 2 in 1 Twin UV/LED Keyring Detector

We have introduced a UV keyring incorporating an additional LED 
(white light) giving the added benefit of checking for watermarks in 
counterfeit currency. This added feature also provides a handy torch 
facility.

• Size: 68mm x 13mm.
• Batteries included.
• Identifies UV marked property including Smartwater™ 
    and Selecta DNA™. 
• Also detects counterfeit credit cards.
• 365nm UV bulb supplied.

£2.25 REF: MD15DUAL
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Cash Minder USB UV Detector & 1 Watt LED Torch  
“Counterfeit Detection in the 21st century”

Introducing an amazing product for Counterfeit Detection, forensic inspection and property marking. The Cash 
Minder USB Detector is a small handy UV & LED torch which has a built in integral charging cable which can be 
plugged into all USB ports to provide continuous charge and usage. 

The Detector can be switched between a 1 watt LED torch and a 365nm UV Bulb. It is perfect for use by Retail Staff, 
Police, Pubs/Clubs, Taxi Drivers and anyone handling cash.

The USB UV Detector & Flashlight will detect forged/genuine paper notes, as well as the new polymer notes. 
The 365nm UV Bulb will detect all forensic substances such as Smartwater™ and SelectaDna™ making this the ideal 
Stop and Search Tool for Police Officers. 

Its integral charger is suitable to be plugged into most vehicles to charge.

The USB UV Detector & Flashlight has the following features :-

•	 USB Integrated Charging Lead
•	 1400M4H Lithium battery (Included)
•	 Up to 45 hours continuous counterfeit detection
•	 2 hours charge time
•	 Up to 6 hours continuous flashlight use

£2.65  REF: CM-USB-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Cash Minder 2 in 1 UV Light & Counterfeit Pen     
“Paper and New Polymer friendly”

Introducing the innovative Counterfeit Detection Pen which works on both Paper and Polymer notes due to the integral 
365nm UV Bulb within the Pen (Batteries included)

The Pen works on all paper notes by marking the currency and showing a clear mark to determine a genuine note and a 
dark mark to indicate a counterfeit. However, the UV light means it can be shined over both paper and polymer notes to 
detect the hidden UV features within genuine currency.

Furthermore due to the 365nm bulb the Pen can also detect forensic substances such as Smartwater™ and 
SelectaDNA™ giving it a major implication for asset protection within retail outlets. 

More and more cash machines are installing forensic liquid deterrents therefore the pens will also detect any notes 
which have been sprayed with these liquids. 

This has huge benefits for Crime Prevention and theft deterrent. 

This product is a true innovation in Crime Prevention.

£2.25  REF: CM-2IN1PEN-17
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

DETECTS SMARTWATER™ 

Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection
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Cash Minder Mains Powered UV Detector

The Cash Minder Mains Operated UV Detector is a stylishly designed unit fitted with 2 x 4 Watt bulbs making it a very 
powerful solution for checking counterfeit bank notes, credit cards, passports, driving licences and other official 
documents. Also effective in detecting Smartwater™ and SelectaDNA™.

Key Features :-

This device can assist you in detecting counterfeit banknotes, credit cards and travellers cheques as well as 
fluorescent stamps and other legal documents.

The machine features 2 powerful and extremely strong Ultra Violet fluorescent scanning tubes (2 x 4 Watt), which will 
enable you to use the machine under daylight conditions. The components used are of the highest quality assuring you 
maximum operation life.

The Cash Minder detector lamp is easy to use just place the note, credit card or document under the UV light to reveal 
watermarks and metal or plastic strips.

Fitted with a 3 pin UK plug.

Cash Minder Portable UV Lamp & Spotlight

Small and compact handheld unit which can be used to identify counterfeit currency via its Ultra Violet light. Also 
effective in identyfying UV marks for property marking, inspecting credit cards and detecting Smartwater™. 

Key Features:-

Compact, lightweight and easy to use the 2 in 1 portable money detector and spotlight is ideal for detecting counterfeit 
money or for verifying genuine bank notes (both paper and the new polymers). 

Also ideal for use as a portable UV security marking identifier.

Requires 4 x AA batteries (not included). 

Other Functions: Bacteria detection, ID & document verification and Invisible ink. In addition, the unit also contains a 
powerful light which can be used as a flashlight.

£2.99  REF: CM-MD118-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£11.95  REF: CM-MPUV-17
5 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection
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Twin Pack & 5 Pack UV Pens With Warning Stickers    

Introducing the latest range of Property Marking kits. Attractively presented for display purposes, the Property Minder 
range encourages people to mark their personal property and register it, so it is marked and traceable.

The Twin UV Pen Pack with Warning Stickers is an extremely effective method of deterring thieves from stealing your 
belongings. If your property is marked it will be difficult for the thief to sell and often reduces the value to the criminal. 
Marking and registering your property also increases the chances of having it returned to you in the event of it being lost 
or stolen.  The kits have full instructions of how to mark and register property and this advice was provided in
consultation with the Police.

Twin Pack Contents:-
2 x Permanent Ultra Violet Marker Pens
3 x Security Marked & Traceable Labels
Including full instructions for use. 

Five Pack Contents:-
5 x Permanent Ultra Violet Marker Pens
6 x Security Marked & Traceable Labels
Including full instructions for use. 

£2.25  REF: PM-5UV-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.99  REF: PM-2UV-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Property Minder Pack With UV Light Pen     

Property Minder Pack with UV Pen Light and Warning Stickers

Introducing an innovation in Property Marking. The new Property Marking Kit with UV Pen Light and Warning 
Stickers is a complete solution to mark, register and identify Property.

The kit contains a unique combined UV Pen with built in Ultra Violet light so an individual can mark his/her property 
with the Permanent UV Pen and reveal the hidden mark with the UV light. It also includes 3 x  Security Marked & 
Traceable Labels. The kit also has full instructions of how to mark and register the property, this advice was produced 
in consultation with the Police.

£1.35  REF: PM-UV-18
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

The UK’s First Property Marking Kit 
to include a combined UV light & Pen

LL12 8LX

Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection
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UV Pen & Ink Marker Pen Pack With Warning Stickers    

The UV & Ink Marker Pen Pack with Warning Stickers is an extremely effective method of deterring thieves from 
stealing your belongings. It is ideal as it provides both a covert marking system (UV) and an overt marking method (Ink). 
If your property is marked it will be difficult for the thief to sell and often reduces the value to the criminal. Marking and 
registering your property also increases the chances of having it returned to you in the event of it being lost or stolen.

The kits have full instructions of how to mark and register property and this advice was provided in consultation with the 
Police.

Contents:-
1 x Permanent Ultra Violet Marker Pen
1 x Permanent Ink Marker Pen
3 x Security Marked & Traceable Labels

Including full instructions for use.

5 Thick UV Marker Pen Pack With Warning Stickers     

The 5 Thick UV Pen Pack with Warning Stickers is an extremely effective method of deterring thieves from stealing your 
belongings.  Thick UV Pens are perfect for marking larger items of equipment such as garden tools, machinery, bicycles, 
metal items as well as boilers and work appliances. Due to the pens 4mm nib the UV Mark will be much more visable. 

If your property is marked it will be difficult for the thief to sell and often reduces the value to the criminal. Marking and 
registering your property also increases the chances of having it returned to you in the event of it being lost or stolen.  
The kits have full instructions of how to mark and register property and this advice was provided in consultation with the 
Police.

Contents:- 
5 x Thick Permanent Ultra Violet Marker Pens
3 x Security Marked & Traceable Labels

Including full instructions for use. 

£2.75  REF: PM-5THICKUV-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.99  REF: PM-UV/INK-17
20 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Ultimate Property Marking Pack

Introducing the latest range of Property Marking kits. Attractively presented for display purposes, the Property Minder 
range encourages people to mark their personal property and register it, so it is marked and traceable.
The Ultimate Property Marking kit is a complete solution for keeping your home safe and secure.
Comprising of a number of stickers, pens and a stencil the kit ensures your home, office or business is properly marked 
and protected from the threat of burglary. 
Items can be security marked with the Permanent UV Marker Pen and protected with the Ultra Destruct Stickers. 
The Thieves Beware Window Sticker acts as a visible deterrent for your home/office, whilst the Property Marking
Stencil ensures marks within the property are clear and legible. 
The kit also contains All Weather Warning labels and full instructions of how to mark your property.

Contents:-
1 x Permanent Ultra Violet Marker Pen
1 x Permanent Ink Marker Pen
6 x Security Marked & Traceable Labels
3 x Ultra Destruct UV Identification Labels
1 x Marking Stencil
1 x  “Thieves Beware” Window Sticker

Including full instructions for use. 
£1.65  REF: PM-ULTIMATE-17

20 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection
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Ultimate Property Marking Kit

JNE has designed the Ultimate Property Marking Kit. Combining all 
the best features for marking your personal property we have included 
the UK’s first dual UV/Permanent ink marker pen. This will allow you 
to overtly and covertly mark your property (as recommended by the 
Police). 

The pack contains:

• 1 x Clip Close Bag
• 1 x Record Card
• 1 x Dual Marker Pen (Permanent UV and Permanent Ink)
• 16 x Clear Laminate Labels
• 6 x All Weather Warning Labels
• 2 x Mobile Phone/iPod/MP3 Player Hologram Labels

Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection

Dual Permanent UV/Ink Marker Pen

JNE has introduced to the UK, the first dual UV and Ink Marker 
Pen designed to do both jobs.

One end of the pen is a Permanent Ink Marker designed to 
make an indelible mark on a valuable item. 

The other end of the pen is a Permanent UV Marker which is 
ideal for covert marking and has many key features.

Permanent UV Marker Pen

The Permanent UV Marker Pen leaves an indelible mark and 
has the following advantages over standard UV markers:

• No need to purchase overseals to protect UV mark
• The pen offers a brighter UV mark
• Does not fade like the standard UV Pen
• Extended UV life span with indelible marking 

£0.25  REF: UV100
250 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.75  REF: UPMK001
24 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£0.36  REF: CD600
250 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Permanent UV Marker Pen with Ultra 
Destruct Labels

This fantastic combination purchase offers a great solution 
for affordable property marking. Ultra Destruct Labels are 
designed to cover the UV marks made by the Ultra Violet Pens. 
Anyone who tries to remove the sticker will find it extremely 
difficult as it disintegrates into tiny pieces.

£0.45REF: UVUD16
200 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection

TechMarked - The complete solution for
protecting your technology devices 

Introducing the amazing new low cost solution for protecting 
technology devices.

Mobile phone theft and theft of electronic devices is a growing 
problem. According to the UK’s National Mobile Phone Crime Unit 
between 250,000 and 300,000 mobile phones are stolen in the UK 
every year. 

The cost of mobile phones, tablets and laptops make them a target 
for opportunist thieves and gangs. 

TechMarked is a simple solution to promote mobile safety, highlight 
the importance of property marking and encourage people to 
register their mobile phones and technology devices on the 
national www.immobilise.com website.*

The TechMarked kit contains the following :-

1 x TechMarked Permanent UV Marker Pen

6 x TechMarked Stickers – Ultra Destruct stickers with various 
warning messages which are designed to cover the UV mark. Due 
to the Ultra Destruct properties within the stickers anyone who 
tries to remove one will find it extremely difficult. Select a sticker 
and place it over the UV mark on your technology device, once the 
sticker has set, removal will be very difficult.

1 x TechMarked Mobile Phone Cable

1 x Immobolise.com Instruction leaflet which advises people how to 
register their Mobile Phone and other technology  devices on the 
www.immobilise.com website*

*Immobilise is a registered trade mark of 
Recipero Limited.  We have no association 
or connection with Recipero Limited.

£0.99REF: TM15
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Standard Property Marking Kit

This low cost kit is highly effective in raising awareness and ensuring recovered 
items are easier to identify and harder for someone to sell. 

Our Standard Property Marking kit includes:

1 x Permanent UV Marker Pen
6 x Multi Purpose Warning labels
3 x Ultra Destruct Property Marking labels 

£0.69  Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: SPMK16
100 units + 
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Retainaguard Marking Kit for Tools

A great new product for garden shed security and marking of tools and 
equipment

The contents of the pack will protect garden equipment from loss or theft 
- for life!

No annual subscription - lifetime registration. Ultra destruct security 
labels are provided for both large machines and small or hand held 
tools together with a warning plaque for the shed or outbuilding where 
the equipment is stored. Even if the security labels are removed by a 
determined thief the unique 7 digit security code will still be visible under 
ultra- violet light. £15.95 REF:  RFP014

5 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Property Marking and Counterfeit Detection

Retainaguard Cycle Security Marking Kit

A fantastic product giving the ultimate protection for bicycles.

The contents of the cycle pack will protect a cycle against loss or 
theft - for life! No annual subscription - lifetime registration.

Both overt and covert ultra destruct labels are provided for deterring 
theft and aiding recovery. Even if the overt security labels are removed 
by a determined thief the unique 7 digit security code will still be visible 
under ultra-violet light.

£5.75 REF: RCSMK014
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Cremark Cycle Marking Kit 

The clearly visible security coding which uses your postcode and the 
house number or first two letters of your house name makes the item 
identifiable and traceable. This marking is then made permanent by 
coating the markings with CREMARKs specially formulated protective 
lacquer. £13.50  REF: CREBIKE

10 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Cremark for Tools

PROTECT YOUR TOOLS - SILVER MARKER
Ideal for dark coloured tools.

The clearly visible security coding which uses your postcode and the 
house number or first two letters of your house name makes the item 
identifiable and traceable. This marking is then made permanent by 
coating the markings with CREMARKs specially formulated protective 
lacquer. £13.50 REF: CRESHED

10  units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT
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Security Packs & Bespoke Security Packs

‘Indian gold’ or ‘Asian gold’ is a broad term that covers jewellery bought and held by South Asian 
families, often passed down through the generations of families or bought as wedding gifts. 
Theft of this gold can be more prevalent after a wedding as criminals may target specific 
householders in the knowledge that a significant amount of jewellery is present and the wedding couple may be away on 
honeymoon.

In conjunction with Greater Manchester Police we produced some fantastic packs aimed at reducing burglaries and giving 
advice to individuals. The packs were cleverly given away in  Wedding Gift Bags and contained various security products, 
as well as a leaflet which gave vital crime prevention advice.

We can customise to include several other items including a Simulated TV, PIR Mini Alarm and a 
Motion Activated PIR Autodialer etc, etc.

We offer a standard pack which includes the following:

Wedding Gift Bag
Universal Safe Can
Glass Minder Vibration/Shock Alarm
Ultimate Property Marking Pack
24 Hour Timer

Asian Gold Wedding Pack

£8.75 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: WEDDINGPK
50 units + 

Bespoke Security Packs 

Bespoke Security Packs are one of JNE’s specialities. We have produced over 100,000 Bespoke Crime Prevention Packs 
to supply a variety of Local Authorities, Police Forces and special projects. 

We have a number of our most popular packs targeted at specific areas, however, we are able to tailor every pack to meet 
a particular budget or campaign.  

Please do not hesitate to contact us for a quotation to meet any specific requirements.

Student Personal Safety Pack

We have introduced a brilliant pack aimed at improving Personal Safety 
amongst students featuring the latest quality products available.

Our Student Safety pack is supplied in a handy pouch and features our 
innovative Spikey Straw which is an environmentally friendly anti-drink 
spiking device which comes with 5 Spikeys.
 
The pack also features our best selling Personal Alarm, the Mini Minder 
Keyring Torch Alarm which is tested to Secured by Design and has Police 
Preferred Accreditation.

Finally the pack can also include a Minder Red Alert Defence Spray. 
Defence Sprays have become extremely popular Personal Safety 
products and the Minder Red Alert is a leading brand.

£5.95  REF: SPSP-19D
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT£2.75  REF: SPSP-19

50 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

With Defence SprayWithout Defence Spray
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Security Packs & Bespoke Security Packs

Holiday Security Packs

Holiday Security Packs have been a good initiative designed to combat the 
increase in domestic burglary when people are away from their homes. 
The Holiday Pack is a comprehensive collection of products which can be 
deployed when a family is away from their home. Neighbourhood Watch 
groups can also loan these to various households. Due to the low 
minimum quantity, they can also be sold on to generate funds for these 
groups (NHW/Home Watch, etc). 

Our standard Holiday Pack contains:
• MA80 Motion Activated Autodialler Alarm
• 24 Hour Segment Timer
• MA30 Portable PIR Alarm
• Permanent UV Marker Pen

• Simulated TV

£29.95 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: HSP16
20 units + 

Victim of Crime Pack

We have supplied several thousand Victims of Crime Packs which can be 
tailored to any needs. Items can be substituted or replaced but our standard 
pack contains a Police Approved Minder Keyring Torch Alarm, an Ultimate 
Property Marking kit, a Keypad PIR Alarm, a 24 hour timer and a Window 
Alarm/Chime.

£15.50  REF: VOC15
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£3.95 REF: UHSP-17
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Ultimate Home Security Pack 

THE BEST VALUE BESPOKE PACK IN THE UK - £3.95 PER PACK + VAT

We wanted to produce a pack attractively packaged in a retail clam shell designed for mass distribution.
The Ultimate Home Security Pack includes 4 items.

1 x Door Wedge Alarm (Battery included)
1 x Personal Attack Alarm with Torch (Battery included)
1 x Window/Door Entry Alarm (Battery included)
1 x Premises are Alarmed Sticker

Purchased separately this pack would almost double in price.

Domestic Violence Personal Safety Pack

We have the perfect reassurance pack for Victims of Domestic Violence.
Packed in a handy pouch the pack includes a Rapid Deployment Portable 
Door Lock Together with our Secured by Design Approved Mini Minder 
Keyring Torch Alarm.
For orders over 200, we can also brand the pouch and/or insert any advice 
leaflet.

£6.95  REF: DVPS-19
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Security Packs & Bespoke Security Packs

£4.55  REF: SHP015
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Safer Homes Pack

We have supplied various organisations with these packs to improve safety 
in the home and lower the fear of crime. Pack contents can be added or 
substituted but our standard pack contains:

1 x Police Approved Mini Minder Keyring Torch Alarm
1 x 24 Hour Timer
1 x Ultimate Property Marking kit

£4.49  REF: BCPSMALL
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Bogus Caller Pack 

These are supplied to combat doorstep crime and encourage good practice 
in dealing with bogus callers.  Our standard pack contains:

1 x Universal Safe Can
1 x Door Mirror
1 x Bogus Caller ID Magnifying Card
1 x Window Alarm/Chime

£79.95  REF: POP-19
1 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Paws on Patrol/Environmental Bulk Pack

We can now provide the best value bulk purchase of Biodegradable Dog Waste 
products which are perfect for Councils/Environmental and Paws on Patrol 
Schemes.

For just £79.95 + VAT including Delivery this bulk purchase includes

50 x Minder Eco Dog Torch with 15 Biodegradable Dog Poop Bags per torch

50 x Pack of 50 Biodegradable Dog Poop Bags (2500 Bags in Total).
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Security Packs & Bespoke Security Packs

£10.95  REF: SSP15
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Shed Security Pack

We have introduced a pack which provides secure protection for garden 
sheds, garages and lock ups.
 
Items can be added or substituted to suit.

Our standard pack includes a PIR Shed Alarm, a Locking Hasp and Staple and 
a Shed Warning Sign.

Target Hardening Pack

Target Hardening Pack includes:

1 x Minder Electronic Personal Alarm
1 x Door/Window Mounting Bracket
1 x Door/Window Sensor
1 x Door Guard/Bar
1 x 200 Degree Door Viewer
1 x Permanent UV Marker Pen.

(ITEMS CAN BE ADDED/SUBSTITUTED PLEASE CALL FOR 
DETAILS)

£6.50REF: BCP001
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

£19.95  REF: AP16
10 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Arson Pack

A reassuring giveaway pack for victims of Hate Crime, Anti Social Behaviour 
and Arson Attack. The pack can also be expanded to include an External Mail 
Box, Fire Blanket and a Fire Extinguisher. Our standard pack includes:

1 x Smoke Alarm
1 x Locking Letterplate Restrictor
1 x Large Minder Fireproof Security Bag 

Elderly Security Pack

1 x Minder Viewcom
1 x Bogus Caller ID Magnifying Card
1 x Value Window Alarm
1 x Door Chain Mirror
1 x No Cold Caller Letterbox Sticker

£9.95REF: PACK04
50 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Secure Shopper Pack
Shoppers can often be the targets of bag dippers and opportunistic 
criminals, particularly whilst in crowded areas, shopping centres and on 
public transport. The modern day criminal has also taken to using 
hand-held card readers to 'skim' cash and personal information from 
contactless cards, even whilst the card is hidden away.

The Secure Shopper Pack combats these risks with simple but effective 
products, It comprises of our world wide famous Card Minder RFID 
Pouch, a Twin Purse Bell and a Purse Cable.

Giving shoppers peace of mind. Perfect for mass distribution

£0.89  REF: SSP17
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Security Packs & Bespoke Security Packs

Fraud Protection Pack

Unique to JNE and developed in consultation with the Police we 
are delighted to introduce a pack specifically aimed at stopping 
fraud and educating vulnerable people to be aware of potential 
scams. 
We supply this pack in a clip closed bag and can even insert any 
leaflet your organisation produces which addresses this issue.

The Fraud Protection Pack contains the following 3 items which 
address the 3 main fraud areas.

Mail/Letter Fraud – Take 5 Envelope Opener
Internet/Mobile Fraud – A Minder Web Cam Cover
Credit Card Fraud – Card Minder RFID Card £1.75 REF: FPP19

100 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Safer Driving Awareness Pack

We can supply 2 of our popular “Safety message” products as 
part of a Drivers Awareness Pack.

This pack includes a

“Drink & Drug Driving Destroys Lives” Pen
“Don’t Text and Drive” Key-ring

Own branding Available

£0.88  REF: SDAP-19
200  units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Security Packs & Bespoke Security Packs

Festival Safety Pack

Over the past few years we have supplied many Music Festival organisers (Leeds, 
Reading, Latitude, Big Chill, etc, etc - as well as police involved in festival security) 
with numerous products aimed at improving the safety of festival goers. Products 
have included Mobile Phone Cables and Socks, Personal Alarms, UV Marker Pens 
and Wind up Torches. This year we are delighted to introduce the 1st Festival 
Safety Pack aimed at providing a crime free festival experience. The pack can be 
expanded to include other items such as Condoms, Water, Personal Alarms, etc, 
etc, however our standard pack includes:

1 x Secret Wallet Money Belt
1 x Wind up Torch
1 x Mobile Phone Cable
1 x Large Carabiner Clip (for securing tent zips)

£4.45 REF: FSP16
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Purse/Bag Dipping Pack

JNE has the most extensive range of items to combat Purse 
and Handbag theft. We have supplied several crime prevention 
agencies with bespoke packs aimed at combating this crime. 

You are able to mix and match our products to suit any budget. 
Our standard pack includes:
1 x Twin Purse Bell
1 x Purse Cable
1 x ZipClippa
1 x Bag Hanger £1.95  REF: PDP12

100 units + 
Per Unit
+ VAT

Vehicle Crime Reduction Packs

Our Vehicle Packs have been developed in partnership with the Police and can 
be chosen to suit your campaign and budget.

Standard Pack (SVP 1) – Includes a Sat Nav Tag/Cleaner, a No Valuables Air         
Freshener, Take me to Bed Car Keyring and No Valuables Internal Vehicle 
Sticker.

Medium Pack (MVP 2) – Contains all the above plus a Tamperproof Tax Disc 
Holder.

Deluxe Pack (DVP 3) – Contains all the above and an Anti Tamper Number 
plate Kit.

£1.19  REF: SVP1 
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT £1.55  REF: MVP2 

100 units + 
Per Unit

+ VAT £2.49  REF: DVP3
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT
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Security Packs & Bespoke Security Packs

Bicycle Security Pack 1

1 x Bicycle Cable Lock
1 x Permanent UV Marker Pen
6 x Weatherproof Property Marking Warning Stickers

£2.75 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: BSP1
50 units + 

Bicycle Security Pack 2

1 x “Hands Off” Weatherproof Bicycle Seat Cover
1 x Permanent UV Marker Pen
6 x Weatherproof Property Marking Warning Stickers
3 x Ultra Destruct Property Marking Labels

Bicycle Security Pack 3
 
1 x “Hands Off” Weatherproof Bicycle Seat Cover
1 x Dual UV/Ink Marker Pen
1 x PM Bike Safety Card
3 x Cycle Security Wraps

£1.29 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: BSP3
50 units + 

Bicycle Road Safety Pack

A collection of products to keep a cyclist safe and highly visible 
during dark nights.
The pack can also be expanded to include a Hi-Vis Belt and a 
Hi-Vis Rucksack.
Our standard pack includes:

1 x Silicon Bike Lights
1 x Flashing Bicycle Spoke Light
1 x Hi-Vis Armband £4.65 Per Unit

+ VAT
REF: BRSP16
20 units + 

£1.39 Per Unit
+ VAT

REF: BSP2
50 units + 

£2.69  REF: HVPACK013
100 units + 

Per Unit
+ VAT

Hi-Vis Security Pack

• Hi-Vis Visiband Flashing Armband 
• Hi-Vis Slap Band 
• Hi-Vis Sticker Pack
• Reflector Tag

Our standard Hi-Vis Pack can be changed to include other items such as 
Hi-Vis Vests, Belts, Rucksack Covers and lights, etc, etc.

Please contact our sales team for details.



Personalised Branding 

Anti Slavery Keyring/Pen
Modern slavery is a real issue in our communities. An unseen 
crime, it hides in many workplaces like take-aways, hotels, car 
washes and private residences, etc, etc.

According to the Home Office there may be as many as 13,000 
victims in the UK alone. Victims can be men, women and children 
of all ages, but it is normally more prevalent amongst the most 
vulnerable or minority groups
We have designed our Anti Slavery Pen and Key-ring in association 
with South Yorkshire Police.
These are a simple giveaway to any potential victims of slavery. 
The bar code printed on the items has the Modern Slavery Helpline 
printed within the product.

Minder Signal Blocker
We have branded our best selling Minder Signal Blockers for numerous
Initiatives for Police, Councils and Community Safety Projects. The Minder 
Signal Blocker and Minder Signal Blocker Mini help to prevent wireless car 
key theft and are also used to discourage Mobile Phone use whilst driving.

The Minder Signal Blocker and Minder Signal Blocker Mini are also Secured 
by Design Approved - Police Preferred Specification. Rely on the best quality 
choice available.

Timers Window Alarms

Dog Torch With
Poop Bags

Shopper Trolley Coin Key-rings

Keyring Torch With
Magnifier

Drawstring Bags Hi-Vis Helmet Cover Anti-Fraud Envelope 
Opener

£ POA £ POA £ POA

£ POA £ POA £ POA

£ POA £ POA £ POA

£ POA

£ POA
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Personalised Branding Personalised Branding 

Slapbands Rubbers Personal Alarms

Pens Wind Up Torch

U.V Keyrings Card Minders Rulers

Hi-Vis Drawstring Bags

Hi-Vis Rucksack Covers Pencils UV Pens

ALL PRICES INCLUDE A SINGLE COLOUR PRINT

HI-Vis Vests Stickers Ice Scraper

£ POA £ POA £ POA

£ POA £ POA £ POA

£ POA £ POA £ POA

£ POA £ POA £ POA

£ POA £ POA £ POA

JNE Security have become the leading supplier of bulk branded products to 
Community Safety and Crime Prevention organisations. The ranges here represent 
a small selection of our products. Please contact us for any bespoke quotations.



Details correct at time of going to print. Please see our website for full Terms & Conditions.

Delivery charge within Mainland UK £10.00 + VAT
or Free on orders over £500 + VAT

N. Ireland - Please call for a delivery quotation. 

The UK’s Leading Supplier of Innovative
Crime Prevention & Community Safety Products.

Personal Alarms with both
Secured by Design and Sold Secure approval.

Industry Leaders in Quality & Innovation

JNE Security Limited, 
Unit 2 Zenith House, Gresford Industrial Park, Wrexham, LL12 8LX

Tel: (01978) 855054
Email: sales@jnesecurity.co.uk

Websites: www.personalalarms.com | www.jnesecurity.co.uk


